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To my wife. Joginder --

One tough evaluator!
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PRETACE

This is a hook on-the evaluation of development training Progre'l --

courses. camps, seminars and workshops organized to train development

workers.

Development is on the national agendas of almcst all of the Third

World countries today. To teach farmers. workers and housewives in

:tillages and cities. new knowledge. new attitudes and new skills.

hundreds of thousands of develonment workers (or change agents) are

befog trained all over the Third World.

This training is being conducted through ad hot training programs;

in training centers and institutes specially set up for the purpose; or

in universities and other institutions of higher education. Training

o6Jectives vary from the economic to the social and the political.

Training philosophies and methodologies differ widely. The levels of

personnel 'trained range from front-line workers to specialists. planners

and managers at district. regional and central levels. Ooth civil

servants and volunteers may be covered. Training experiences may vary

In duration from half a day to a couple of years.

Accumulated experiences in the training of change agents varies, of

course. from country to country. Some developing countries have

already built extensive networks of institutions to meet the training

needs of development workers. India in Asia. Kenya in Africa and Oratil

In South America could be cited as examples of such countries. Other

countries have not been as fortunate. They have been constrained by lack

of resources and still have a long way to go in fulfilling their develop-

ment training needs.

5
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A mood of stocktaking of training experiences, however, seems today

to be widespread. Countries that already have gained long experiences

in the training of change agents want to evaluate their experiences.

Others who are just beginning, want to make sure that they do not

repeat the mistakes that the pioneers may have made before them. Within

the dkvelopment training sector, those currently engaged id development

training as trainers or as administrators wish to be able to evaluate

training objectives and training methods and materials, to maximize

16494ct on their trainees, and ultimately on the communities undergoing

development. Evaluation of the effectiveness of development training

is, therefore, today an area that is both quite popular and inherently

signiiicant.-

This book is addressed to the trainers of develoimient workers and

.change agents for various development sectors, such as adult basic

education and adult literacy, agricultural extension, family planning,

health and nutrition education, cooperative education, community

development, social welfare, development administration, leadership

training, development support communication, integrated rural development,

trade union education and political education. Focus is on the Third

World -- the areas of poverty in Africa, Asia and Latin America. This

particular choice of audience. their educational background and

eAperience, and the conditions of kheir work have determined the content,

the general approach and the style of this book. While development

trainers are the primary audience of this book, those engaged in the

planning and administration of development programs in national and

international organizations might also find the book of some interest,

iS
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The five introductory chapters provide a framework for the discussion

of methods aatechniques of evaluation included in later chapters. The

first chapter of the hook states the essential Purpose of conducting

evaluation. In a second chapter, a general model of development is

presented. The model points up the significant role of human resource

development within theoverall developmental processes and puts the need

for training development workers and change agents in the proper perspective.

The returns that will most likely accrue from the evaluation of development

training Programs are then weighed and considered.

In the fourth chanter of the book, some preliminary ideas on

training design are offered. A model for developing useful descriptions

of various training programs is theOncluded, on the premise that to

evaluate a program, the evaluator must first be able to describe it in

conceptual terms. This chapter should enable readers to look at training

programs as training systems, with particular structures and Processes

within, and Particular interfaces and interconnections without. The

model Presented in this chapter may also provide norms and standards for

making evaluative judgments in regard to training Programs being

evaluated. Finally, in the fifth introductory chapter evaluation

Questions of significant interest to development trainers are generated'

and the criteria for the choice of training issues for evaluation are

discussed.

In the chapters that follow (Chapters VI to XVIII), the whole array

of evaluation topics bat been discussed including writing evaluation

proposals, monitoring and quick appraisals, evaluation models, cnncept

analysis, development of indicators, evaluation desion, construction of
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tools and instruments, Product evaluation. data collection and data

analysis, basic statistics and dissemination of evaluation results.

All this content has been included in this one book because all these

topit do go together. Also, because thit may be the only book our

readeis may have access to or may read for some time. the book presents

what we hope is a Judicious mix of the theoretical and the practical

content. Topics such as the development model, training design and

evaluation models, by necessity, were discussed at a highly conceptual

level. All other topics have been discussed at a much more practical

level.

Lyiluatim Development training Programs is meant to be a first

systematic introduction to the evaluation of development training programs.

this is not a book for the practicing evaluator, nor do we seek to prepare

evaluation experts. Our aspirations are more modest. We Seek to prepare

"trainers- evaluators" -- professional trainers who have acquired a

sufficient level of evaluation skills to be able to develop needed feed-

back for the improvement of their development training programs.

The emphasis is on internal evaluation, evaluation handled by the

trainer and often relating to the trainer's own progiam. We promote low-

cost evaluation and suggest that evaluation of deftlopnent training be

handled as far as possible frau within the resources already available

to the training progrme or to the training institution.

troth foneative evaluation (evaluation conducted during the formation

of the program with the intent to improve its design), and sunnative

evaluation (evaluation conducted at the end of a program to sum up its

results) have been covered. Both the scientific (quantitative) and the
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naturalistic (qualitative) paradigms have been discussed. Our

methodological orientation is pragmatic, even opportunistic. We believe

that some feedback on training effectiveness is better than none at all

and if the best of evaluation design and measurement is not possible in

a situation. the second best is ell right too.

The language used in the book has been as simple as possible. where

technical terms had to be used, they have been explained in the text,

and more elaborate definitions have been included in the Glossary at the

end of the book.

The book does not Promise miracles. however. It will have to be

read and read carefully by trainers-evaluators. Some chapters and

Portions of other chapters may need to be read more than once for maximum

benefit. References to the dictionary or to the Glossary of terms may be

necessary. Suggested applications of sane of the concepts will need to

be actually worked out; and statistical tests must be learned by applying

them to available data. In some cases. additional reading will be railed

for.

When used as a text for seminars and workshops of short duration,

the various chapters of the book need not be read in the order in whicl

they have been presented in the book. Both the content and the

organization of content for the workshop should be developed participatively.

with the particular workshop group, in terms of the particular needs and

interests of the group. at that Particular time. Thus. one workshop may

start with how to develop an evaluation proposal and go through writing

evaluation questions, to developing indicators. to constructing question-

naires and structured interview schedules, to the analysis of data.
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Another workshop, may start with descriptions of training systems and go

through developing indicators, to developing questionnaires to basic

statistics, Yet another workshop could start with the models of

evaluation and, in the choice of other content. may emphasize naturalistic

evaluation strategies.

In each case, workshop organizers Should point out clearly to

participants what will be read fran the text, in whal sequence. by what

tune, indicating page nunbers for each assignment. Participants should.

at toe same time, be encouraged to read the whole book film the beginning

to the end. This Should be done during the workshop if at all possible'

or enmedtately after the workshop. it is important that trainers-.

evaluators yet a sense of the total picture of evaluation and do not

confuse a part with the whole. When carefully read and understood. the

book will teach not only evaluation of development training but also a

lot about training design and about development planning itself.

this book has emerged fran a series of workshops and panels on

evaluation of basic education and development training programs

organized by the German foundation for International Development (DSE)

in i,enya during 1979-8a.

This workshop series had its antecedents in a 2-week workshop on the

evaluation of "functional literacy programs" organized In Mombasa. Kenya

during Hay 9-21. 1977 under the joint sponsorship of DSE and the

lnteinational Institute for Adult Literacy Methods (IIALH). The focus

of tins workshop, understandably, was on literacy evaluation; and it was

attended only by the literacy and adult education officers of the then

division of adult education of the Ministry of Rousing and Social Services

of the Government of Kenya.

1 2_,
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It was at the 1977 Mombasa workshop that the idea of organizing

evaluation workshops for "adult educators" from all the various

dm/element sectors was born. The realization emerged that there were

adult educators in other development sectors such as agriculture extension,

health and nutrition, fimily planning, cooperatives and workers education;

and that a diffusion of evaluation skills within this expanded adult

education culture will have a salutary effect on overall development

plans and development outcomes. .At the same time, there was a sharpening

of focus on teaching evaluation skills to trainers in training centers

and institutes engaged in preparing development workerS and change

agents. It was hoped that this strategy would maximize the etfects of

the evaluation trainino offered in Kenya. Trainers receiving trainiug in

evaluation techniques will improve delivery of their own training. They

will also be able to share some Of their evaluation skills with develop-

ment workers they will, in turn, train themselves.

'Thus, emerged the series of workshops and Panels on the evaluation

of development training programs, and with It the Action Training Mullet.

The Action Training Model, which has been described more fully In Chapter

IV, Included the features of portfcipative planning; development of

evaluation proposals during the workshops and their Implementation hack

at the training center; provision of technical assistance in short

panels and continuously through the establishment of an :lucational

Fvaluation Resources Committee; and emphasis on developing local capacity

to later continue the project without technical assistance from outside.
4
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with the evaluation workshop of June 1982, the first phase' of

this series of workshops and panels canes to an end, and a second phase

begins. In a second phase of four years, 1982-86, the series of workshops

and panels on the evaluation of basic education and development training

will be c3ntinued by the Institute of Adult Studies (IAS). University of

Nairobi. Kikuyu, Kenya. The Action Training Model will be further

implemented. The local organizers will receive some funding fran 05E

but no outside consultants will be used.

This book, as we indicated earlier. was born in the context of the

workshop series Just described. in the first workshop during May 21 to

June 1, 1979 at Kericho. Kenya, H. S. Illiala's Evaluatin9junctionai

Liteiga (Hulton Educational Publications, Amershams Bucks, U.K., 1979)

was used as the text for the workshop. It became quite clear. however.

in using this book that while transfer fran "functional literacy" to

"development training" was possible, it was Oroblematic in that setting.

In a short two-week wor,kshop. it was best not to impose on the trainees

the dddltiOnal burden of making the conceptual transfer from literacy to

development training and unduly complicate instructional tasks. The

.1st thing to do was to develop materials that dealt directlY with the

world of work of development trainers, related with their institutional

settings, and their special concerns in training and evaluation. That

1
Uuring the first phase of the OSE program, the following workshops

and pawls on the evaluation of basic education and development training
progiams were conducted: (1) Workshop during May 21 to June 1, 1979;
(2) lanel during January 4-10, 1980; (3) Workshop during August 18-29,

1980, (4) Panel during March 23-20. 1981; (5) Workshop during June 1 -13,
1981, (6) Panel during February 22-27, 1982; and (7) Workshop during
June a to July 10. 1982. The first five events took Place in Kericho,
tenya and the last two in Naivasha, Kenya.

14
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Indeed was what we undertook to do.

We started witn handouts' dealing with the inpediate and exPres:e4
0

needs of workshop participants. thereby complementing the literacy

evaluation text. We are Pleased that ue are now able to present thic

complete ands comprehensive treatment of the topic of evaluating development

training programs for use by development trainers. This new book will

find its first use at the June 1982 workshop in Naivasha. Kenya and will

continue to be tested in the workshops and panels that - follow.'' We fin hope

to use the feedback resulting from the utilization of the book for Preparing

it for later Publication.

1 have had the pleasure and Privilege of directing all of the workshops

and Panels (with the exception of the Naivasha Panel of February 22-27.

'1982) during the first phase of the workshop series. Bet these thincs

are never really done singly. by oneself. In a very real sense. these

workshops and Panels have been co-directed by Dr. Josef Muller of the DSE

who has been my full partner both in developing the concept of the Action

Training Model and in sharing instructional resPonsibilities at the work-

shops and panels. Dr. John W. Ryan, now of the Literacy Division.

Unesco. Paris (and previous . director, IIALM): Dr. Tom Mulusa of lAS:

and me. Joseph tondo, Previously of IAS, and now of the Kenya institute

of Management, are the other intellectual parents of the Action Training

Model.

111. S. Bhola, Designing and Evaluatin Development training Programs:
A Working Document (August an EilloaligikiiliFiut
tralning_Programs: Part 11 (March 1981)i and Data Dallirs, for Data

(February 1982).
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My sincere thanks to all of ny colleagues from Kenya who have

constituted the faculty for these workshops and served on the

Educational Evaluation Resources Committee. especially, Joseph Dondo,

bmiNulusa and Daudi Nturibi of IAS; and Alice Waka of the Kenya

Institute of Education. My thanks also to Peter lanyanjui, director,

IAS who has provided insightful leadership and unfailing support to the

project; and has now decided to go ahead with the second phase of the

workshop series.
--

Last, but not the least, my thanks and acknowledgements to the

traiwes of the workshops and panels who were Such good learners and

such good teacherS.

Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana, U.S.A.
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CHAPTER 1,

WHAT IS EVALUATION?

. Evaluation is the process of assigning values to judge the amount,

degree, condition, worth, quality or effectiveness of something. As

human beings, we are Perpetual evaluators. lie evaluate ideas. attitudes.

actions, characteristics and possessions of ourselves and of others. at

home and at work, day in and day out, sometimes self - consciously but

often unthinkingly; and make judgments on the basis of those evaluations.

If life can be Wine as a series of decisions, then being is evaluating.

in recent years, evaluation has emerged as a specialization that-

teaches us how to make evaluations that are self-conscious, systematic.

objective and dePendables and which can, therefore, be more useful in

making appropriate decisions -- in our case, decisions about implementing

development training programs.

Let us examine a few definitions of evaluation that have appeared

in literature over the years:

Professor Lee J. Cronback defined evaluation simply as "the

collection and use of information to make decisions about an educational

program."

Or. Marvin C. Atkin described evaluation as the "Process of

ascertaining the decision areas of concern, selecting appropriate

information, and collecting and analyzing information in order to report

summary data useful to decision-makers in selecting among alternatives."

Dr. Daniel L. Stofflebfam defined evaluation as "the process of

delineating, obtaining, and providing useful information for jofigin4

decision alternatives."

t 15
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In a recent book (See Biblioeraphy), Professors Egon G. Guba and

Yvonne S. Lincoln have defined evaluation "as the process of describing

an evaluand (the entity being evaluated] and judging its merit and worth."

from the various definitions included above, it becomes clear that

evaluation involves collection and analysis of data lajectiveTy.,

systematically and with exactitude, to serve a variety of decision-

makill needs. these decision making needs may relate to (1) modification

or Improvement of a development training program; (2) certification of e

training program in its present form; or (3) making decisions about

alternatives within tne program, or a total alternative to it. In sum,

the objectives of evaluation are always utilitarian in nature.

Lealg4tionigLiopitorhig

Inc word monitoring has recently cane into use in the literature

of program evaluation. To monitor is to check upon an on-going program _

for flaws or breakdowns, to enable decision-makers to regulate activities

and to undertake corrective action.

As in the case of evaluation, monitoring also serves the needs of

decision-makers. Monitoring, however, is only a part of evaluation, and

not tne whole of it. Monitoring seeks to iook at the performance data

generated by programs in the process of their implementation and cautions

decision-makers about the gap between reality and expectation.

Programs CAR be made more monitorable by introducing proformas,

schedules, and'progress reports at important points and levels of the

1,regrJm so that the program can generate significant performance data in

time veal process of its implementation. Monitoring, typically, requires

the ustablishment of management information systems within programs so

a
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that information generated by the program can flow to a central point

at fixed intervals of time. There it must be aggregated ano analyzed.

and stored for retrieval and use at other times.

Monitoring and Supervision

Supervision involves some monitoring but. at its best. supervision

is an educational Process. Good supervision enables the various function-

aries In a pro4ram.to analyze and evaluate their own performance in relation

to the program needs, and to learn and4grow on the job.

Evaluation and Research

Evaluation andesearch are two differelt Professional activities,

though the two get often confused. Confusion occurs because the

evaluator and the researcher share inquiry designs, methodologies, tools

and instruments, and have similar concerns with the validity and the

reliability of their findings. Quite often the same one person may be

acting as evaluator and researcher at the same time. Evaluation and

research, however, differ significantly in terms of their frameworks

and their objectives, as the following table should indicate:

Table 1. The different orientations and objectives of the evaluator
and the researcher

Evaluator Researcher

Policy and planning orientation:
seeks to clarify Planning

alternatives and to improve
program Performance.

OisciOlinary'and academic

orientation; seeks to advande
the frontiers of knowledge in the
researcher's chosen discipline.
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Loyalty is Co a particular
program or project; choicg of
evaluation topics is determined
by the information needs of
decision-makers.

The methodological choices are
often quasi-experimental or
non-experimental; the norm for

Judging the findings is
applicability to the Program
situation and adaptability to
other similar program settings.

Loyalty is to a particular
academic disciplide; choice of

research topics is determined
by the theory and research
needs of the discipline.

The methodological choices are

typically experimental or
controlled; the norm for judging
She findings is generalizability.

Time-frame for the production of Time-frame for the production
results is set by the program. of results is set by the .,

researcher and by the internal
logic of the research question.

Professional rewards consist in Professional rewards consist in
the utilization of findings by publication of findiogs in

decision-makers and demonstrated professional Journals and
improvement in the program favorable comments by

implementation. professional colleagues.

The distinction between evaluation and research is not, however,

water-tight. There is a lot of biii research around. And there are

some really good evaluation studies that produce insightful and

generalizable findings and get published in prestigious professional

Journals. Such evaluation studies may be seen to fit the title of

"evaluation research," the phrase used by Carol Weiss.

internal and External Evaluation

.internal evaluation is that conducted within the program system

by program specialists themselves. External evaluation is that conducted

by evaluators sent from outside.

It is often asserted that external evaluation is more objective

than internal evaluation which is rejected as both subjective and

political. On the'otiour hand, program specialists often dread external
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evaluations which they complain are often hurried. superficial,

uninformed and Political. There Is merit in both Positions

Extt nal evaluations are by no means inherently objective. On the

other hand, internal evaluations can be most objective. Both internal and

external evaluations can be highly political. The right approach Is to

assign appropriate tasks to internal and'external evaluations, and to make

Ahem to perform complementary roles.

in this book. our emphasis is on internal evaluatioo which we look

at as evaluation for growth rather than for control. By conducting

internal evaluation. Indeed an evaluation of one's own training performance

by oneself. the trainer can Perform the essential most task of all

evaluation which is to improve performance; and. in the Process, can

grow as a professional trainer.

Participative Evaluation

participative evaluation goes beyond the formalism of both internal

and exteroal evaluations and conducts evaluation in participation with

the publics concerned. Evaluation becomes both educational and

liberating. Essentially. patticipative (or participatory) evaluation is

one that Is conducted in mutual collaboration by all those engaged in

the conduct of a program. At its best, the organizers play a

facilitative role while the people being served by particular programs

take over. These people determine, through dialogic action, what the

evaluation needs are. what informatioo should be collected and how. And

what norms and standards should be used'to Judge success or failure.

Participative evaluation Is a methodological approach with strong

ideological conmitmeot to radical humanism. We will have more to sly

about it in a, later chapter.

21
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formmtive and Suormative hiluations

Re concepts of fonimtive evaluation and smmnative evaluation,
4

introduied by Professor Michael Scriven, are important for evaluators

to understand.

formative evaluation examines different aspects of a program as it

is being formed. It is used to correct and improve a program during its

planning and implementation.

- I

Sunmmtive evaluation typically comes at the end of a program or at

the cmpletion of a program phase. It is used to sum up the impact of a

program on its client groups or communities.

Prolmt Ealuation,

Product evaluation may be seen as a special case of formative

evaluation when what is being evaluated is an instructional product, such

as, a textbook, a set of posters or charts, a film or a simulation-game.

Smmnarx,

Evaluation is the prOcess of assigning values to judge the amount.

degree, condition, worth, quality or effectiveness of something. As a

specialization, evaluation involves.the collection and analysis of data

objectively, systematically and with exactitude, to serve a variety of

decision-making needs. Evaluation can be usefully distinguished from

monitoring, supervision and research. Evaluation may be Internal or

external, or way be participatory in nature. Evaluation may be formative

(conducted during the formation of a program) or sunmative (conducted at

the ehd of a program to sum up results).

22
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Things te Do or Think About

I. Are you clear about the distinction between evaluation and research?

Try to explain the difference between the two to a colleague to his or

her satisfaction.

2. From your area of work, think of a topic that seems to fit the

category of formative evaluation. Think of another topic that fits the

category of summetive evaluation?

3. What kinds of information must be generated and collected for

developing a monitoring system for your training center or Program?

4

4
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CHAPTER 11

A GEMLRAL MODEL Of DEVELOPMENT

If we are interested in the evaluation of development training, we

haie got to understand all of the three processes involved -- evaluation,

trainimj, and development. Therefore. in presenting a general model of

the process of development. we are by no means straying away from the main

concern of this book.

inere are two good reasons why a person preparing to be an evaluator

of development training programs should also understand development. One

is a general and somewhat abstract reason. but the other is downright

practical and functional. Trainers-evaluators engaged in the preparation"

of development workers and change agents must understand the processes of

, develupeent to get a sense of the framework within which they work. They

must ubserve the big picture and must understand the interconnections

between and among the various developnent actors and development

processes. it is only with such an understanding that their concrete

training dCtionS, their training methods and the training effects they

obtain. WU make sense in the larger perspective of change at the societal

level. And, it is such an understanding that will help them to be more

than mere technicians or purveyors of skills and information but will

make then enlightened and committed change agents -- indeed culture-makers.

A second reason why trainers-evaluators should understand development

is more practical and functional. Since training seeks to prepare workers

to do better developoent, it is developoent that will provide most of the

dorms and criteria for Judging the success or failure of training designs

and training methods.

22
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A General Node of Development

A general model of the development process is Presented below:

Culture at
Time

1

Institution Buildieil

(Economic, Social and Political
Institutions)

+t i .

i

.

/

(LH .

.,

Ideology x Technology

/

/ /I
/

Duman Resource Development . /

(Through Formal, Ronfonnal and

Informal Education)

Figure 1. A general model of the process of develoPment

Culture at
Time

2

The process of development and planned change (as a culture goes

through same sort of transformation during a particular time period of

history), Is essentially a calculus of Ideology and technology, an

adaptation of means to ends. This essential process of interactions

between ideology (ends) and technology*(means) can be seen to factor out

along two dimensions: (1) institution building and (2) human resource

development.

While development ideologies may differ somewhat from country' to

country, a basic core of development Is coning to be universally accepted.

Development has to be man-centered. Development should involve not merely

greater production, but also a just distribution of what is produced.

Social and political institutions should be responsive to the needs of

the people and should provide opportunities to the People to participate

within those institutions.

25
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Technology is what enables societies to implement their ideological

visions and their societal aspirations. Technology itself is of twomajor

categories: physical technology which transforms raw materials into

economic goods; and social technology which trains and motivates people

and invents effective social arrangements.

Two Dimensions of the Development Process

As we. have suggested above the ideology x Technology" calculus can

he sten to occne along two dimensions: institution building and human

resource develomnent. institution building is the name given to the

process of improving existing institutions and designing new institutions

to undertake the societal tasks tnat need to be done. Whatever needs to

he done systematically and with some continuity needs a system -- an

institution of some sort. No wonder. institutions have been called the

building Blocks of cultures.

The new institutions required by development societies are many. They

are economic, social and political; parliaments, primary courts;

cooperatives, radio forums, classrooms, rural credit societies, mdnu-

.

facturing plants and factories.

But new InstitutionS will he no more than empty shells if they du not

have trained people to man those institutions. That brings into focus the

role of human resource development. Hunan resource developnent may he

undertaken through three different but complementary educational strategies:

formal education, nonformal education and informal education.

Fe
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Formal, Nonformal and informal Education

Fermat education "referl to the hierarchically-structured and

chronologically-graded modern 'educational system' that stretches fran

primary school through the university." Informal eipcation is equivalent

to iocialization: neither the teacher nor the learner are self-conscious

about the process of teaching-learner taking place. Finally, monfosm41,

education refers "to the motley assortment of organized and semi-organized

educational activities operating outside the regular structure and routines

of the formal system, aimed at serging a great variety of learning needs

of different subgroups in the population, both Young and old."' It is,

thus, in nonformal education that the trainers of development workers

should be most interested. trainers of development workers are indeed

nonformal educators.

Other than training Solutions

the model presented in this short chapter should have helped us put

training in a proper development perspective. Training has been shown to

be a significant component of development. At the same time, the general

model of development presented here should have helped us understand that

training is not the solution to all development problems. Problems may tie

in defective national visions, in lack of resources of raw materials, in

the inadequacy of Physical infrastructures, or in the very design of social,

economic and political institutions. In these cases solutions will lie

elsewhere than in training.

1
The definitions of formal education and monjrformal education given

here are taken fran Manzoor Ahmed and Philip Us Coombs ads.). Education

for Rural OevetoP sent:. Case Studies for Planneri. New York, N.Y.: 'sFiiger
isuI firsir7; ig75.
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Summary

Trainers-evaluators snould be interested in development to understand

the true nature of their role as development workers as well as to

develop the criteria to Judge the success or failure of their training

designs. Development basically is a calculus of ideology x technology or

the adaptation of means to ends. Another way of defining the development

pricess wir be in terms of (1) institution building and (2) human resource

deveommment. Human resource development, especially through nonformal

education. is of utmost importance in the overall development process.

Trainers-evaluators, however, need to be aware that all development

problems are not solves by training. or by more and better training.

Things to Do or Think About

1. What are the national aspirations for development in your country?

Separate then as ideological (related to ends) and, technological (related

to means).

2. What kiwis of development training needs are being fulfilled in your

country by the Noma, education system?

6
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CHAPTER

HIE PROMISE OF EVALUATION IN

DEVELOPMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS

the fremise of evaluation in development training programs is rooted

tr

in the scope and significance of training in the overall development

Processes.

The Size and Swope of Oevelopment Training

We need to start with the training (or educational) needs of our

people. the educational needs of people in the developing world are many

and varied. They are Political, social and economic: and they are

informational. attitudinal and skills-related. Farmers, workers and

housewives in the developing nations must learn new developmental values,

attitudes and aspirations. Farmers must learn new scientific agriculture

and animal husbandry; and new modes of farm management. cooperation and

marketing. Workers must learn new technological skills, more Productive

work habits and patterns, and safety rules at Places of work. Housewives

must learn new ideas about family care and nutrition. And they should

all -- farmers, workers and housewives learn to participate in the

processes of decision making that govern their lives and work.

Out how to make all this possible? Clearly, people can not be left

to themselves to 'earn all this on their own. At the same time, we can

not bring Chem all to school. In fact. we do not have those many schools

to accomodate them. Since we can not bring all those people to school.

we must take the school to them. And that indeed what is being done in

all kinds of places, in all kinds of settings, all over the lhird World

27
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through what we have called nonformal education.

To provide this needed education to these new clients and consumers

of education, we need new educators. We have called them development

workers or change agents or front-line workers. There are other moos

for them es well: eminently development workers agricultural extension

workers. village health assistants, barefoot doctors, cooperative educotiun

workers, family planning workers nutritionists, political educators

primary court judges, workers' educators, literacy workers, radio and film

form leaders, discussion leel.,s and animators. All over the third World

these new roles are being created to educate the people to develop the

human resources of nations fur the ultimate transformation of Societies.

the conceptualization am design of these brand new development roles

has been one of the most challenging tasks of development work. What

should those roles be: agricultural extension worker, cooperatives

assistant, frmily health educators family planning specialist, political

educator, or village keel multipurpose worker? How should change agent*

be recruited to these new roles? What should be their orientation to

social change? Should some promote diffusion of knowledge and skills, and

some others prooOte critical consciousness? How should tasks be divided

among and between them? if tasks are divided on the basis of specialize-
.fr.

Elm, how *mold integretion be achieved in the delivery of services?

The training of these new eductigri is the most important question If

all. lieu to train change agents for effective performance OC their rOlea?

On best to give these change agents the skills they need? 0ow to

socialize these change agents in the new norms and values that are necessary

for them to internalize to serve the disadvantaged?
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The above by no means exhausts all the training needs of development.

The trainers of front-line workers must themselves be trained to perform

their training tasks. and so on up the line. The following simple diagram

should help us visualize the extent and scope of the training problem:

a. -

The trainer-trainee
approach

441

chain in

Trainers
(12)

of

Trainers
(Ti)

Trainers

(11) of
frontline

development.

workers

Development
workers at
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front line

Learners
in

rural and
urban 11P1111.

communities

development

------

Figure 1.

to development.
the human resource

The formal education system has been unable to handle the training

tasks necessary to tnplement the total human resource development approach..

Only type 12 trainers have typically come from formal institutions of

higher learning -- sociologists, anthropologists. educators, media

'Pecialfsts, etc. -- who, at their best, had acquired experience in

development by working in the field on various development projects: and.

at tbeir worst, never had any touch with the development world and were

discipline oriented in their training designs.

Type T1 trainers have been trained, as could be expected, outside

the formal education system in specialized institutions. Such institutions

have proliferated all over the Third World and are now consuming quite an

impressive proportion of national education and developmental resources.

The Directory of Adult Education institutions in Kenya (A Guide on Schools,

Centers, Colleges, Courses and all Institutions Catering for Continuing

Education in Kenya), issued by the Board of Adult Education, Nairobi, 1976,
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lists a variety of training institutions that include: institutions of

public administration, business management, and development admiolltra-

tion; of agricultural extension training, animal health and husbandry;

institutes and centers for daily management, meat packing, tea, and

forestry; cooperative. colleges and centers for water development:

institutions for the training of workers in health and family planning;

for home economics and nutrition;. resettlement of cripples; Institutions

for training personnel for literacy centerS. COnounity centers, village

polytechnics, vocational centers, farmers training centers; and centers

for training personnel for evening schools. correspondence colleges,

extra-mural programs and mass communication.

The size of the training sector in development is today an important

indicator of the seriousness of the development effort in a country and

of the possibility of its success. The effectiveness of the development

training sector and its efficiency are thus important considerations.

Ihs Promise of Evaluation

The promise of evaluation in development training can now be well

understood. Effective training of various trainers in the long trainer-.

trainee chain, and especially of the change agent at the front-line, is

crucial. The size and scope of development work is such that good

teaming can.make an Important difference to what ultimately happens to

our sthemes regarding food production, health and nutrition, family

planning and political participation.

But to know where improvements in training are possible we need to

undertake systematic evaluations of development training. Here is a Set

of questions that are crying for answers:
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1. Had the new change agent roles designed to promoite development within

communities proved effective?

2. Had the institutions and programs established to handle training of

new change agents performed their tasks effectively and efficiently?

3. Had the procedures for recruitment of change agents for development

roles, the training curricula designed for their training, and instrtic-

.*
tional methodologies used in their training been correct?, and, finally,

4. Had the Overall training effort made any significant impact on the

flees of people whom the trained change agents were supposed to serve?

Answers to these questions will bring high returns on the investment

oin development training. Herein lies the promise of evaluation.

Summary_

The development training enterprise is significant both in size add

scope In most development countries. improvement in the effectiveness of

training can generate high dividends. to know how effective current

training programs are, they should be evaluated. The promise or evSluo-
-.

tion In development training is immense.

Things_to Do or Think About

1. On the basis of your personal experience in develoPment, what groups

of development workers in your country you think is performing at less

than a satisfactory level? Can more effective training help in that case?
_

2. In your opinion, which is the weakest link in the trainer-trainee

chain within the development training sector in your country?
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CHAPTER IV

DESIGNING TRAINING MIENS FOR

DEVELOPMENT WORKERS AND OIANGE AGENTS

'To evaluate a thing, an instrumentality, a process or a system, we

must first understand that thing, instrumentality, process or system.

ihe first task that we face as evaluators of development trainingdis to

obtain an understanding of what development training is.

After understanding comes description. We must be able to describe

the development trainioglprocess. Since our ultimate objective in

evaluating development training is to intervene in the training process

to Improve it, our description of the development training process must

be made IA desiii terms.

Educating.and Training

Distinctions have sometimes been made between education and training.

Mile such distinctions may saaetimes be quite useful, they should not be

considered absolute. Both education and training, after all, are concerned

with hmnan learning aneperformance. Doth seek to teach new values, new

attitudes, new knowledge and skills. In this respect, education and

training are similar. However, the two are dissimilar in one important

way. Education is preparation foe life in a society. Therefore,

objectives of education are general. Training, on the other hand, is

preparation fur work in a particular structure or system. Therefore,

objectives of training are much more particular. These distinctions are.

by no means. sacred. Training, at its best, becomes education.

34
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Training is, typically, defined in reference to some organflational

objectives: a planned process of teaching and learning that seeks to

prepare members of a group or an organization to acquire knowledge,

attitudes and skills required by the group or the organization for imple-

menting its objectives and, thereby, its overall mission.

Training Design :_ Theory and Tradition

Training design theory can be seen to be rooted in curriculum:

development theory. Wore recently training design has become directly

linked with instructional development theory. Training design as practice

has had a long tradition,in the U.S. Army and in Anerican business and

industry. That is where most of its operational models and methodologies

seem to have been developed.

The following six principles have emerged from research and practice

on training within the U.S. Army over the years during and since World

war II. as summariled by Bushnell:!

I. Performance-Based Instruction, Students should learn the skills
necessary for lib performance. The emphasis should be on active skill
practice -- "doing" rather than "passive" adsorption of information.

2. Task Mastery. Every student should be required to reach a particular
standard-Uperformance in each skill. Assessment should be on d "gn/
no -go" basis. The student who does not reach the criterion level of
-performance should receive additional practice until he does reach it.

3. Functional Context. the student learns best in a job - relevant

"TfiiirotiZ1 or technical material should be presented only
when it is needed in learning to perform a skill.

4. Individualflation. For various reasons people learn at different
rates. TillirextiWC-possible, the trainee should he permitted to learn

a
t
skill at his own rate.

_ . --------__----

Davis S. Bushnell, "Training as a Knowledge Production and

Utilization Strategy: Instructionarlechnology in the U.S. Army,"
Viewpoints in leachinolnd Learnimo. 54(2) :l14 -127, April, 1978.

7
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5. feedback. If the instructor and curriculum developer know a good
deal about the student to be taught, instructional methods can be modified
to be more effective. if the student knows about his own skill acquisi-

lien, lie will be motivated to correct errors of inadequate performance.

6. Ogilist Control. To ascertain that the training system is function-
ing properly, student performance must be systematically assessed at
various times during and at the end of training.

Training within the army has been heavy on technology -- films,

television, video, and conputorized simulations.

In the business sector and in the few universities that are getting

interested in the training technology, the new vocabulary is of front-end

analysis, performagce discrepancy, learner analysis, cognitive styles,

task analysis, criterion-referenced testing, mastery learning, job

engineering, environment analysis, contingency management, feedleci. systems

and organization development.

Results obtained from the application of training design models and

techniques listed above have been impressive within the formal organiza-
p

imolai settings of the army and industry. indeed, concepts such as

front-end analysis, learner analysis, task analysis, individualization,

feeeback and criterion-referenced testing could all be usefully employed

in the sector of development training -- training of development workers

and change agents. however, one will haye to be extremely cautious about

a wholesale transfer of teaining models and techniques from the army and

industry to soio-economic and political development within Third ',lurid

- communities. In the development training sector, the environment of work

is fluid, and work roles have to undergo a process of adaptation wtich

males job engineering quite difficult. Learning by doing as a training

strategy is not always possible within community development Settings and

role performers have to grew on the Job. In this sector which has always
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bean subjected to severe scarcity of resources. use of audio-visual media

and simulation technologies has also been rare.

0
The Special Characteristics sib_Development Training

' There are some special characteristics of training in the development

work In general over the Third World. Some of these are discussed below:

1. Unlike the army or industrial training, training for development

work has to deal with systemi that are open and somewhat undefined.

Development workers have to be taught to be sensitive to social systems:

they have to learn to be culturally-oriented.

2. Development training also has to involve a component of needs

assessment and nge4Lnogotiation processes. Development workers on not

take04-Packaged solutions to pre- determined problems. In each new

zommonfty, the development worker must go through the process of

determining the -felt needs" of people and then "fashion" new profiles of

needs. participatively with the local communities, through a Process of

needs negotiation, involving a dialectiC between needs as seen by local

communities and needs as defined by the developmental elite.

3. it followl from the above that training for development has to include

both substantive and process compbwonts. Substantille knowledge in

agriculture, family Punning, health or intermediate technology Is not

enneigh, the development worker must have been trained also in communication

and social participation skills.

4. Development training often involves the three-fold Process of Tote

enventlon. rolocopacitatton and role socialization., Development workers

oiten have to face the challenge of inventing new roles and introducing

thorn lo comunIties as they assist in capacitating and socialising

3 7
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workers for those roles.

5. Typically, training is defined as preparation for role performanLe

within a structure or an institution. However, in the development world,

working in isolation within one organization or structure will be a

disability. Development training has to involve an understanding of

system interfaces and an ability for coordination.

6. Development work is in a very real sense political work. Invariably

development involves new distributions of power, status and economic

goods -- to include the marginal and the underpriviledged. To promote

the welfare of the oppressed and the disadvantaged, especially within

economies of scarcities, requires strong ideological commitment on the

part of workers themselves: thus development training must involve a

component of value clarification and indoctrination.

7. While training always lends some legitimacy and status to the

trainee, in the area of development training the allocation of status

can have significant structural consequences within the community. The

recruitment patterns used in the choice of trainees may perpetuate exist-

ing power structures or may introduce a new generation of non-traditiOnal

leadership from new social classes.

g. While effects of and returns from training within industrial and

business settings could perhaps be measured in terms of dollars or

shillings or some other currency, returns froa develoement trainim are

delayed and are often ambigunus. Development trainers have to develop

some intermediate criteria of success for their training.

9. finally, the eealities of the world of development and of the Third

World rural areas in particular, make control, alpgrvisloo: follow op and
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feedback quite difficult, if not impossible. Recruitment of trainees

itself can not always be controlled, they may bc. self-selected. or is it

always possible to control trainee performance. It is not possible to

integrate voluntary development workers within organizations and to super-

vise their work. Lack of infrastrgetures of communication often make

follow up and feedback well -nigh impossible.

A Model of Develop/lent Training Raliga.

Training design for development settings requires "system thinking"

on our part. What is a system? And wnei is "system thinking "?

A system is an orderly arrangement or combination of interrelated

and interdependent parts or elements emerging into a whole. A family is a

system. A cooperative is a social system. A training institute is a

social system maybe we should say a techno-social system.

System thinking is the mental habit of looking at things. whole. It

is "holistic thinking." It is the type of thinking that enablei us to

avoid getting caught into one-to-one relationships, and linear extensions.

It is thinking that involves "atenceness" and learning to see systems

where others may see mere individual entities.

System theorists have studied the properties and characteristics of

systems. lhey have found that all systems can be described in terms of

four parameters (or guidelines): inputs, processes, contexts. and Outputs.

That is, all systems receive some inputs which are subJected to some

processe, under particular contexts, to produce some outputs. The ability

to use the same four parameters to describe all systems is most convenient

and a most useful consideration.

3D
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A generic model of training design in dejelopmental settings is

presented on the follemng page. it uses the system metaphor and the four

system parameters -- inputs, processes, contexts and outputs. This model

should help trainers in the developmental sector to organize all the

variables that can or do enter a training situation. They can then look

at those variables that offer real potions for manipulation within a

particular training setting. If options are available, they can then

evaluate variables under different conditions and put evaluation to work

to actually improve the performance of training systems.

The model presented here shows relationships between and among three

systems -- the training system, the performance system, and the social

system. The outcomes of the training system, with additional inputs XYZ

(landrovers, medicines, high-yielding variety seeds, etc.) became inputs

for the performance system. In turn, the matputs of the performance

system with additional inputs PQR (ideologies, trained planners,

infrastructures, etc.) become inputs in the larger societal system engaged

Iii development.

A systemic view of development training, with mutual interfaces

between the training system and the program system, and then between the

Program system and the social system, should enable training designers to

ask questions about the development roles that should be designed, and

about the technical and social content of those roles.

poi in Training Oestgft

In the following, we have translated the general model of development

training design intu "action terms" and have suggested six steps involved

40
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STEPS IN TRAINING DESIGN'

Step I Social and program analysis for the definition of both
general and specific development objectives

Step 11 Listing program activities to be conducted for the achieve-
ment of defined development objectives

.

Step III Defining and designing roles and allocating role responsi-
bilities for conducting listed program activities

Step IV Statement in behavioral terms of competencies required of
various role incumbents; and listing of new attitudes and

values needed for socialization in those roles

Step V Developing a training curriculum to build required
competencies and the implementation of this curriculum In
training courses, Workinops, on-the-job training and
correlpondence training

Step Vi Evaluation of the effectiveness of training and review of
steps I to V.

One should note that the steps fu/ training design listed above

encompass all the three processes of role design, training for the role

and socialization for the role.

by way of a sumMary, the concept o; development training design can

be defined as follows:

'Adapted from N. S. Nola, "Description and Evaluation of a Training
Programme for Literacy Teachers and Their Trainers." Indian Journal of
&Nit Education, Vol. 31, No. 5, May 1970, pp. 3-6, 147117----
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4 To train is to instruct and soc.alfze

in relation to a defined set of organizational
objectives,

using appropriate citlent and methods,

in appropriate settings;

within a texporary system or an established
institutional structure,

an appropriately selected group of functionaries,
generally from a larger pool of such functionaries,
using some particular criteria;

for effective role performande,

at some antivipated level,

within a matrix of organizational and social
realities of the world of work; and

with expectations of feedback for trainers and of
self-development by trainees on the Job.

'Havelock and Havelock/ list four steps in training.design as foliomss

1. Planning

2. Defining objectives

3. Specifying learning that should meet objectives, and

4. Specifying the sequence of training activities that should lead

to desired learning.

They then go on to list eight principles of good training design:

I. RetAvapcs to personal background and back-home situation of trainees

2. Specifici-ty of objectives

3. Generality so as trainees will be able to cover a broad range of work

/Ronald G. Havelock and Marcy C. Havelock, Training (Or Change Agents:
A Guide to LT 2 Design of training Provms in Educiflon and Oth_eerr lei s.

Ain Arbor, Center, for Research on'UtillzaElon of
Knowledge, University of Michigan, 1973.

4
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situations and problems

4. Reinforcement and rewards for appropriate responses and actions of

trainees

5. In- process evaluation and feedback

6. Cost-effectiveness of training

7. Erma (use of a variety of media and methods)., and

8. iransferabijat of learning and skills from the training situation

to the work situations.

Another training specialist, Odiorne1 focuses on the "training process

and provides suggestions for "instructional development" in training

settings:

1. Specify the desired terminal behavior or the exit requirements of the

trainee.

2. Specify the present level of behavior and performance of the trainee.

3. Using (1) and (2) above, define clearly the specific behavioral

change required in the trainee.

4. Provide situations within which the trainee can engage in active

action such as talking, conferring, writing, operating, demonstrating.

5. In implementing (4) above simulate behavior sought on the job as

Closely as possible through role plays, case studies, management games,

and demonstrations.

o. Guide the course of change of behavior through an orderly progression

of small steps.

1
George S. Odiorne. !raining by itilikives. New York: The McMillan

Co 1970.
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1. Provide feedback through knowledge of results at each Possible stage

of training.

8. As the course instructor, stay in control of the learning procedure.

9. Measure actual outcomes through evaluation.

As can be seen, the three sets of instructions listed above comple-

ment each other. Bhola's suggestions and steps raise the design questions

within the larger framework of development Programs and training

institutions. The process of "role design' is considered by Bitola to be a

significant part of the training design process in development settings.

Havelock and Havelock focus on the training system, paying due attention

to the world of performance where the trainees will go to work. Odiorne

discussed training design as an instructional development problem. Each

of these three aspects must, of course, get due attention in an overall

training design effort.

it is the task of the training designer to bring tOgether, in

different values, the many variables of a training system into an ideal

mix to create the best training plan under a given set of circumstances.

fhe training plan should be such that:

1. it is ideologically and strategically congruent with the national

vision and the national development strategy.

2. it uses existing national institutional resources for training

where such resources exist, and establishes new institutional mechanisms

where such mechanisms are needed.

3. it chooses training objectives, methodologies and durations for

training that the society can afford in terms of resources that will have

to be toted.
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4. it relates directly with the cultural and socio-political realities of

the setting in which trainees will perform after training.

6, it is based on an understanding of the learners and communities to be

served in regard to their values, motivations and theirs own perceptions of

needs and priorities among such needs.

6. it takes in view the existence of other change agents and institutions

concurrently working in the field and with whom coalitions and collabora-

tions may have to be belt,

7. it seeks to teach trainees both substantive knowledge and process

skills using appropriate materials and methodologies in well-chosen

training settings; and

B. it maximizes outputs of the tatning syston in toms of trained

devolotinent workers, experienced trainers, and tested training strategies

and training research, and minimizes the total array of training costs.

,. (See the "Training System Analyzer" included as Table 6.2 in the monographs"

Currical. Develooment,for Functional Literacy and ttonformal Education by

th. S. Bitola, 1979, pages 141-148.1

Sumo Trainill1lodels in Use

in the practice of training design in development settings, sane

special models for the delivery of training to development workers and

change agents have emerged over the years. We will here refer briefly to

three of these models:

1. The Operational training Model

2. The Participatory Training Modef'and

3. The Action Training Model.

415
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1. 4be operational training model

The operational seminar' approach was developed within Unesco over a

Period of many years in the context of literacy promotion for development.

in the words of de Clerck:

"The operational seminar may be described as a training exercise
which enables the participants to experience, on a reduced time -scale but
in a real situation, the sequence and correlation of operation, which taken

together, constitute the process of literacy work linked to development.
whether the development be predominantly economic, social or cultural.
tike research workers operating in problem situations, the participants
rediscover for themselves, through an individual and group effort of
research and analysis, an educational strategy geared to a development
strategy and the fundamental concepts of a new type of literacy work
They acquire direct experience of ways of preparing and shaping a 'mode-
to-measure' programme rooted in the requirements of a specific milieu.
and a Practical knowledge of experimenting with educational activities and
assessing the various factors in the learning process. ... Theories and
concepts are constantly held up for comparison with the practical realities
cif a particular environment."

The operational sem:ear methodology thus seeks tohe the methodology of

"method demonstration" or "demonstration by result." The participants.

through their involvement in a real-life task. are supposed to become

Instrumental in their nwn training

Since 1970, more than 50 operational seminars have bren organized all

over the world, covering some 3.000 trainees. Participants have Included

all levels of cadres. from planners to front-line workers, agricultural

technicians. health technicians. adult educators and social scientists --

all in the same one seminar group. The seminars typically last 3 weeks

though some have been shorter, and many have been longer. Participants

work in multidisciplinary teams within a Particular community or z)ne of

activity. The level of direction of their activities depends upon their
fh

1iiarcel de Clerck, the Operational Swine.: A Pioneering Method of
Training for Development. iris: linesco. ifYg.

A k,e
44 4
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heeds. A final report of the work of multidisciplinary teams is produced

at the eihf of the suoistar.

iflu le the model is well conceptualized and has undergone a long

period of testing, it has suffered frow mime serious problems
f
in terms

of profssional guidance of participants; in regard to entry and exit from

cunaunities; relationship between theory and practice and, therefore, in

regaed to transfer of learning Iran the training situation to the work

situation, and about the quality of learning as deionstrated by the reports

produced by groups.

22. _The partictuAgfy aiming uwdel

Paulo Freire, the Brazilian philosopher, educator and author of

?edaj y. of the Oppressed (Herder and Herder, New York, 1972), is the man

who scratched the word "participation" indelibly on the conscience of

development planners, trainers and evaluators. All the world over groups

of people have worked with Paulo Freire's ideas and extended and enriched

than through implementation.

Kamla Bilasist's work in the area of participatory training.also builds

upon reire's ideas and nas the merit of being welldocumented.1

Roo methodology of participatory training is non-directive dialogical,

and experiential. The following, in her own words, are the main features

of her approach:

lKvinia unaSin. fartictgatory Training_fur Beversonent. Bangkok,
ihailand: 1A0. 1976. lilso gi-kamia Casio, Breaking Barriers: /LSooth
Asian Upprience of iraintafor Participjaffy_Development. Bangkok,
Minas "f147-109.

4c%
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1. It was attempted to involve the participants in ide.itifying their
own training needs, in planning and in running the Wogramme because the
best way to teach about 'bottom -up planning', 'people's participation', and

'decentralisation of authority' is by practicing these ideas.

2. The emphasis was on self-training and group learning through
continuous interaction between participants and on exchange of experiences
through group-discussion and actual field visits. This was done on the
assumption that by exposing the participants to the realities of rural
development in their respective projects, they would be able to

- identify the issues and problems that confront them as change
agents;

- arrive at solutions which are most applicable to their own
situations; and

- act these solutions within the framework of their own
organizations and the communities in wbich they work.

4
3. All learning during the programme was related to the concrete

problems of rota' areas and their possible solutions. The raw material of
learning was provided by the participants' actual experiences in the course

of their work. This was achieved through case study presentations, field
visits and analytical discussions.

4. The emphasis was on group-discussion rather than ow lectures.

5. Attempts were made to create an atmosphere in which the partici-
pants would feel free to express themselves and be ready for frank reflec-
tions and analysis. In other words be prepared for an honest, even if
painful process of self-searching, criticism pnd self-criticism.

6. It was attempted to run the programme itself into a process of
living together in a collective spirit.

7. An ongoing evaluation was built into the programme.

The main components of the training methndolley wire the following:

- Participation of trainees in planning and running the training
- Cojlective living
- Case study writing and presentation
- Field visits
- Group discussions.

?. _T09 action.

The action training model (AIM) emerged within the context of a series

of training workshops and panels on the evaluation of development training
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programs eunduted under the aegis of the German Foundation for

International Devefopment in Kenya, duel 1979-1982.

The following are the important features of the ATM:

1. A long_period_of pre-plannhaand preparation. An important feature

of the ATM is the long period of pre-planning and thorough preparation for

the planned workshop or. saninar. The organizers prepare themselves not for

one particular pre - packaged workshop, but for an unanticipated workshop,

any one workshop out of a series of possible workshops. Such preparation

makes it possible for the workshops to be partftipatively planned.

Z. Particialivellipmamof workshops. The workshops are planned

participatively to terms of the needs of the group at a particular

historical time IA the life of their deielopment program. The workshop

for whih the' organizers had prepared themselves is locally re-invented

by the participants.

3. Particiagts control contentljaghasis and schedule. The content of

teaching - learning, the emphasis given to various topics and the schedule

of ,xtivities are controlled by the participants. The workshop works

according to a rolling plan -- everyday, the program for the rest of the

wmkshup is replanned. Schedule for the day Is printed at the end of the

day.

4. A learniftcoitglity. The participants became members of a learni09

community wno live, work and play together. Everybody lives on the same,

location using-the same 1-sellof-faci4ities. tatearrivals and early

departures are not al Iowa:.

5. fatIpiligrS, not teachers. The organizers look at themselves as

facilitators 'tither than teachers. Contributions are encouraged from

5
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everyone. Teaching-learning methods include lectures. discussions, panels,

group work, and individual tutoring, depending upon the needs.

6. The action orientation., Emphasis is on relating theory to practice;

to enable Participants to do somethirm practical-with their ideas. poring

the workshop, ea' participant is asked to prepare a proposal for an

evaluation studi. This evaluation study must be implemented during the

year between the workshop they are then attending and the next workshop

at which they mustreport on the completed study.

7. Continuous evaluation and feedback. The workshops are continuously

evaluated by using formal instruments as well as U. '4 the daily steering

.

colmittee meetings every night where drop -ins are not only allowed but

encouraged.

8. The integrative role of documentation. Special documentation is

prepared for each workshop. First, this documentation assures that no

lecture notes need to be Prepared and distributed at theiworkshop- -Ail. --

the time available an be spent on leareipe. Also, it provides the

trainees with the big picture of the area of evaluation to ensure that

Participants do not confuse part with the whole. What they may have

decided together to study during the workshop may not be the whole, of the

t4
evaluation process and of the eValuation knowledge.

9. insttiglionalization for local transfer of responsibility. There is

emphasis on the capacitation of local professional personnel and on the

building of institutional capacity for the transfer of responsibility.

Local faculties are associatee with the organization of workshops and

given time and provided resources to assume leadership. An Educational

Evaluation Resources Committee, for example, was estahlished in Kenya as a
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step towards the institutionalization of the evaluation capacity in the

country. Curing 1ed2-06, the host institution for the 0SE workshops

will indeed be on its own in offering evaluation workshops to trainers of

development workers and change agents.
4

beveloping Descriptions, of Training Prggrams

in design Terms

In the opening paragraph of this chapter, We had suggested that

evaluators must be able to understand what they seek to evaluate, and must

be able to develop adequate descriptions of the phenomena to be evaluated,

Since the purpose of evaluating training programs, typically, will be to

intervene ih the training process to improve it, these descriptions of

development training programs must be in design terms.

Te_demelopLsuch descriptions we must once again engage in system

thinking and return to the model of development training design and

evaluation included earlier in this chapter. This time we should use the

four parameters of systems (inputs, processes, contexts and outputs) to

list the variables involved within the universe of development training.

The chart on the following page provides a first list of variables

A
that will typically appear under the four parameters (inputs, processes,

contexts, outputs) in the ease of each of the three systems (training

systan, pyrfonaance system. and social system) that appear in the model

referred to Anne. Cad you think of any other variables?

1
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INPUTS PROCESSES CONTEXTS OUTPUTS
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Figure 2. Variables under each of the four system parameters of the training, performance, and social
systems.
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The trainers! universe and the traiggrs' tasks

The generic model of development training design presented earlier.

together with the chart of parameters and variables that has followed the

model should enable us to chart the universe of training in the area of

development. It should help us see the variables that will enter the

training system and to see the variables of the performance systes and of

the social system that will directly influence training design and taple-

mutation.

In the next chapter we will deal with the issue of generating evalua-

tiun questions and discuss the criteria for choice among such questions,

to be able to develop useful evaluation agendas for evaluating the

effectiveness of development training.

Summary

To be able to evaluate development training. we must understand the

process of training design While training design has a long tradition of

theory and practice in the army and industry, the development training in

the Third World settings raises sune unique problessl, Oevelopaent

treininginust often involve more than capacitation for the role, it must

also involve "role invention" and "role socialization." Amadei for the

design of development training program is presented which can also be used

for adequate descriptions of °wily training programs.

Thingsto Oo.or Aink About

1. Sketch the main features of the training model or approach in use In

your training center or progiam (as we hove done in this chapter for the

Unesco's Operational Seminars,, the Participatory Training Model and the

54
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Action Training Model).

2. Using thi figure on page 51, analyze the input-procdss-context-

output variable in the case of your training program.

a



CHAPILD V

ASKING EVALUATION QUESTIONS, MAKING

LVALUATiON AGENDAS. ANO TYPICAL EVALUATION THEMES

There will be situations when the trainer-evaluater will have an

evaluation question given to hint'or her. Mean)+, however, it should be

possible for the trainer-evaluater to go through the systematic process uf

describing the total system of training, be aware of the options typically

available under each.of the input, process, context and output variables

upeiative within the training systen, on the basis of problems experienced

ur the putential visualized, generate a set of evaluation questions; and

chuose from among these evaluation questions, those that must be answered

on a priority basis.

Ihef.irat Stew, DestLiptio4

In Chapter 1V. we have already presented our approach to developing

descriptions of training systems. A model of development training design

and evaluation Has offered, followed by a chart listing all the variables

under the four system parameters (trouts, processes. contexts and outputs)

fur each of the three systems (training system, performance systen and

socio-political system) in interfaceiwith each other.
:4

An outline chart as shown on the next page should be used to develop a

description of the training systen in which the trainer-evaluator is

involved. Mole attention should be paid to the row dealing with the

"training systen." The uther two rows dealing with the "perfonuance

systen" and the "sotto -political systen" could receive less exhaustive

it attention. lhe entries in the cells of the chart should not be general

54
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but should include specific and concrete statements of the realities within

the training system being described.

Ste Two: Know What the Possible Options Are

Trainers-evaluators should not only know what specific variables enter

into the conciete situation of their training program but also know what

options are typically available under these variables. As students of

tralnind design they should know "what IS," as well as "what can be."

while it is often possible for trainers to influence the choice of options

within the peiforimince SYSIOR and maybe even in the larger socio-political

sYstuu; In the following table we list and discuss options available within

the training sYstuit only:

PARAMLFERS /
Options

Variables

WOES

lratuars Educational levels and knowledge of subject;
their social class and value orientations

Extent of field work experience

Level of commitment to development work

Teaching cuupetence and teaching experience

Direct appoinhaent versus secendaent fru° a parent
deparhaent

Continuity versus turnover

Work loads of trainers

56
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Educational background

Pre-service versus in- service groups

Social class and value orientations

Commitment to development work

Motivation to learn

Recruitment modes (deputed, sponsored, open
competition)

Teaching Teaching materials--quantity, diversity. qua: ty
Materials and
Facilities indigenous versus imported instructional materials

PROCESSES

Instructional/
formational

Instructional and duplication equipment

Physical Plant of the training center

Transportation for field visits

Budget

Level of program commitments

Access to experimental villages and pilot
Projects, etc.

Conceptualization of training as knowledge
transfer, skills training, behavior modification,

socialization, etc.

Integrated versus discipline-oriented curriculum
development (i.e., instructional organization)

lask-specific versus training for core skills

5
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Teaching and learning styles

Sibstantive knowledge versus process emphasis

Presence versus absence of curriculum validation
through needs assessment

Conceptual versus field operational orientation

Availability or nonavailability of counseling and
guidance services

Instructional delivery -. face-to-face, distance,
etc.

Y

Organizational/ Organizational health status
x structural

Organizational capacity rating

Distributive/ Quality of administrative support
maintenance-

related Residential facilities for staff and faculty
end for trainees

t,

CONTEXTS

Organizational Organizational culture

Institutional relationships (horizontal and
vertical) with other organizations

.,

6:)
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Environmental Surroundings (Closeness to a bar versus a
"retreat" situation)

General social climate in the country

OUTPUTS

Trained development workers

Emergent role identities

Experienced trainers

Training manuals

Radio programs

Correspondence course;

New professional stratifications

Contributions to a "brain drain"

Step Three:, Generating Evaluation Questions

The trainer-evaluator must now confront "What is" with "What can be.".

The trainer-evaluator should now look back critically on his or her day-to-
,

day exburiences within the training program and try to articulate clearly

6?
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the problems which were there but perhaps were hard to get hold of. Inc

trainer-evaluator should also look at the existing training system Positively

end think of the higher returns that could be obtained by nuking some changes.

In all these cases, the trainer-evaluator should he able to state some

info nation need: lie have the problem "X", but we do not have the

inlormmtion "Y". Or, if we had the information "A we could take the

promisipa step "X", with confidence.

Iwo important points must be mentioned here.

1. A distinct igg should be made between evaluation problems and adoinistra-

tile groblums. To administer is to direct and superintend the execution, or

conduct of e ineyrddh if administrators, for reasons of incompetence or for

lack of responsibility fail to direct and superintend a program, the

problem is administrative, not that of evaluation. Evaluation can only

assist ddalmStodtiOn by providing needed feedback data and by testing

VdrluuS program assumptions. It is not a substitute for good administration.

1. _yrittuationgym rIguire analytical evaluation or collection of framework

gaig. ihere will be evaluation questions which will have to be answered

through conceptual and operational analysis rather than by going to the

tield for collecting data. Is the participatory methdd claimed to be used

in a training program. actually employed in the training protocols? Is the

integrated corricoluk concept actually embedded into the training plans.

training matelials, and training delivery and schedules? These questions

require analytical answers and not necessarily collection of data. Again.

policy documents. the nation's five-year economic plans and census data may

have to be used to building a framework to the evaluation of an aspect of

the den:Moment training program.
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Step four: frimpaluationgeestions to (valuation Agendas

the evaluation questions generated in Step Three above may all be

interesting and promising but it may not be possible to answer all of then

in the particular context of a training program and within the resources

available. In such a situation, a particular evaluation agenda must be

made. to be followed within a particular time period.

The following criteria might be useful in the choice of evaluation

questions for inclusion in the evaluation agenda:

I. Availability of design options

el. Significance of the evaluation question

3. feasibility of implementing the evaluation study.

(1) Avetleb9111 of option. All of the variables entering a training

situation may not be under the control of the training specialist. In

other words, the trainer may not be able to change the values of the vari-

ables in any significant way. If such is the case and training variables

are immutable, it is no use evaluating them becadse they do not offer

design options anyway.

(2) Significance of.the evaluation question. if a variable does offer a

design option, !t will make sense to evaluate it, if in a relative sense.

it offers a significant option. The significance has to be in terms of

results in the effectiveness of training or in its efficiency. In either

case. the returns from the evaluation effort should be worth the effort.

(3) feasibility in regard to available resources. The evaluation quettion

chosen and the evaluation design that it necessary for conducting the
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evaluation should be within the capacity of the training center or

institution. Reasonable <mount of resources should'be available for

.1 evaluation to avoid unnecessary frustrations.

evaluation Themes in

Development, Training

The central function of evaluation of training is obviously to

validate the assumptions on which training design has been based. To,put it

differently. trainers engage in evaluation to judge the worthwhileness of

their training Programs. in terms of sane criteria. on the basis of

information that can be-collected or is available.

The basis aims of the evaluation of development training can be stated

as follows:

1. measuring the abilities. skills and value orientations acquired by

trainees during the various stages of a training cycle or at the end of

training, and, later, to measure performance on the job in actual field

situations.
4 ,

2. on the basis of the above. providing feedback to.trainers in regard

to choice of training objectives, content, methods, materia/s.and

instructional settings for appropriate remedial actions. and

3. providing information to policy makers and planners in regard to the

overall training polioes, designs, patterns of recruitment, role

definitions, performance ilk the field by role incumbents. Institutional

settings of training and the total allocation of resources to the training

effort.

These basic anus of the evaluation of developnent training will

typically appear as the following evaluation themes:

64
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T. Bose-line survey

I. Needs assessment

3. Curriculum evaluation

4. Achievement and attitude testing

5% Institutional or organizational evaluation

b. Cost-effectiveness evaluation

T. Evaluation of impact

8. Management Information system, and

4. Monitoring and quick appraisal.

1. Base-line sure er

Base-line surveys of communities are undertaken to establish the

economic, social and cultural base-line against which later changes can

be measured. Community development workers generally would conduct extensive

base-line surveys in communities.tha_seok to serve. Ifbetexec-possibh4

trainers-evaluators should use already available base -line data to design

their training progress for development workers and change agents. It Is

possible, however, that the base-line survey already conducted had not

anticipated the special information needs of trainers - evaluators.

the special information needs of trainers- evaluators may deal with

(1) role considerations, and (2) knowledge considerations. A trainer-

evaluator preparing faMily health education workers, for example, would

need to know the current child - rearing and health practices within

communities, level of knowledge of nutrition, lack or otherwise of hope

gardening; and level of consumptioi'l of animal proteins. At the same time,

the trainer-evaluator would be interested in how this knowledge is currently
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acquired by mothers, whether traditional educational roles exist that

disseminate this information; what other more modern-secular roles have

already been introduced Wlihin those communities by the government; and

what expectations one should have about the introduction of a new rule of

the family health education worker.

As can be surmised, trainers in cooperative training colleges ur

trainers of aglicultural extension workers will have to detign base-line

surveys Cu fit their special information needs about existing economic

knowledge, behaviors and structures; and the design of roles of extension

agents.

2. Reeds assessment

Trainers-evaluators may have to conduct needs analyses at various

systolic levels. They any conducA a general needs analysis at the national

level-to-pt' bleetthose-needS-An-lcalnill9-deljnn. They any also do a

needs analMS at the performance system level to see what demands a

particular program or project will make on development workers and change

agents. finally, needs assessment may be conducted within the training

system itself to des* appropriate knowledge, value and performance

content of a training course or workshop.

A god needs assessment, typically, will cover all the constituencies

Involved within a training system trainees, their field supervisors,

development administiators, community leaders, and tomunities thaoselYes.

The final training design should be dOne on the basis of the various Reeds

profiles generated by these different constituencies and groups.

66
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3. currisalum evaluation

Evaluation of training curriculum will be a frequent evaluation thane

of trainers-evaluators. They may need to evaluate particular items of

instructional materials -- a "primer, a handbook, aset of charts. a

simulation -game. They may want to evaluate a particular training method,

for example, team facilitation versus single tutor. Oifferent systems of

progran delivery may be tested: correspondence courses versus night

schools: teaching mothers or teaching families. etc. Finally, the overall

effectiveness of a training curriculum may be the concern of trainers-

evaluators.

4. Achieviiment_And.attitgge testing.

A considerable part of evaluation within a training setting will

consist of testing. It will be testing of trainees as they enter the

training system and their testing as they leave. This testing will cover

knowledge: diagnostic and performance skills: motivations. attitudes and

values; and communication and process skills.

Some of this testing may have to be done not on the trainees but on

Individuals in the communities, to be able to judge change agents' per-

formance by the impact they may have had in the communities.

5. institutional or organizational- evaluation

the quality of Institutions or Organizations determines the quality

of services these organizacium will be able to Produce aid deliver.

Unlorunatoly. very little attention seems to have been paid by development

trainers (or by development specialists generally) to organizational

traits. institutions or organizations can he studied along two general

V
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diMensions; (1) organizational climate, and (2) organizational capacity.

Organizational capacity is determined through an accounting of an

organization's resources in relation to its mission. Organizational

climate is a conceptualization of an organization's social life --

member's identification with the organization and their satisfaction or

dissatisfaction with organization's derision making style and patterns.

b. Cost:effectivegess evaltiation

Iwo terms are in use in the literature of evaluatibp in the develop-

ment sector. cost - benefit analysis and cost-effectiveness analysis. Both

these analyses involve canparisons of costs and outcomes, but the nature

of comparisons differs.

Cost-benefit analysis is possible when outcomes can be given clear

economic values In dollars and cents. This sect of economic analysis is

seldom possible in education and extension where non-material effects are

the most significant but can not be assigned material values.

Cost-effectiveness analysis is used where outcomes can not be

expressed in monetary terms because of the absence of market Prices for

outcomes.

Therefore, the levels of outcomes themselves are compared in proportion

to the costs incurred in each different case.

it may be also useful Jor trainers-evaluators to work out unit costs,

1,e., Costs per trainee trained, to be able to allocate resources more

efiectively.
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4
,/. Evaiuition.91: impact

The study of the impact-of training on change agents must go beyond'

testing of trainees within the organizational setting, Trainers-evaluators

must go to the cahmunities where their trainees work. Their questions

must, however, be sharply focussed: Old the change agen role fit into

the social setting? Was the role performer able to teach, demonstrate and

resocialize? These questions will he Possibly to answer if base-line

data was collect d earlier.

The study of Hip impact of change agent roles on communities must

provide proper time for th6 new role to go through the period of adaptation

and use by the communlaes. They should have time to relate, learn and .

adopt. Such "etency periods" may have to be many-months (if not many

years) long.

Also, in the study of the impact of dew rolei and new teaching

within communities, trainers-evaluators should look for both the anticipated

and the unanticipated consequences of the introduction of chailge agents.

Have role conflicts emerged in relat.ua to traditional roles? Is a new

group of power holders emerging within,communities becauie of new role

performers? Has the change agent brought in bureaucratization: resulting

0 .1in the destruction of locarinitiacives?

8. ilauagement information systentigilll

Trainers - evaluators can not depend on special evaluation studies for

all theit informaton needs. Special evaluation studies.tale time and

resources. while deilsien-makers (Planners% administrators, trainers) need

Information iegularly to make day-to-day decisions. for fulfilling these

Awl
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gaily needs uf infunaation, trainers-evaluators must build management

8pfunnatiun systons (MIS's) Au MIS is developed by the systematic collection

'Ana storage of data that i generated by a program in the very process of

its Implementation. All that is required is that data recording devices

such as registers, application forms, grade books, diaries, log books.,

supervision Report funms oe devised and their use be mandated. Supervision

seposts and periodical reports be regularly obtained and filed, as also

iatructional materials, and related records and documents.

sJeh data shuuld be processed regularly at various decision points to

make ..pprupriateinanagument decisions. It should also be used for secondary

analysis as part of special evaluation studies. In other words, special

evalimtlun studies shuuld be able to use, whenever possible, the data

already stored In the MIS.

9. Okinitorint and quick, aggraisal
.1

In chapter I, we made a distinction between evaluation and monitoring.

the dictionary meani.gs of monitoring are to welch, observe, check and

susetimes adjust. Monitoring is thus a term used for collecting the

status information from the operating and implementation levels uf

inugam to dutemaine perfurmance in comparison to expectations. It should

be obvious that a goudI4IS will help the nioiitoring process.

Anuther term cueing in use evaluation literature is "quick

appraisal." Quick appraisal is the child of necessity. Systematic evalua-

tion takes thou, yet in many instances evaluation needs may be both urgent

and cumpelling. A quick appraisal will thically be done by a visiting

team ut evaluetuis using smell simples and short tests and schedules, with
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findings provided to decision makers within four to six weeks. These

findings will be in the form of strengths and weaknesses in the program;

factors that seem to be responsible for those strengths and weaknesSes1

and what corrective actions seen clearly called-for.

&wary

to ask good evaluation questions and to make good evaluation agendas.

trainers-evaluatorS must engage in "system thinking" and begin with

descriptions of training program for'wilich they are working. They should

nct confuse administrative problems with evaination problems. In choosing

evaluation questions for study, the criteria used should be (1) the

availability of options to make changes in the training syStem on the

basis of evaluation results; (2) the significance of the question in terms

of recur' the time and resources committed to the evaluation study; and

(3) the feasibility df conducting the evaluation Study. Typical evaluation

themes in which trainers-evaluators will be interested are base-line

surveys. needs assessments, curriculun evaluative. achievement and attitude

testing. institutional or organizational eve ion, cost-effectiveness

evaluation, evaluation of impact, development of management information

systems and mooltoring and quick appraisals.

things to po_or_ Think_ About

1, What are sane of the options available in the context of your training

program regarding recruitment of trainees, teaching methods and materials.

or location and delivery of training? What are scone of the information

needs for you to make sensible choices among available options? State

these information needs le the form of evaluation questions.
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2. What do you need to know abut the most significant demands made upon

develupoentwurkers and change agents by the "performance system" in your

aset Retiet this need for information and knowledge in Your evaluation

questions.

3. What are some of the important facts of Socio-economic and political

lore in pm,' envirunment that must be reflected first in training deign

and then in the statement of evaluation questions?
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WRIfiNG.FORMAL OROPOSALi'fOR

EVALUATION STUDIES

Successful, cost-effective and timely conpletien of an evaluation

study requires considerable forethought and pre-planning. Ibis thinking

and pre-planning can be best done within the framework of developing a

"formal" proposal for the evaluation study. the Process of developing a

Proposal for the evaluation study can be used to systematize the evaluator's

own thinking; to clarify technical, secretarial and material needs of the

study; to take stock of available resources; to request and receive

consultant help, if necessary, on various aspects of the evaluation study;

and to use the proposal as a tool of communication with administrators and

Interested parties.

OP

Proposals for evaluation studies dealing with the effectiveness of

develoPment training in the various development sectors. we suggest.

should include the following elements:

1. fhe develoNnental content of the training program.

Z. The description of the training program In design terms.

3. The larger "complex of problems" within the total training Program.

4. fhe evaluation Problem chosen for study.

5. Justification for the choice of the evaluation problem chosen for

study

6. A review of available knowledge directly or indirectly related to the

evaluation problem chosen for study.

7. fhe adestions and cub - questions to be answered by the evaluation study.

71
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B. The evaluation model(s) or approach(es) chosen for the evaluation

study.

9. Evaluation design (ur steps and procedures) to be used in conducting

the evaluation study.

10. instruments and tools to be used for data collection.

II. Plans for library and docueentary research, and plans for field work

where collection of field data is involved.

Id. Pions for analyses of data and preparation of graphics. if needed.

13. Budgetary plans.

14. Reporting plans: who to report to, when. and in what form?

16. Bibliography, resource persons to be"used. etc.
1

A beginner, writing his or her first proposal for an evaluation

.....

.

study, may find it useful to go through steps 1 to 15, leofloritiess, ih

the order given above. The more experienced proposal writer may be able

to jump back and forth to various steps: from step 4 to step 1, to step

10, to step 12 and so on. Again, in the settings of workshop and seminars

of short durdttelis, it may be necessary to focus on some steps and not on

other.

It shoule also be kept in Mild that until the final proposal is ready,

the various pipits of the proposal will require constant review and revision.

The.,Lvelbpmerit of tools and instruments may require a look back at the

indicators cbusen tut the study. A review of the indicatOrsmay require

rewritiii9 of the evaluation question and of Its Justification. Even after

Ott IdepdSdI Is all dune, the realities of the field may demand changes

and 14.vIslens, once attain. One should be mentally teddy for these never-

Ond16) rem:1,6.
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We will now elaborate and expand up4o the various elements ifsAd

above. citing examples where necessary.

1.' The developmental context

Development requires learning of new knopledge. new skills and new

attitudes by workers, fafbers and housewives. To deliver thiS learning

to those who need it, we need trained change agents. The role and func-

tions of the training institute or training program of interest to the

evaluator should be put within the development context. The training

program's contribution to the national effort in the training of manpower

for develoPment should be clearly brought out.

A statement of training obJectives should follow. If the institution

offers a variety of training programs, each different program should be

listed, with specific obJectives of each program indicated separately. In

some cases, It may be useful to include the organizational charA of the

training institution or program. (See Chapters ll and Ill.)

2. The descaption of the training program in design terms

A description of the training program In design terms must be

developed. first, the general characteristics of the training approach

Should be listed.

(a) Is the training suPPoSed to be general or specialized?

(b) Does it emphasize teaching of critical consciousness or the

dissemination of knowledge and skills?

is the training planned participatiAly or is it formal and pre-

Packaged?

(d) is the training offered academic or operational? and

I
rs
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(e) Dues the training seek to teach entrepreneurial values or camuunal

values?

mere may be mme other 'Tartan questions that could be asked, but

the above list should provide a good starting point.

These general questions about training design must be followed by a

description of the training program to be evaluated in Ayag g term. The

fool .ysteo; parameters (inputs, procesies. contexts and outputs) should be

used to describe the training system in concrete terms and vai"es. (See

(limiters 1'4 especially the model of development training design and

evaluation un edge 39. and the chart including variables under each of

the four system parameters of the training. performance and social systems

un page 514

3. ihe problem coqplex

Lvaluation problems arise from a lack of information or a lack of

understanding. We moi have nt Information or insufficient information on

lulls and about the context of our work. We may have less than adequate

understanding of the processes and their application within our particular

setting. We may have no measure of the quantity or quality of our outputs.

ihese mhuit,..mings together will create a whole "comp)ex of problems" in any

ti a io.hay pr oyr ou. indeed, a tr a)111119 Institutitni or a training program is

unlikely ever to be short of evaluation problose.

is JereIopio9 a proposal for an evaluation study, an evaluator should

ievicw the whole set of interrelated problems found to be botherstme to

Prop.,* odmintstrotois and decision makers The evaluator must, howevei,

dimtruguim uetween evaluation prOhluos and purely administrative problems.
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Evaluation Problems arise fran lack of information and understanding,

whereas administrative problems arise fran incompetence or deliberate

neglect of duty. Administrative Problems can not be solved by

evaluation. pee Chapter V.)

4. the Evaluation problem chosen for stud)!

The evaluation problem chosen or study will have to be non nut of

the complex of problems described under the Preceding section. "the

Problem Complex."

A good problem statement is one that is as concrete and specific

as possible:

In Place of the total training effort of an institution or program.

it may be Preferable to evaluate a specific Part of the training effort.

In place of all aspects of a training effort, it may be preferable

to evaluate only sane aspects -of a training effort.

it may be preferable to cover a sample.of a Population rather than

the total universe.

It may be preferable to study the implementation of a training program

during a specified time period rather than over the total life of the

program.

It may be preferable to look for specific and concrete effects of a

training effort rather than its broad and generalized impact.

J

We are not suggesting that it Is impossible or undesirable to study

the broad impact of large scale training programs in terms of their general

and long-term influences on large groups of trainees. All we are suggesting

Is that. Inmost situations, It might he more useful to be specific rather
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than general.

Wnether the evaluation problem is defin0 in general or specific

terms, mabhplity is nut permissible under any circumstances. The evaluator.

in stating his or-her evaluation problem, should be most careful with words.

The wuods shuuid mean eAactly.what is in the mind of the evaluator, nothing

more and hethlnu leSs, leaving no scope for alternative interpretations.

(See Loopier IX below.)

. Justifyin2 the choice of the evaluationzojsibi

the choice of one evaluation problem from a total "canpleA of problems"

can nut be capricious and arbitrary. The evaluator should ae able to

Justify his or her choice of the particular evaluation problem.

Inc Justifications may range foam the political, to the programmatic.

to thy merely possible. An evaluation problem may be Justified because

the donors want it studied or becaup the planning department or the

president's office needs to be pacified. At other times, the evaluation

problem chosen Noy have important policy implications or may produci

crucial feedback absolutely necessary for the future Planning of a program.

U. an evaluation problem may be Justified in terms of feasibility --

sovething that can be accanDllshed with tilt:minimum of resources even

Chao. there might be other more Important evaluation questions whICh

sherd' have been tackled first if resources were available. (See

4.71

Chapter V.)

b Airylew et callable research and eAfttripce

oallable theory and research may help an evaluator to define alW to

clarrry lac evaluators. problem and help in asking the right questions ur
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frame the right hypotheses. Other evaluators, in other training settings,

.___may-hove-asked similar,questions. Some experience may be available anwo

administrators and trainers who have worked long In similar training

situations. An attempt should be made to collect available knowledge,

experience and opinion as Part of developing the evaluation proposal. We

should learn from other People's experience and shoo. not waste our lives

in reinventing the wheel!

7, Askinlepesttons and sebLgepstions

It Is Important to translate the evaluation.problem into a set of

questions to be answered or hypotheses to be tested. Such questions may

Involve mere counting (Wow many of the literacy teachers trained.durin9 the

last 5 years are still teaching literacy classes?); or describing (i,'bat is

the nature of the onergent role of the family health field educator in

Nakuru?). Hypotheses will involve relat4g (Training in cooperatives

management is Positively related to effective Performance in the field);

or eredistipg (Elementary.school attendance in communities will go op as

rates of adult literacy go up In those covmunfties). Questions can be

stated as hypotheses and vice versa. One need not, however, state nne's

evaluation interests both as questions and hypotheses, at the same one

time, That will be a useless redundancy. It might be best to work with

questions and sub-questions and leave hypotheses alone.

8, Evaluation molel(s)_ and_appreactisALtoike.osed

Evaluators should give careful attention to the choice of evaluation

models and approaches, At one level, the evaluator can choose hetween

the classical (also called the scientific) Paradigm or the naturalistic

IJ
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paradigm of evaluation and research. The choice between one or the other

paradigm will lead later to different kinds of evalulion *odds and

Information-gathering approaches and techniques. (See Chapter VIII be.ow.)

9. Evaluation joie or steps and procedures

To have an evaluation design means to do all that is necessary to

de and the conclusions of your study from attacks on validity and

rtliabilitY. Quite often, the design may involve nothing more than the

choice of right samples. Al other times, evaluators may have to have

base-line data or to have matched or control groups of some kind. Major

steps in the conduct of the evaluation study and the procedures to be

followed AL each step should be outlined In this section of thiS proposal.

In the case of naturalistic evaluationS the probltms of design take

a different form and.will be discussed in Chapter XII.

10. Instruments and tools of data collection

the proposal for an evaluation study should include a discussion of

the touts and instruments that will be used for the collection of data.

Preferably the first drafts of the tools and instruments should be attached

to the proposal.

There are two prior questions that the evaluator must face before

getting on with the construction of the tools and instruments: (i) What

is the unit of analysis? In other words, where are effects and

conseoences likely to appear. in individuals. in fmailles or groups. In

organizations, or ccianunities? (2) What will be the indicators of effects

and consequences having actually appeared? In other words, what responses

and behaviors, for emanple will indicate change in motivations or in the
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learning of self-reliance? (See Chapter IX.)

The most frequently used tools and instruments in educational evalua-

tion are:

Tests

Interviews

Questionnaires, and

Observation schedules.

Tests can perform a variety of evaluative functions. Achievement tests

are like examinations to which we must have all been exposed during our

years of schooling. Achievement tests measure achievement of trainees on

the subject matter taught to them.

Aptitude tests measure the natural or acquired bent of mind. They are

futuristic. They tell you whether a trainee is likely to make a good field

worker or is he or she most likely to prefer a desk job? ihese tests are

much more difficult to make than achievement tests.

Achievement tests maybe pencil and paper tests or they may seek to

measure actual Performance on a task. When performance is the focus of

measurement, these may be called performance tests. Performance tests are

much more difficult to score than paper and pencil tests.

Finally, evaluators should understand the distinction between

standardized tests and criterion-referenced tests. Standardized tests are

typically used within formal instructional settings. Evaluators in

developmental settings will most oftep be dealing with criterion-referenced

tests: tests which determine and evaluate knowledge or performance In

reference to criteria of success established by the trainer in relation to
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tne particular trainee eroup in the particular training setting.

Interviews may be structured (where you ask pre - determined queStions

using exactly the words in wnich your questions have been written); or

they may be unstructured (wherein questions are used merely to start a
4

dialcxj and further questions are framed and raised by the interviewer

oS he or she goes alcing probing and encourayin9). Unstructured Interviews

are the tools of naturalistic evaluation.

We can have individual interviews or group interviews. We can use a

form to record interviewee responses or a note book to record responses:

we can use a tape recorder; or we nay want to write a note on the inter-

view only after the interview. (Some evaluators do this so as not to

inhibit the natural flow of interactions between the interviewer and the

interviewee).

Structured interviews, typically, use pre-designed forms. Each ques-

. tton is followed by some space In which the interviewer can record the

answer. If the interviewee (rather than the interviewer) records the

responses we can call this form, a questionnaire. Questionnaires can be

filled in person -to-person situations to have control on data collection.

The evaluator can unsure that subjects sit down to fill in the question-

naires and the evaluator can take the responses back to the office.

questiennoires, however, can be very expensive to adninister in face-to-

face settings, if the respondents are spread all over a district, a

province or a country. In that case Such questionnaires must be mailed.

kesponses Fran mailed euestionnaireS Seldom. if Over, show hundred per

cent returns.

8
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In someretaluatfon situations: Important data may have to be

collected through observation -- by being there and watching and listening.

I

Observation, again, as in the case of interviews may be structured or

unstructured. Structured observatiOns will, of course, require pre-

designed observation schedules Unstructured observations may be recorded

ir a note boa or spoken into a tape recnrdor by the observer. Observations
ti

may be conducted by a single evaluator or by a team of evaluators. Again.

'observations may be done at a single time, or serially, by returning to

the same siVtion at different intepkvals of time. We can even apply

sampling techniques to aIervation by making sampl^!., random or otherwise,

of places to be visited, of days Of visitation and of time units when

observation will be conducted.

Observations may sometimes be done obstrusively (subJect; of

evaluation will know that they are being observed) or undostrusively

(subJects of evaluation will be unaware of being observed). this late-

type o( observation is the special tool of naturalistic evaluation. Even

while doing unobstrusive observations, one could be a detached observer or

a participant observer.

Evaluators have to be careful about the choice of tools and Instruments

in their data collection. Each ton' has its strengths and weainescec and

each delivers a'sonewhat afferent kind and quality of data.

Finally. a suggestion that should be followed whenever possible. pre-

.

test the tools and instruments and data collection approaches In Pilot

settings. Rehearsals are as important for the act of data celiection as

they are for the acts of a NOY. (See Chapter X.)

a
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11. fielgAgk and relatjg research plans

Proposal for an evaluation study shoultinclude plans for library

research as well es data collection from the field.

It some douxunts or reports will be needed, the evaluat.or should know

where to find them. who will have thou. how to obtain copies of those

Jucuquics and hue much -hue. it might requile for obtaining those materials.

Plans tor collection of field data Should be made carefully. if the

evaluator can not cullect all the data personally. investigators or

4 i itervieuess nay Lye to be hired This means that plans must bb Made about

their lecruitmentand training. Local contacts in the field must be

identified and orientation must be provided to them about the objectives'

of research and about research plans.

field visits must fit the realities of the field and the convenience

of Individual respondents. The evaluator nust keep in mind such considera-

tions as the haiveSting season, the weather. fairs and festivals and

visits of V.1.P.' examination schedules in schools and training

institutions, and planning and budgeting cycles in departments and

Probluus of transportation should be all anticipated and solved.

Keeping all of the preceding in view, a time schedule should be prepared.

(bee (motel- Mil.)

IC. Plans for data analysis

bate analysis plans must alto form part of the proposal for-ine

evaluation study. Will coding sheets or tabulations be needed for data

collective? It so, thc$e should be prepared and tested. Personnel Needed

8,
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for coding and collating data should be recruited and trained. Need for

technical consultancy or statistical help (even ccmputor time, If cpquired)

should be anticipated and plans made for receiving such help.

As in the case of data collection !ens, data analysis plans must also

be prepared in terms of a time schedule. Mere lists of things to be done

is not enough; plans must be thee-sensitive. (See Chapters XIV and XV.)

13. "Budletaryjplans

Conduct of an evaluation study will need staff time; secretarial and

duplication help; paper, postage, tape and tape recorders (in some cases);

field investigators; and transPortatfon and telephone costs, etc.

All these resources exist within training institutions and programs

and are available to those who want to use than. It is impossible to

think of a training institution that would not want its trainers to do the

best training Job possible. Good training requires feedback; and, there-

fore, evaluation is an integral part of all good training. The resources

availably in the Institition for "training" should be equally available

for the "evaluation ortraining."

It can be Said that the problem of resources fs often self-created.

trainers may leek at evaluation of training as something separate from

training and. timrefor.., as an extra burden. When asked to do an evaluation

of training they may ask for extra time. extra resources and extra credit

for the evaluation work.

The new Oientation towards evaluation as hart of training, will not,

however, solve all resource problems. Institutions may not have budgeted

for transport, postage, stationary and secretarial help to Include the

8j
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lestltotlen's ubligatiuns to evaluate its own programs. in such cases

extra budgetary previsiuns will have to be wade and resources needed for

,condu.thig the evaluation study will have to be obtained.

14. keport writieg

the piuposal foi an evaluation study should also include the element of

":epertio9 plans." Will the eialu;ition results be used within the program

or Chu ostitutoun at will those be disseminated outside the institution?

If di,eminetion outside,the institution is envisaged, a clear description

of uutslde .lients and consumers of the evaluation study should be

developed. The same report %* 'not necessarily appropriate for all groups,

soil witting diffeieat versions of the report should be considered.

.in writing an evaluation report, the policy and Program implications

of data should be 6routikt out. Data does not always speak for itself.

While It is neLe5541y.that evaluators bring out th ImplIcationS of their

findings tug pelt.), makers and program planners they should not draw

<;*
umat,aoted LUIiLlusiuu,s and bundles should not be mixed with

infereoceS ye the datb.

ivaluative informatioa cap be both used and abused. Too often

rude,* of evaluation studies iimy be in search of culprits rather than

LdUtL4, and may wdltt to punish rather hall with grease, uoJeAaadiag

in tin. future. lie We401 that COiledgueS'wheSe work is being evaluated

will often jt worded about the evaluation process and what it mleht find.

lu haOdie tin. deportm.atal politics of evaluation, it may be useful to

dis.u.s the pruliminmi report of evillUdtlun in a group setting before ,

15501o0 4 linal evaluation report.

sia t.

°

Vt
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All evaluation studies need not be duplicated and distributed. A

single copy of an evaluation study will be worth a thousand, if its

findings illuminate action and If its recommendations become part of

decision making: (See Chapter XVI.)

15. 81b1155rapty
It

A proposal for an evaluation study should also include a bibliography

of books, reports and documents used in developing le proposal and likely

to be used in the conduct of the study and in writing the final report.
.-

Summary

the time and effort given to writing format proposals for evaluation

studies Is often well spent. Elements 1 an evaluation proposal may

include (1) the development context of the training program; (2) the

description of the Vele program in design terms: (3) the problem

complex: (4) the evaluation problem chosen for study: (5) justifications
-N.

for choice: (6) review of available knowledge on the evafuation topic:

(1) questions'and sub-questions to be answered. (A) the evaluation approach

selected; (9) design, steps and procedures: (10) instruments and tools:

(11) plans for data collection; (12) plans for data analysis; (l3)

budgetary plans, (14) reporthl plans; and (15) bibliography and list of

resources.

things,to Do or think About

t. Prepare a formal proposal an evaluation study of your choice.

2. nave you condurted an evaluation study befere? Po you think your

eval,..tion study could have been improved if a formal proposal had been

6 ;
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written beture the dtual imptonentatiun of the Wady? if you have never

onduted du evdludtiun study yourself, distmss the usefulness of the ideas
4

included in this Chapter with someone who has.

..

a.

- --

8



CHAPTER VII

liONIIORING AND QUICK APPRAISALS

There has been considerable Interest recently in development literature

On strategies for gathering quick evaluative feedback on the performince of

programs. The point is made that typical evaluation studies may too often

Ia"e too long a time for decision makers to waft for results. Program

decisions will often demdnd quick pulse-taking 24programs to,get a report

card on the health of programs. Tike is often the essence.

At ledst three different strategies can be suggested for such quick

pulse-taking:

(1) Monitoring,

(2) Quick Appraisals, and

(3) Networks or Informants.

The question we must ask here fs: Do moniteringtappreising, and

network building also require written proposals much like those suggested

In the previous chapter? The answer can notsbe given in a simple 'Yes' or

'Ho'. .For example, adifferene sort of preparation will be needed, for

establishing a monitoring system which almost always w'll be built upon an

adequate management information system (MIS). The development_of an MIS,

in turn, will require extensive planning and development of prof06a; for

recording and reporting program implementation data. Quick appraisals,

is we will see Eater, may require less exhaustive written proposals than

the ones suggested in Chapter VI, but will yet &nand considerable formal

preparation. Planning for networks of informants will also require fore-

thought and preparation

87
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(1) PoqitOrim any

io monitor is to watch or check upon an on-going program to detect

flaws and to provide corrective actions.

itmitoring (or Concurrent *mitering) is typically based on data being

ruothmly generated by a program in the very process of implementation at

its various locations. levels and phases.

HenitAring Is done best when assisted by a management information

systuu (141S) An MIS males a programmoremonitorable and thereby, more

manageable.

'Jim following considerations must enter the design of an MIS:

(i) Oloice,of units and entities where chanre will appear,. Such

units may be individuals (learners. trainers, immunity leaders), groups

(women's clubs, discussion groups). institutions (health clinics.

rehabilitation centers), ur communities or.sub-cultures. Smoothies these

may be physical entities, such as, hones, fields, shops, wells, storage

bins, etc.

(it) Choice of indicators gfshlagge. Indicators or signs that

signify change in already selected units and entities must be chosen next.

These Indicators ;mole attendance in literacy classes, absence from the

tactuly tur sudSoh$ ut ill-health, purchase of consulter goods, rise in

productivity, Ptc.

(III) Ecoemy ire data collection. In designing en MIS'one need not

ullc,i all pussible date. Indeed only the minimun necessary infon4a.ion

should bucolic: port of the MIS.

(iv) '001sctimq vi 49(4 fur uric motion, successive Aggreptien and

storage ur &Jig. It shoule be clear where data will originate. at what
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successive levels and point4 data will be aggregated and where it will be

finally stored for possible retrieval and use in decision-making. Ibis

will require that data collection and data aggregation duties of various

role performers in the program system are clearly identified; and the

logistics of the physical transfer of data are managed effectively.

(v) Design ofproformasj tabulations report fonms,_etc. Simplicity

and standardization of instruments for data collection and reporting are

important for the successful implementation of an MIS.'

(vi) TAntiland (tow of data. Monitoring fails if it is not time-

sensitive. Veto should move in time series according to a determined

pattern of flow -- upwards, downwards and horizontally as required.

(vii) Oats audit. Data audits are important to ensure that there is

no misreporting of.data and that the intent of various proformas In use in

the MIS is well-understood.

(viii) Processing and feedback_ The data collected at a particular

level should be used to improve program decisions at that level before

sending it upwa'rds. When data is processed at the central level. or at

one of the intermediate levels, feedback should be provided to all concerned.

Only then can the total system grow fn intelligence.

(2) Quick Appraisals

quick appraisals are quick evaluations, conducted under conditions of

emergency to investigate the cause of a b eekdown, to anticipate prublems,

or to get early returns on the Impact of a program.

Quid, appraisals may be less exhaustive and less comprehensive than

regular evaluation studies, but one needs to prepare for a go)ck appraisal
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carefully and systematically. A short form of the proposal as discussed

in Chapter VI should be prepared.

Appraisal teams will have to be carefully built, and given a clear

mandate rugedin% the information they shou'i collect and the judgments

they should sender. The teem should think aouut the mix of the quantita-

tive and qualitative data they will try to collect.

The ihsteunents to be used far Ne quick appraisal shoOd be carefully

designed and pre-testeJ. Samples of respondents sho'uld be woall but care-

fully chosen.

head-lines are important to keep in the case of quick appraisals.

otherwise, they will not be quick appraisals any more. A time-frame of 4

to 6 weeks is typical for quick appraisals.

A quick appraisal is more than monitoring which uses routinized

data generated in the very process of the impltmentation of a program.

quick aPlitc15.0S, uto the oilier hand, Jo collect fresh data for the purpose

of an.weeing significant questions. Uowever, whenever possible, quick

aPpfaisuls ahuuiJ make secondary use of date already stoned in the manage-

ment infonnation system.

.elf reports by functionaries of a program on their own perfonmance
*

is dlipthef impuicont It:St/y(4.0.Ni' quick appraisal teams. Similarly, self-

repo to by the Luuefi,earies of a program should be used for developing

quid appraisals.

deptimg Mass 06.eryglion

to q(AtturkS of intendants

eloleei Madge of Gitat Uritain developed an interesting Onedbuck
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technique that he has called "Mass Observation." The mass ubservatiun

technique uses untrained volunteer reporters who make their observations

in the normal course of their lives and in the natural course of programs

and events. Then they describe in writing, fully, clearly and simply what

they have observed and what they think their observation add up to. Such

reports may Include photographs, clippings from the local ewspaper,

things heard over the local radio station, or overheard in the local bar. .

Sometimes trained interviewers may also be added to the corps of people

observers. Advocates of this technique believe thit it is easier to detect

the bias of an untrained observer than that of a social scientist and

suggest that mass observation should not be dismissed as a biased approach

to the collection of feedback. They assert that it is an excellent approach

to the study of the "mind life" of the people.

the mass observation approach can be adapted to developing special

networks of informers mho do a limited version of the mass observation for
,)

the evaluators. A whole group of people located at various places and

levels of a program can be asked to observe and write about a program,

its prOcess, its impact and clnsequences.

Suumary

Urgency of the need for* feedback may demand quick Pulse-taking rather

than systematic evaluation of the Program. Three different approaches can

be used fqr generating such feedback; (1) monitoring, (?) quick appraisals,J
and (3) networks of informants. Each of those approaches will require

adequate preparation, even though formal proposal writing as sugge.Jed in

Chapter, VI may not be undertaken.

9:
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Things to Do or Think About

1. (JO your training center or institute make use of an HIS? Whet

might tie suue of the essestial eleuents of such an MIS?

2. list the motes, official designations or uccupetfOns of at least ten,

PLAWIt yuu would iftlude in your network of informants to collecieedbaLk

un yuua paupapi. What special contribution ypu expect each of then to make?.

14.
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HODEI.S.Of (VALUATION

In the literature on evaluation, one is likely to come across the

terms 'evaluation approaches', 'evaluation models' and evaluation

paradigms'. An understanding of the meanings of these terms is essential

for a thorough comprehension of the fdeas,pvesented in this chapter.

Let us begin with the word 'paradigm'. In the dictionary meanings

of thi word, a paradigm is an ordered list, a table of classes, a pattern,

Pro formula for the general form into which specifics of a certain order

may be placed.

Kuhn
i

in his study of scientific revolutions gave a speelal meaning

to the word paradigm. lie defined a paradigm as the "creative ideology" of

scientists from which they worked, anti which provided them with a

particular, logical and methodological stance for producing scientific or

11social scientific knowledge.

Thus, evaluation paradigms are the crea' ideologies of evalillors.

These paradigms determine the thinking and methodological behaviors of

eve:maws. .,hat they thin; atlut the nature of rrollty; rod how they

think dc endable statements can be made about stability and change in the

social realityethat surrounds Os. There are two basic paradigms of

evaluation (and research) that we will be discussing later. the scientific

parad'gm and the naturalistic paradigm.

IT. S. Kuhn, the Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Chicago:

. University of ChIc556
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ge should define models next. A model is information, data or

princtples grouped, verbally or graphically (and sometimes mathematically)

to represent or describe a certain thing, idea, condition or phenomena.

A model is the essence of the learning and thinking of a specialist,

stated clearly and parsimoniously. Models are the progeny of paradigms.

It is important to iemeatrer this relationship between paradigms and models.

Evaluation models are thus verbal, tabular or graphic presentations

uf the principles learned by evaluators. They are the essence of their

separate experiences developed in the background of particular paradigms.

finally, an approach is merely a method of beginning or accomplishing

sowething. iniweveritalien an approach. through successive use and testing,

becomes both standardized and formalized, it acquires the status of a

node))

Iwo Basic rgradlgel'of Evaluation

in Education and Development

Inert are two basic paradigms uf evaluation in education and develop-

meat:

flue Scientific Paradigm of Evaluation, and

2. The naturelisLic Paradigm of Evaluation.

1

In our discussion in this chapter, the terse 'theory' has not been
defined or explained. This is so because the literature on evaluation
talks often uf evaluation models and seldom of evaluation theory. 'Let
us say briefly that, in terms o( a conceptual status, theory falli between '717-

AV
the por4digim and the model. in its best sense, theory is a deductively
tonnecte( .et of laws and empirical generalizations. A model is often a
schematic diagram that connects theory with practice.
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The scientific paradigm

16 scientific paradigm is so calledlbecauie it copies the methods of

hard sciences: physics, chemistry, botany, engineering, etc.

It is sometimes called the classical paradigm because it is old,

follows strict rules and is seen as standard and authoritative.

It has also been referred to as the positivist.paradigm because of
4

its emphasis on the explicit; that which is capable of being directly and

certainly affirmed.

The'idea/ of the scientific paradigm is the randomized controlled

experiment. (Quasi - experimental designs may be acceptable under some

conditions.) The scientific paradigm demands a clear definition of evalua-

tion ObJectives, of variables, a sampling plan, structured instrumentation

that generates quantitative data,'statistical techniques in the analysis

of data and generalizability of results.

The naturalistic paradigm

The naturalistic paradigm suggcsts that human behavior be studied in

natural Settings, within its total context. It is the method of the

anthropologist and the ethnographer. It is holistic - it studies reality

whole. without dividing it artificially into parts and segments.

The naturalistic paradigm is alSo referred to as qualitative and

phenomenological. This means that, unlike the positivist, the naturalistic

evaluator seeks to describe phenomena and search for regularities and

patterns. He searches fol. understandings of the specific situation that

may later illuminate other somewhat similar situations. He does not

search for generalizable laws.
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In naturalistic inquiry, the design is emergent; it emerges as the

evaluator undertakes different steps and pmcedures'in the collection of

meaningful data. The samples are purposeful rather thalt.ranOm. The

instruments are always unstructured and generate qualitative data. Claims

'are aside in regard to the applicability and fittingness of results rather
.

than to their generalizability.

The scientific paradigm versus,

the naturalistic paradigm

The scientific paradigm has had great victories in the hard sciences.

It has produced research that has banished diseases from the face of the

earth and has put man on the moon.

it was so successful that social scientists (sociologists, psychol-

ogists, economists, educators, even anthropologists), also wanted to use

the scientific paradigm of the physicist and botanist. They used it with

a vengence. It made them feel like real scientists. For years and years,

the scientific method was learned and the scientific method was taught in

all the social science departments of unliersities.

The realization has emerged during the last twenty years or so that

the scientific paradigm has given social scientists good feelings but not

good scientific results. alma discovered that too often social life

sloes not fit into the laboratory. In trying to control variables, we

segment human behavior unnaturally and indeed chose the very nature of the

human behavior being studied. Aggregation of scores and statistical

treatments of data may look elegent and impressive but results may be

trivial and even misleading. in human behavior the context is. Important.

90
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We need to study not Just behavior but behavior -fn- context.

e The naturalistic paradigm is more appropriate. most of the time, for

the study of human behavior. Once reJected out of hand as subjective

and qualitative, it is becoming more and more acceptable. As its

methodology becomes clearer and techniques of data analysis are further

advanced, the natirralistic paradigm of evaluation will find its rightful

Om in evaluation methodology.

The readers of this book should not select one of the two paradigms

discussed above and reJect the other, They should learn to consider them

to be complementary. The scientific paradigm is necessary when developing

profiles of large-scale programs for use by decision makers at the center.

The naturalistic paradigm is needed when the emphasis is on an understanding

o4 processes and effects at program levels. Typically, educational

evaluators will be using both these paradigms within the context of the

same one evaluation study.

The following table summarizes the differences between the two

paradigms of evaluation:

TABLE 1. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO BASIC PARADIGMS OF EVALUATION

The Scientific Paradigm The Naturalistic Paradigm

Philosophic roots

Positivist,
reductionist

Design

phenomenological,
holistic

Experimental or Emergent design (or

quasi-experimental rolling design)

4

93
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Setting of evaluationires4rch
4

liaboratory or Ecological; in context
otherwise controlled

Sainting'

Random. .Size Purpositive, elite,
pre- detcrm(ned specialized. Size determined in

use; sample is exhausted when avail-
able information is exhausted

Methodological orientation
0

Quantitative ' qualitative, thick description

Instrumentation
r.

StructUred, often Unstructured, often unobstruslve.
.interventicnist. instruments Researcher/evaluator himself or
are sought to be standardized herself becomes the tool of data

and wade independent of collection

evaluator

Data analysis.

Statistical , Thematic; content analysts of
interviews, documents, and
observations

Report

Statistical - analytical Descriptive, interpretive;
typically a case study

Strengths
4

Provides good estimates of Responsive, Adaptability, holistic
differences, variations, ' emphasis

and correlations when
variables can indeed be -

properly defined and reasonable
controls can aablished

(tuba and Lincoln in their recent book
1.
have discussed the various

1
Egon G. Guba and Yvonna S. Lincoln, Effective Evaluation: impenving

the Usefulness oflyjduatien Results Through Reseonsive and flaturalistic

Approaches. San Francisco, Ca.: Jossey-bass, 1981. (page 104)
0

1.40) .
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aspects of rigor, as they apply to the two basic paradigms of evaluation.

6 What they are saying is that both the scientific and the naturalistic

paradigms of evaluation can be rigorous in their own ways. See table

below.

TABLE 2. SCIENTIFIC AND NATURALISTIC TERMS APPROPRIATE TO VARIOUS
ASPECTS OF RIGOR

A;pect Scientific Term Naturalistic Term

Truth value.

Applicability

Consistency

Neutrality

Internal validity Credibility

External validity! FittiOness
generalizability

Reliability Auditability

Objectiyity Confirmability

Models of Evaluation

Against the background of these two general paradigms, many different

models of evaluation have been proposed by specialists in the field.

Why are there so many evaluation models? Isn't there one correct

way of doing evaluation?

Earlier in this chapter. we defined a model as the essence of the

learning and thinking of a specialist. stated clearly and parsimoniouily

for communication among professionals and practitioners. There are many

different evaluation models, because different specialists have undergone

somewhat different learning and thinking. they have accepted one basic

evaluation paradigm or the others More and more evaluation specialists

now suggest a pragmatic mix of the two paradigms - the scientific and the

naturalistic.

101
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Evaluation models are different also because they have emerged wi thin

different program settings: within formal education or within out-of-

shoot and nonformel education settings; within mental health setting in

an industrialized country or within family life education in the context

of a developing country.

findlly, and most Importantly, evaluation models are different

because evaluation specialist have introduCed additional "valuer considera-

dons to their initial..choices of paradigms. Some evaluation models

emphasize a more synoptic view of evaluation, suggeting that we ealuate

not only the behavior of our so-called clients but also of our own. Some

evaluation models suggest, the introduction of imaginationato our evaluations

and not depend only on cold calculation. Some suggest that the unanticipated

consequences of program actions may be as important as the intende4 and the

anticipated. Therefore, the model of evaluation should be able to

accommodate both the anticipated and the unanticipated consequence. Some

suggest evaluation to be conducted as an advocacy and confrontation. Some

suggest participative evaluation wherein both the means and ends of

evaluation are participatively determined by all concerned - organizers,'

professionals, and beneficiaries.

One can see a clear underlying value direction in the development of

evaluation models during the last twenty years; (I) there is exclusive or

complementary use of naturalistic strategies; and (2) there is a move

'
towards inclusion of the beneficiaries of pedgrams in the design and

implementation of evaluations. The key won& are holistic and participative.

Some of the evaluation models often referred to in the literature of

evaluation will be discussed below. The discussions will be brief. We

102
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include a discussion of the evaluation models for two reasons: educational

and political. The trainer-evaluator should have someidea of what

different evaluation models exist and what their characteristics are. This

is for his or her'education. But there is also a political reason. The

trainer-evaluator should be able to justify his or her choices of the

model or models; and should be able to hold his or her own against the
a

outside specialist. We should not allow technicians and specialists to

browbeat us with the use of unfamiliar names and phrases.

Before we proceed with short descriptions of6evaluation models, weo.:

should caution readers against a search for the model, for one correct way

of doing evaluation. As In the case of paradigms, a pragmatic mixture of

models may be often the best thing to try.

The Context - input- Process - Product (CIPP) Model of Evaluation

This model is often associated with the name of Daniel L. Stufflebeam

who has used this model in various evaluation studies.

Aicording to this model, the sole Purpose of evaluation is to produce

information for decision makers. Using the system metaphor and the four

paramete;.s of systems (context, input, Process and output). the model

talks Of four types of evaluations to Provide information for four types

of decisions:

1. Context evaluation - to provide information on the setting, to

be able to make planning decisions;

2. input evalOation - to make programming decisions;

3. Process evaluation - to make decisions related to methodologies

and implementation; and

103
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4. Product evaluation - to evaluate impact and to make recycling

deo:Islam

The CIPP model comes cibsest to formal research models with its stress

. on the clarification of evaluation objectives, structured observation. and

the testing tradition of achievement testing in schools. The model adopts

the criteria of internal and external validity. reliability, objectivity.

relevance, importance, scope, credibility, timeliness, pervasiveness and

efficiency of the evaluative information produced. It has, however, shown

little concern for values.- The model suggests that evaluators should'

produce reports that decision makers can use in making decisions.

The Countenance Model of Evaluation

The countenance model of evaluation is associated with the name of

Robert E. Stake. It is so called because Stake talked of two countenances

of evaluation - description and judgment.

This model was directly related to the evaluation of effects in terms

of stated objectives and involves the completion of two data matrices as'

follows:

Description
Matrix s.

. Judgment
Matrix

0

Intents Observations `Standards Judgments

Antecedents
.

.

Transactions

Outcomes

.
-
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The task of the evaluator is to rind data for all the cells in the

table on the previous page: to compare observations to intents; and to make. .

Judgments in terms of the standards agreedcto among program organizers and
0

evaluators. one should note 'that in systems i4cabulary antecedents are

inputs, and transactions are processes.

The_model in implementation has used stratified random samples for

collecting special fpformation, combined with the case study approach.

The model has calledittentio0 of.evaluators to the need for defining

standards on the basis of which judgments,can be,made, though the model

itself has left the questiOn of'specificationot
o
standards unresolved.

The Discrepancy Evaluatio,OLviel

The model ths proposed by Malcolm Provos who defined evaluation as the

art of describing a discrepancy between expectation and performance of a

program.

The model suggests that we look for discrepancies in terms of five

different aspects of a program:

= 1. the design of the program

2. its installation

3. the processes of implementation

4. the product. and
.;

5. the cost

While recogpfzing the usefulness of the experimental method in

certain cases, the model shoys preference for the descriptiye methods of

history and anthropology and the case study method of sociology and

psychiatry. Thus, the model accommodates both the, scientific and the

naturalistic paradigMs.

4k,
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With Its relative emphasis on naturalistic methods, it suggests that

evaluators work in teams to be able to test individual perceptions of

each against the other and to be able to question the stamdards being

aPplied.tO describe discrepancies.
.

The model claims to provide continuous information t decision makers

OA the performance of an on-going program. It also claim o provide

Ligiormwtion,that has direct one-to-one relationship to decisions actually

.being made. The resources required for effective application of this

model can be considerable In terms of personnel, timelnd money.
N

The Transactional Evaluation Model

The transactional evaluation model is associated with the name of

Robert h Rippey who has challenged educators and trainers to show wbkt

they have accomplished rather than what scores their students and trainees

have made.

The focus is on educational accountability - change makers are

asked to study themselves, their roles, the system in which they play

these roles and the larger systems that surround,the systems under change.

In Rippey's1 own words:

A'comparison with traditional summative and formative evaluations
show that the target of evaluation Is different: the subject of evaluation
is the system, not the client or the services rendered by the system. The
variables relate to the social, psychological and communication aspects of
the system,vather than to the manifest objectives. The illfOnOA iOn is

continuously fed back into the system. The evaluator himself is more a

part of the operating system. The conventional considerations of
reliability, validity and objectivity are less important than those of
timeliness, relevance and the observable effects of generating evaluation
information. .Primarily, evaluation Is intended to transform the conflictr

1Robert N. Rippey, ed., Studies in Transactional Evaluation.
Berkeley, Ca.: McCutchan, 1973, pages 3-4.

10-6
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Amergy of change into productive.activityt to clarify the roles of those
"persons involved in the program changes, not to'produce new knowledge or
ascribe causality.

tx

One shoufa note the assumptions in regard to the basJc paradigmih

use in the transactional evaluation model end the additional value
S 4 4

positions introduced jn the model. It is indeed a highly-value-laden

model. It emphasize% relational information and urges sensitivity to the

.
.unanticipated consequences. It also implies that evaluation be conducted-

:

collectively by the protagonists and designers of a change program and

representatives of those likely to be affected.

The Goal -Free Evaluation Model

The Idea of goal-free evaluatioi was introduced by Michael Scriven.

He pointed out that in our emphasis on stated.goals,Our search got

completely focussed on intended effects - effects we wanted to create

under accepted program ggels. This focus became so exclusive that we

often developed a tunnel vision: looking for evidence of intended effects

and seeing nothing else.

He Iuggested that we should look for the real effects of programs -
.

effects,that had actually occurrbd whether intended or unintended. This

thought could be done Dm conceived of a goal-free Dvafuation,
.1.

independent of objectives stated for programs. Results'from objectives-

focused evaluation and goal-free evaluation of a program could then he

combined._

the Investigative Social Research Modell '

Jack D. Douglas/ has recently analyzed the methods'of the Investigatoe:

/Jack D. Douglas, InvestigativiSocfal Research. Beverly Mills, Ca.:

Sage Publications. 1976,
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1
and show how investigative strategies can be used to expose the truth about

people inosocial settings. '
!

The investigative model des not assume a world of cooperation, open- -

ness and truthfulness; but one of misinformation. evasions, lies and fronts.

Melhersugfests strategies for grasping an evaluation setting, infiltrating

tne setting, building. friendly and trusting relationships, and then using

them in a contindous process of testing out and checking out. 4

. The modus operandi modelilluggestediby Michael Scriven is also.an
.

investigative method for studying cause-effect relhtiomshIPs.Shrod?h

sequential tasting. This method reconstructs "the procedires of the

historian, the detective\ , the anthropologist, and the engineering triluble-

o 4

shooter.* The modus operandi model fi Proposed as a substitute for

experimenb01 and quasi -exp\rimental approaihes when field situations

'preclude their use. ESsentiolly, the method involves generating
. . . \

hYP4h0SlcAl chains of cause-effect events and eliminating those that

could.ndtpossibly have happened.* This is the tlpical method of the

detective:-
4

a.0

O

"Evaluation as Illumination"

.This, model was developed in clear rejection of the "agricultural -

botany" model of evaluation rooted in the scientific paradigm. It was:

asserted that groups and communities A not be randomly assigned to

treatments as farms andtilelds; and hn beings can not De administered
,

treatments as seeds in the ground. in any case, quantitative data generated

--by. the agricultural- botany model provided%only partial descriptions of

.phenomena.

1O 4.
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Parlett and Hamilton/ built their model on two important considera-

tions.

1. Instructional systems, once adopted, become living systems, Living

systems do not match their catalog descriptions. Important modifications

occur in progr-ami as they move from the drawing board to actual

implementation.
0

2. Programs of training and development can not separated from their

learning milieu. Actors in the learning milieu and he structures of the

milieu become part of the instructional system.
4

lihile retaining the use of sampling methods, and structured

questionnaires and tests, Parlett and Hamilton drew our attention to the-,

naturalistic methods for description and interpretation. three stages In

the evaluation Process are suggested to include: (a) observation of the

educational setting; (b) selection of themes through progressive focusing

and intensive inquiry; and (c) analysis and explanation.

lhe Connoisseurship Model of Evaluation

lhe connoisseurpp model of evaluation proposed by Elliott'. Eisner2

makes a clean break with-the scientific paradigm and draws-from the

aesthetic tradition of the arts.

Eisner suggests two interrelated concepts: (a) educational

connoisseurship and (2) educational criticism to perform the tasks of

esc

LiltCatlett and_0.-Mantlion,-"Evaluatfon-as-I11umlnation: A ftew--- --
Approach to the Study of Innovatory Programs." Occasional Paper, Mo. D.

Edinburgh: Center for Research in the Educational Sciences, University
of Edinburgh, 1072.

2
Elliot W. Eisner, Educational Imagination: lhe Design and Evaluation

of School Programs. IlewTOFE: Macmillan Publishing Co., 1979.

1 03,
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educational evaluation. Educationalnconnoisseurship is the "means through

which the shape of the context and the configurations within it can be

reorganized so that intelligent decisions about the cobtext can be made.

Educatipnal criticism is the art of disclosure through description.

interpretation and evaluation.

The methodology of connoisseurship and criticism is by no means soft-

headed or romantic, and certainly can be systematic and rigorous. Educa-

tional critics can learn to look for the pervasive qualities, of education

In the classrooms and twining settings; and can learn to look for the

meanings of hidden cues!

Questions of reliability and validity mast behandled through

structural corroboration (mutual validation of bits of data one by the

rest; and the whole being supported by the bits that constitute it); and

referential adequacy (the existence of relationship between what Ihe

educational critic says and the subject matter of his or her critique).

Generalizations are also possible in the sense that educational criticism

will lead to more refined processes of perception in subsequent settings;

and will create in the evaluator's mind new anticipations.

Reports of educational criticisms have a family resemblance to case

studies, but case studies of educational criticism are different in the

sense that criticism itself is an art form. As a critical disclosure,

educational criticism report creates a living image, communicating to its

readers a visceral understanding of -the educational realities.

The Advocacy Model of Evaluation

The advocacy model is given this name since it allows groups of

people both for and against a program to advocate, their position before

110
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an educational jury. This model is, thus, evaluation in the legal mode.

It is an educational trial. by jury.

An educational jury is established and groups with opposing views on

the usefulness of a program argue their cdse before the Jury. All kinds of

data quantitative and qualitative can be presented and any witnesses may be

called to testify. These witnesses may include specialists and non-

specialists, organizers and beneficiaries, nen and women, and adults and

children.

The model seeks to bring out both sides or an issue in a balanced

fashion, but most rif its advantages are counterbalanced by corresponding

disadvantages. The model introduces controversy and confrontation where

none may have existed. Good Juries are hard to put together. The format

does, however, force administrators to consider that there may be some

things wrong with the on -going program and to consider the possibility of
6

discontinuation or drastic transforrietion of a program. An important

advantage of the model is that evaluative information is used to come

to concrete decisions in.regard to the continuation or re-design of

programs.

The Participative Evaluation Model
.

The name of Paulo Freire, the Brazilian educator and the author of

Pedagogy of the °pressed (Herder and Herder, New York, 1972) is often

associated with participatory evaluation and research. Considerable

amount of work has since been done In this area during the last-ten-years--------

by evaluators spread all over the world. Participatory research networks

1Participatory Research: Developments and Issues. A special issue
of Convergence, Vol. XIV, No, 1981.
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have been established, participatory research and evaluation studies have

been conducted and their results published.

Participatory research or evaluation is not a scientific endeavor of

the professionals, but an in-depth, existential review of an experience

done by all concerned, together in mutual collaboration. The learner

becomes an evaluator and the evaluator becomes a learner. Evaluation

goals, ends, standards and tools are decided upon participatively. Each

contributes personal data and collects the data that has to be obtained.

Analysis of data is collectively undertakon. Judgments are also rendered
0

collectively.

Irian address to the institute of Adult Education, University of

Oar-es-Salaam, on 20 July 1912, Paulo Freire presented the possible steps

in such a participative methodology;

1. The evaluation (or research) team should acquaint itself with all

previous research and evaluation - no matter what methods were used in

that research evaluation.

2. The team should delimit the area of action geographically - even

though, culturally speaking, there are no frontiers.

3. The teasishould identify official and popular institutions in thg

area selected and go to talk to the leaders within those institutions.

4. The evaluation team should tell these leaders, in all honesty, that
4

they have con* to discuss the possibility Of all people in that community

holding discussions and working together.

S. if the leaders agree, the evaluation team should hold meetings not

only with the leaders of various institutions but also with the people

who are involved in some way with those institutions.
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6. The evaluation team should discuss with the community arrangements

for meetings wherein groups of, say, thirty people could come Ogethe0 on

a daily or weekly basis for descissions. Such meetings might involve

almost all the inhabitants of a community and last for several weeks. The

important thing would be to obtain a perception of the whole community.

7. Sociologists: psychologists, educators and linguists should, at this

stage, Join the research or evaluation team and visit each group. Records

of discussions should be made at each meeting. People should be urged to

speak if they are silent, but otherwise the role of the evaluation team

should be no more than advisory. One of the members of the community

should chair such meetings.

8. Justice, education, government, industry and many other topics may

be discussed; but all in terms of the people andin the context of concrete

realities.

9. When the smeller groups think they have exhausted the topics for

discussion, each one should put its findings on paper and then they

should all meet in a general session. The reporters at such sessions

should be the people themselves; not the specialists on the team. The

workers should become intellectuals. There should be collective discussion

of each group report.

10. The evaluation team should now make a critical study of the

people's discourse. This study should be interdisciplinary. The various

levels at which people perceive reality must be determined and their

many implications should be worked out. These implications must be

studied in the presence of the people, not by social scientists on their

own.
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11. The evaluation team together with the people should now draft a

proposal for subsequentj, action. The programme itself should not be

worked out forthe people but with the people.

It should be clear from the preceding that participative evaluation

is not distinguishable from need assessment or community awareness. The

distihclion between evaluation and instruction gets lost in participative

evaluation. Participative evaluation provides participants with further

opportunities to raise their consciousness and consoildite their sense of

power and self-worth.

The Situation-Specific Strategy (3-$1

Model of Evaluation

Before presenting the 3-S evaluation model, let us remind duAreaders

that lt-ls usileit-teilea for the model of- evaluation -`or for one-correct _

way of evaluating training or development. A trainer-evaluator might

often,be using lore than one of the above models. within the context of

a single evaluation study.

Another Important point to remember is that models are not usable as

formulas. All of your problems and needs will seldom fit neatly into an

'evaluation model . Models should indeed be used to 'think with", not as

step by step and unchangeable sets of procedures.

The 3-S model to be discussed below is a model that should help us

. select a good mix of models and approaches to be used In an evaluation

study. The conceptual essence of the 3-S model is this: Do not start

with the evaluation model, begin with the evaluation problem. Analyze

the evaluation problem into sub-problems; think how the problem or parts

of the problem might unfold over time; and finally, think of the milieu
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in which evaluation will be conducted.

different parts of the evaluation problem will most likely require

different evaluation model; and approaches. You, may need both a survey

and an in-depth case study. You may require achievement testing as well

as content.analysfs of documents.

The exigencies of time may demand pulse-taking through quick appraisals,

even though, ideally, a mere systematic evaluatiod would have been better.
-

Finally, the evaluator may be working in a situation-whey there are no

calculators or colleagues who can help with the analysis of large bodies_

\\. of numerical data where there are no copying machines or stencil

\
duplicators; or here there is no duplicating paper for producing the

required instruments. The 3-S model helps us think about what strategies

to choose in specific real-life situations. How to do the second best

when the best is not possible?

Elsewhere,1 we have listed the following steps in the implementation

pf the 3-S evaluation model:

1. Ordering the world of change and evaluation (Chapters 11 and III)

2. Articulating the means-ends relationships in the change program,

(Chapter IV)

3, Generating profiles of information needs and evaluation issues

(Chapter V)

4. developing a situation- specific evaluation agenda (Chapter V), and

5. Choosing appropriate and realistic methodologies and techniques

(Chapter VIII and subiequent chapters).

1H. S. Bhola, Evaluating_Functional Literagf Amersham, Bucks,

U.K.: Hutton Educa't'ional Publications Ltd., 1979: Pages 25-33.
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Summary

There are two basic paradigms of research and evaluation; (1) the

scientific earadigm and (2) the naturalistic paradigm. Against, the back-

ground of these two basic paradigms, a variety of evaluation models have

been proposed, among them; the, CIPP model, the countenance model, the

discrepancy model, the transactional model, the goal -free model, the

investigative model and the 'lotus operandi approach, evaluation as

Illumination, the connoisseurship model, the advocacy model, the

participative model and the situation-specific strategy (3-S) model. The

trainer-evaluator has to understand the strengths and weaknesses of the
.

-

various paradtgg, models and approaches and learn to develop conceptual.

strategies that fit his or her problems in the particular context.

114

Thinqs,to Do or Think About

adios discussed In this chapter, which is likely

to generate more useful information on your training program? Or, do you

have tn-seAnth?

2. Of the models described_ip this chapter, which model or models do you

personally consider most useful ip your- work?__Ohat more would you like to

know about the model to put it to work? ----------.

3. Can you find evaluation studies already completed that fit neatly

under one or the other model described in this chapter?
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CHAPTER IX

CONCEPT ANALYSIS, INDICATORS OF CHANGE

AND STANDARDS OF.QUALITY

In an earlier chapter, we talked, of raising evaluation questions, of

developing evaluation agendas and about typical evaluation themes of interest

to trainers-evaluators. Let us examine here, some of the evaluation ques-

tions that trainers-evaluators have actually asked themselves and the evalu-

ation topiCs that they have set out to study:1

1. To determine the relative effectiveness of different sets of post-

literacy teaching-learning materials being used in the programs for n21

literates, in terms of contewt, occupational orientation, style and format.

2. An evalostio6 of the efficiency, and effectiveness,of the "Administrative

Skills Coursis for Chiefs" offered by the Government Training Institute

(OTt), Masao, Kenya, during 1973-77.

3. An evaluation of the basic education curricula for the Undugu schools

in Nairobi.

4. An evaluation of the resettlement programs for the vocationally-trained

disabled persons in terms of their social and economic rehabilitation.

S. An evaluation of the effectiveness, of the Form IV Literature-in-English

radio program in the Central Province of Kenya.

6. An evaluation or the suitability, and the utilization or available blob

education meterials by the Family Health Educators in Nakuru; and an explore-,

tion of the need for producing materials s1itable for local use.
1011,

'These examples have been taken from the evaluation questions and topics
selected by the participants of May 1979 and August 1980 workshops on the
Evaluation of Oasic Education and Development Training Programs; Kericho,
Kenya.

%
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7. Reasons for dropouts from the diploma education training program at the

National Institute of Education. Makerere. Uganda. '

8. To evaluate the PUterns and freqUency of library use by students at

Nachakos Teachers' College. Kenya.

9. Evaluation of the effectivenessof04he Nutrition Surveillance Curriculum

for the July 1980-March 1981 class in the Nutrition Course at Karen College,

Kenya.

10. wow effective is the utilization of handicraft skills given.to field

Workers in improving the nutrition status of the pert -urban comnunities that

these field workers serve in the Nairobi area.

The preceding examples'provide us with a small taiple of the types of

evaluation questions that can be asked by tfainers-evaluators. But in this

chapter, we are interested in the words and phrases used in these various

statements of evaluation topics. Let us examine the words and phrases which

have been underlined in the examples above:

determine
(example. 1)

relative
(example, ))

effectiveness
(examples. 1.2.

6, 9)

new literates
(example. ))

content
(example. 1)

format
(example. 1)

efficiency
(example. 2)

I

' basic education
(example. 3)

curricula
(example. 3)

disabled person
(example. 4)

social and economic
rehabilitation
(example, 4)

suitability
(example. 6)

health education
materials
(example. 6)

dropouts
(example. 7)

i1&

0

library use

(example. 8)

nutrition
surveillance

(example. 9)

handicraft skills
(example. 10)

nutrition status
(example. 10)



0. 0

Almost all of the words and phrases bistea above can be understood by

an educated 'perspn who knows the English language.' An evaluator, h6Wver,
7--

can not deal with all mordS in their common meanings. For instance, in

example 1 above, words "determine" and "relative" may be used in the dictionary

meanings of the words, but aqsuch words as "effectiveness ", "new literates":.

"content" or "format". These words will have to be specially defined by the-

trainer- evaluator within the program context of his or her study. ,

let. us look at some of the other words and phrases,listed above. What

do we mean -by "effectiveness"? Woo dn't "effectiveness" mean different things

, in each of the four examples (1/ S and 9'above); and be indicated by the

appearance of different kinds of behaviors? It certainly would. What is

a "new literate"? One who comes out of an adult literacy class or anyone,who

acquired his or her literacy recently? What level of literacy lwill,be

a teptable for a person to be called "new literate"? What "content" will be

considered in the evaluation study - only the "content" of primers or of all

reading materials? What aspects of "format" will be included in the study 0

of instructional materials? What qualities will be examined in making

Judgments ab90.1qonmatm?

What is a "disabled person"? in the particular study referred to above

only cripples were considered disabled. What Js "social and economic

rehabilitatidn"? Should the cripple be Able to get married, become a village

leader, and have his own house or but to be Considered "socially and .9

economically rehabilitated"? What is a "dropout "? is a "dropout" different

ofrom a "pushout" - the student who was asked to leave because he or she

failed on the intermediate examination?

113
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,

What constitutes "library dull Would the borrowing of a prescribed

textbdok from the library constitute acceptable "library use What is

"nutrition surveillance"? How is it different from "nutrition' status"?

What skills will be included ,in "haidicr;ft skills"?

To sum, the trainer-evaluator in the elaboration and design of his or

htr evaluation study:

(1) will use some words the dictionary meanings of the words

(determine, relative);

(2) will use some words in their.technical meanings as supplied by

educators. psychologists and others (attitude. motivation, learning);

(3) will havp.to redifine soime common words and also some technical

words In terms of his or her special program intent and context

(suitability. effectiveness, efficiency, rehabilitation, dropou

curricula); and -

(4) will have to have standards'for judging qualities of instruction

products.

to do what is expected of trainers-evaluators. they must understand t e

,concepts of: (a) concept analysis, (b) Indicators of changelland sten ards

of quality of instructional products. We will deal with these IA the foll log

' in the order given above.

Concept Analysis

Evaluation and ambiguity do not go together. One must know exact y

what is meant by the evaluation question that is to be answered. This mea s

that one must assign exact meanings to the concepts used in the evalua ion

question. For example, what is the meaning, precisely, of self - reliance,
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a development concept widely used in Tanzania? What precisely is the

meaning of humanism which is the (lute of. the development Philosophy in

Zambia? What indeed is integrated rural *velment, rehabilitation of

economicelly distressed families, teacher effectiveness, library use

administrative support, or a dropout?

The problem of conceptual analy -is is the problem of definition; we

want to determine the outline and 'Ilmitss of the words we se. We need to

unpack.ioncepts, We need to specify. We need to ask: At do I really

--mean? And we also need to ask; What do I not mean?

.4 Philosophers have developed systematic methods of him to do concept

analysis. Was/ has suggested three different types of analyses that

can be'underteken singly or fn combination, as part of the definition of

concepts and, subsequently, of indicators:

1. Generic type analysis. Generic is what is general and comprehen-

sive and which pertains to ever ember of a class or category. In generi4

type analysis, therefore, we look for the general features of tbe.cmicePt

being analyzed. Selvese we are analyzing the concept "development". As

;wt.*, generic type analysis of development, We will
%

ask the quistion:

Whit general features must a social change progrim or activity have to be

-classiffecPas development? .

As we think of the "model" cases of development, we most also think

of the contrary cases. For example, in the generic type analysis 'of

development we should ask: Is economic-growth in the South African

/Jonas F. Soltis, An Introduction to the Analysis of Educational
Concepts (2nd edition). Reading, Mess.: Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, .1978.
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'apartheid regime an instance ordevelopment? If not, why not? The

answers to tpis question should become part of our definition-of deielop-

.
meat,:

. 0

Thus, we Mat work. on the one fiend, ldth clear and standard cases

to draw the necessary features of the concept. On the other hand, we must

test our list of features for necessity and sufficiency by thinking of

counterexamples. 0n the basis of this testing, we must modify, quality

and reject some features to have a workable definitiOn of our concept.;

2. Differentiation time analysis. Todiferentiate is to distinglAsh,

to understand the distinct and specialized character of something.
.

Differentiation type analysis imy be undertaken in lieu of generic type

analysis or in addition to it, to tighten up your definition of concepts

even further.

The prior questionin'differentiation type ofanalysis is - What are

the different basic meanings of fthe concept b4ing analyzed? We should

search fSr the dominant standard uses of the concept (for instance:

"development") by means of examples. We should then categorize useiinto

types - political development, educational development, cultural develop-

, menf, sbcio-economicdevelopment. Search for distinguishing marks which

.can be used to separate types.should follow. After this we must test the

typology (categorization or classification) developed with examples and t

counterexamples. The scheme of relationships that exists betweenvacious

types classified may thed be identified and a definition of the type in

which we are interested must be eliborated.

3. Conditions type analysis. Finally, in conditions type analysis,

we must as the question about context conditions that govern the use of a
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concept such as "development". WhatIre the necessary conditions Nhich

must be present for development to happen? Are there contexts where the

conditions hold but.develamilent does not. occur? This might lead to a

further search for conditions. In the end, the setof conditions

established must he tested for necessity and sufficiency.

The three types of analyies involve mental moves on the chessboard of

thought. Hasteeing these skills is not easy, but is by no means

impossible. We learn to do such analyses by imitating and emulating; and

by actual doing and testing. The skills can be developed by learning to

criticize our own definitions and inviting friends and colleagues to find

faults with our analyses of concepts.

Let us consider.,ome examples;

- -
Health education materials. The definitional problems here may be

quite simple. Me may decide to include only teacher made.materials and

Is1-09-411:SMES-40-21:951uced rAtItilitt
.

posters, charts,'and flannelgraphs but not "only print" materials such asp

leaflets or folders. Or we may include "only print" materials alid lone.

other.

Dry PO We may define a: a dropout only that person who left the

program on his or her am Persona(' decision, not the one who was failed

and asked to leave. We may not include one whowas offered a position In

the course but never joined. That ls, dropouts may be separated from

"n0-shows". Again, a person who came back to join the course or the

Nt
standard from whic4n ne or she had left, may be treated first as a "dropout"

and later as "repeater".
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Nutrition status. Nutrition status may be based only on he

nutritional surveillance of pregnant mothers, lactating mothers, infants
1

and children up to five years old. Older chIldrer may or may not be

included. Some nutritional status reports may decide to cover everybody,

including the very old.

Effectiveness. Effectiveness In one case (Example, 5 in the

beginning of this chapter) soy be defined as nothing more than scores on

the annual English test set for Form IV students. In the case of the

effectiveness of the role of chief back in their communities, the definition

of effectiveness will have to be developed in terms of program objectives

and the field context. The effectiveness may include administrative

criteria, service criteria and political criteria. is the community

politically sympathetic to the ruling party? Do most people feel Satisfied

with the chief? Do they see him as a ruler or as a leader? Has the chief

beenelleitibiliffiewliiiiftutoThich as cooperatives and primary

courts in the community? etc., etc. In other words, the concept effec-

tiveness will have to go through the process of conceptual analysis within

that particular program and social context.

The questions we are asking in each case are: What are the meaning:

of the concept we are analyzing? What are not the meanings? Through

what operations will the concept we are analyzing appear? This is what is

often referred to as egerationalization. In other words, the concept is

defined In terms of operations that have concrete existence.

Ihkoasic purpose of concept analysis in the context of an evaluation

study is to assign to the concept an invariance bf meanings. Invariance

means an absence of variation: thus, everyone using the concept should be

able to assign the same meaning to the concept.

124
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Indicators of Change

Often the problem of conceptual analysis is linked with a second

problem - that of the developmentof indicators. After some abstract

concepts such as effectiveness, efficiency. rehabilitation and motivation-

have been analyzed (unpacked and their different parts specified), another

problem arises: Dow do we know that these abstract things actually sas

in the field and are &Neill by some degree. in some direction?

The essential question in evaluating the impact of a develoPment

effort or the effectiveness of a development training program is Did

things change?. Is "After" better than "Before", on the basis of some

selected criteria? In other words, one must ask if a social system is in

better shape aft"' the application of some develoPment strategy than it

was before. Similarly. one must ask if the trainees of a development

training program are better prepared to perform their tasks after their

training-than-they-were-blafoge,--.

The betterment in the condition of a society, or in the capacity of

a development worker to undertake assigned tasks is not, however, always

visible to the "naked eye". Things such as individual motivation and

commitment. prOblem-soling capacity. political awareness, community

cohesiveness, responsiveness of social institutions, and the quality of

life, in general, are elusive concepts. We have to look for the 21fts, for

some concrete manifestations of behavior which will indicate that a

community has developed: or that the trainees of a training program are

performing better. These signs are what we call. indicators.

The Process of developing Indicators is complex. to say the least:'

Indicators must be valid, they must be concrete.,and they must be
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Parsimonious (that is the list of indicators foe a condition should not

be impracticalry long). To be able to engage in indicators research, one

must understand the dynamics of psychological and social processes; must

have sufficient grounding in logicstsnd social science theory; and have

extensive knowledge of human behavior. We an not, however, wait for ever

to become experts. As practitioners and evaluators, we must learn to

develop good enough indicators. Conceptual analyiis as discussed in the

earlier section is the necessary first step in the'process of developing

indicators of development or the effectiteness of development training.

An Introduction to Indicators Research

Indicators research has emerged as an important area of research in

its Owts right over the last amity years.

Economic indicators. Economic indicators have been the oldest and

meet frequently used. Most of us are familiar with the Gross National

, Product (GNP) per capita, the most widely used econonac indicator. Interest

rates and rates of inflation are other economic indicators. Since the

1960d, considerable interest has been focussed on the development of what

are called social indicators.)

Social indicators.. In the following pages, we present a few random

examples of social indicators that have been developed and tested by

social scientists in recent years, to give the readers a sense of the

current activity in indicators research:

I 6.

1
Raymond A. Bauer, Social Indicators. Cambridge, Hass.: the H.I.1.

Press, 1966.
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Example 1.1: *ascribe economic well- being,

the following components were identified that must be reflected in

measuring the economic well-being of a family:

Cash income

Net worth of assets owned by a family

A family's endowment of human capital

the variability of income over time

Intrafamdly transfers

the impac061 government expenditures and taxes, and

Leisure and nonmarket productive activities.)

Health indicators as social indicators. Health indicators can be

seen aS a special case of social indicators. While most of the indicators

shown in the example below relate to countries, they are transferable for

use at the regional and community levels as well.

Example I.2:, Health indicators with numerical values

A set 61 healthOndlcators along with,,thfr values during the Years
/.

1915-11 ampicqn below to show how enlightening such data ca be:

Indicators Kenya Tanzania Zambia USSR US

expectancy at birth 53 51 48 70 \\,731\

f.
Infant mortality per
thousand births 51 16 \

Population per physician 8,840 18,490 10,370 300 600 /
Percentage of population
with access to safe water, 17 39 42

1
Marilyn Moon and Eugene Smolensk), (Eds.1, Improving Pleasures of

Economic Nell-Being. Institute for Research in Poverty Monograph Series.
New York: N.Y.: Academic Press, 1911;
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Daily per capita calorie
supply as percentage of
requirbeent

Adult literacy (which has
been found to be a good
health indicator)

Health expenditures as
percentage of GNP

Per capita public

expenditures on health
in US$

126

91 '86 90 138 133

40% 56Z 39% .99% 99%

1.8 1.9 2.6 2.7 3.3

4 3 90 159

Science indicators as social indicators. Science are also

social indicators since they indicate the level of sciedle and technology

3in a society.:

Exam le 1.1 Sciencelindicators

To give the reader an ideeefidtat kinds of indicators are used to

develop profiles of levels of science and technology in a society, we give

a few examples of sciencellndicators. The list is not complete:

Research and developrantARAO) expenditures as a percent of gross national
product (GNP):

Patents awarded for*nginal scientific inventions

Trade balanclatftechnology-intensive products

Hustler of scientists produced by universities

Students in the science track in secondary schools, etc./

Educational indicators as social indicators. Educational indicators

are an important part of the total profile of a society.

'National Science foundation. Science ndicators 1972. .Washington,

0.C.: United States Government Printing 0 fia71717
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!lige 1.4; Categories of educational indicators

4!)

The following list of educational indicators was,developed by Cooler:1

ACCESS

Ow many and what kinds of people participate in educational activities

Retention rates in educational activities
-

,Catalog of existing/available educational activities or services

'ASPIPATIOKS

Description'ef.needs and desires of various kinds of people

Individualself-assessments of personal capabilities

Desctip n of institutional %Ail,

.

ACHY*MT'

Whit,people know, do, and feel

What people have earned (degrees, diplomas, certificates)

Yhat is taught

IMPACT.

Consequences of having schooling

Impact of.dacation on social/economic/cultural systems

Consequences of not having schooling

RESOURCES

Capital, personnel, and material expenditures

Quality of himian resources

'Dennis O. Cooler, "The Development and Use of Educational Indicators"
in Educational Indicators; Monitoring the State of Education. Proceedings

of Ihe 1975 EIS Invitational Conference. Princeton. N:17-IducatIonal
Testing Service. 1975, page 1S.
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Coseto benefit/effectiveness ratios

Quality of educational climate

iaie .

"indicators of 'indicators Of Indicators"

Quite often one cycle of indicators development may not bq enough.

.

may have to develop 'indicators ohndicators'. Yet, even that may be

unsatisfactory and we may need to work on "indicators of 'indicators of

indictitors". The following example should be pursued.

lik

p

Exam6le 1.5: Master social indicators

lie

An American policy research institute
1 has suggested the following

social indicators for developing a social report on the health Of a nation;

individual level Sodietal level

.'Health 41 Health

Opportunity Opportunity

Environment Environment

Standards of living Standards of living

Public safety Public safety

Learning, science and Learning, science and
culture culture

Democratic values Democratic value,

Let us fOcus pn "Democratic values" which through a concept analysis

has been found to be an important part of the goodness of a soCiety.

(Note here the pervasive and interactive relationship between 'seen ept

'analysis" and "indicator writing".)

1
Educational Policy Research Center, Towards Master Social Indicators.

Menlo Park, Ca.: Stanford Research institute, 1969.
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On pages 130 to 133. we have included their treatment of the concept

of dimocratic values to demonstrate the conceptual analysis undertaken and

the process of moving towards indicators and measures.

Kt should, note how the concept of democratic values has been broken

. . .. _

down into such dimensions as:

(A) At the individual level

1. Absence'of severe threat

2. Freedom from undue social restrain, and
4.

3. Freedom for personal growth

(B) At the socfetal level.

1. No or minimal freedom

,-.4 .

2. Adegagto'ffor social
, .

T;$,,.

3. Synergetic freedims.

We should also note, how the "atta nment categories"of democratic

values in the two charts have been broken down into subcategories and

then into possible indicators.

Indicators, we should note are the types of things we can see, hear,

sense, judge and score.

Indicators of Interest to

the Trainer- Evaluator

The work oeindicator writing can not be undertaken lightly. The

examples above from the literature on indicators research should help us

understand the complexity and sophistication of the process.

Indicator writing, however, is not something that is done by supermen

and is beyond the capacity of us trainers evaluators. Indeed, in the

everyday mundane settings of our.work as trainers and evaluators, we will
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Attainment Categories

Table 1 -

DEMOCRATIC VALUES (INDIVIDUAL)

Subcategoiies

Absence of severe 1. Freedom from severe restrictions i.

threat on job, housing, schooling, public
accommodation, voting -

2. Absence of strong sterbotypingrof
minority by majority and vice
versa.

3. No strongly patronizing or mehi
pulative attitudes of majority
towards minority

4. Safety from physical threat by 4.

majority

-Possible Indicators

Measures of segregation

2. Attitude studies of whites '

toward blacks and vice.versa

3. Measures of felt equality,.

Freedom from undue *1. freedom of speech, press, 1.

social restraint assembly, privacy, due process

*2. Freedom of religion, equality
before law, antidiscrimination
and antilibel protection

*3, Open housing, public accomabda-
tions, choice of neighborhood,'
child-bearing

Reproduced from Towards Master Social Indicators, Educatioral
Research Institute,1969, page 37..

Incidence of vigilance-type

activity, police brutality,
etc.; subjective feeling of
fear of this type of action

Number of law suits concerning
these issues; newspaper space
devoted to them; tenor of .
editorial comments

2. Percentage consulted on job
decisions, feeling free to -

protest job decisions; parti-
cipating in school discussions,
feeling free to participate
in school discussions

*3. Measures of alienation, anomie

Policy Research Center, StenYord

Ita
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Table I (Continued) k

Attainment Categories

Freedom fort
personal growth

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

Subcategokies Possible indicators

Trust of-others; overall` feeling
,of security

Openness towards the views,
beliefs, needs of others

Tolerance of diversity and of
deviants

Responsiveness to others' views;
willingness for others' views
to be institutionalized

Dignity accorded to those of
other grown

1. Content analysis ofass
media

2. Various public attitude polls

3. .Various public attitude polls

4. "Open-minded" newspaper
treatment of all viewpoints;
acceptance. of radicals and
conservatives by business

S. Attitude polls.

064
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Table 2

DEMOCRATIC VALUES- (SOCIETY)
G

o ,

.Attainment Categories Subcategories

No ordnimai freedom *1. Abridgmsnt of civil rights

Adequate for social

Synergistic freedoms

*2,
I

Abridgment of legal rights

*3. Abridgment of human rights

*1. Freedom of speech, press,
assembly, privacy, due
process .4

*2. Freedom of religion,

equality beforg law

3. Freedom from libel, illegal
monopoly, illegal business .

practices, discrimination
4

1. Coincidence of institutional
6 and individual goals

2. Attainment of full civil,
legal, and human rights

Reproduced from Towards Master Social Indicators, Educational Policy Research Center, Stanford

Research Institute, 1969, page 39.

Possible Indicators

*1. Analysis of civil suits;
. desegregation

2. Analysis of court decisions,
arrest patterns

-*3. Institutional discrimination
in employment, edu

cation: etc.

1. Influence of public lo deci-
sions affecting it, voting.
patterns, false arrests,
availability.of free legal aid

2. Private business, government
discrimination measures

3. 'Adherence to regulations, BBB
activities, court records,
data on actual minimum wages,
trends in equal pay for equal
work, trends in new laws

1. Measures of insurrectionism,
riots, civil disobedience,
drop-outism, alienation,
anomie, generation gaps

2. Number germane law cases

- 134 6
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Table 2 (Contigued)

.

Attainment Categories Subcategories Possible indicators

3. full participative democracy 3. Degree to which oneman,
one-vote doctrine holds;
voting records, 'influence of
machine politicsiiavailability
of candidates representing
voter spectrum,, degree of

power elitism

w
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APPRAISAL CHECKLIST: GRA C MATERIALS

Title or Content of Graphics Formal

ProducedDissibutor (11 known) Drawing

Series (d applicable) Chad

Date (iiknown) Graph
Objectives (stated or Imiilled)r Posters .

Zdel description

Entry capabilities required
Poor Subrect matter knowledge
Visual skits
Others

PATRIC
Simplicity (lew elements or ideas to CalCh and hold the attention

of the viewer)

Cartoon

High Medium Low

0 0 0 0 0
One main idea (to Provide unity) 0 0 0 0 0
Relevance lo curricular etaeclivts 0 0 0 0 0
Color (allmr.ts and holds atiention) 0 0 0 0 0
Umbel information pesilorCeS the ideas presented in the visual) 0 0 0 0 0
Learner Comprehension 0 0 0 0 0
Legibility for classroom use 0 0 0 0 0
Strong points:

Weak Points:

ftecomMended Action

Remewer

Date

John Wty a SI" lot. vlanIS lI.e .eaf re. heowsvonSOICAi0d0Cadrt Cher.kkt lot personalise only 04amch. weds
a.ideussoll w1StAUC1R)t1At mt[MA 1902)

lrail media -up- wspapers pen
ats. textbooks. etc and

range from comic strips intended
gnmardy lo entertain to drawings
intended to make important social

or polilical comments Humor and
sail* are mainstays ol the car.
Monist's skill

FLAT
m ti

V:11 17 ni r 4 0
I

C
a t Rats pttAl tv

Cartoons are easily and quickly
read and appeal be children and
adults etike The best of them con
lain wisdom as well as wit As
Such. they can ollen be used by
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Validating indicators. Unfortunately no standard formulas can be

suggested for writing indicators and testing their goodness - their

reliability and their validity. Ultimately the goodness of indicators will

be Proven through their testing-by-use.

AP

It would always be agood idea, however; for trainers-evaluators to

Pre-test their Indicators thrOugh Peer reviews. They should show their

indicators and their 'indicators of indicators' to their colleagues and

let them critique their work:

the indicators-instrument connection. We will be discussing evaluation

instruments ailnk!heir construction and use, in the next chapter. However,

cle'

we wish to poin ut here the clear and direct connection between the

process of id ator developm;nt and the Process of instrumentation. In

the construction of tools and instruments we merely take the next logical
A

step from indicator development. We ask: What data or evidence should

be collected to demonstrate the existence of or change in the indicator-

related behavior or condition? How to collect or elicit the required

data or evidence? What aids (tests, tapes, questionnaires, schedules,

etc.) might be used for recording the data or evidence? (See the figure

on next page.)

/
Standards Of ualit of Instruct o Materials

Trainers-evaluators will also have to fa e the pioblems of developing

instructional norms (What is a good training method); and standards of

quality to Judge a variety of instructional Enteritis (is this a good

Oster?).

.1 13`7



Program Program Program Efficts Indicators Items
Objectives P,' Actions and Where the of-Effects for Ins'uments

Effects Appear

01

0
2

Al

Individuals

A2

A3

Il 14

12 1n-1

.13 In

Grooms

61 64

62 6n-1

63 6n

12 16

13 1n -1

14 in

91 95

92 g6

93 9n1

94 gn
Organizations

IS) 154

Ono An-1 152 ISno

153 1Sn

Communities

Cl C4

On An C2
Cn-1

C3 Cn

01 06

02 06

03 ono

04 0n

c1 c5

c2 c6

c3 cno

c4 cn

Test-Items

t1, t2, t3, t4,

tno, to

Questionnaire Items

ql* 42* q3* 44*

ilwo, (In

Interview Schedule Items

v2,y3, v4, ...

*n, vn

Observation Schedule Items

41, b2, b3, 44:

b
n-1'

b
n

Figure 1. The flow from program objectives through indicators to instrumentation.
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The question of general instructional norms has already received

attention In our discussions of concept analysis and indicators development

above. The problem of developing standards of quality to judge instruc-

tional products such as posters, charts, films, primers and books; or to

judge overall instructional facilities and settings is a special one and

deserves separate attention.

Here we are faced with judging the information, design, technology

and aesthetic attributes of instructional items.

Trainers-evaluators will have to learn a lot about ;.

systems technology to be able to develop these standards for the ;

evaluation of instructional products. Some "Appraisal checklists" on

various items of instructional materials developed by Heinich;Mblenda and

Russell
I
have been included in the following pages. Special attention

should be paid to the section on "Rating".

1
R. Heinich, H. Holenda and J. Russell, Instructional Media, New York:

John Wiley and Sons, 1982.
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APPRAISAL CHECKLIST: CPA C MATERIALSMI

Title or Content ot GraPhict

Producer/DISInbutor pl known)

Series pl eCiPlicat)le)

Date (it known)
Objectives (staled or !molded):

Criet description

Entry capabilities requited
Poor subject metier knowledge
Visual skAls
Others

SimriliCily (few elements or ideas 10 catch and hold the attention

of the viewer)

One main idea (10 provide unity)

Relevance to curricular otnecleves

Color (altrpcts and holds attention)

yob& talormalion (reinforces the ideas presented in the visual)

Learner comprehension

Legibility for classroom use

Formal

Drawing

Chan

WO
Poster

Cartoon

KO Medium Low

0 0 0
0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0

Strong points:

Weak Points; Reviewer

Position

RecomMended Action Date

*An %Iry g Son* hc guilt itt dixte. pMmS40n b tePooduco tan Casdilist IOr POSOnal use poly glows. Marmite
sue sieve usSaltsCloOlial rio(Ple 1982)

**al onerloa- ri.nwsPaneta Pert
oakals, textbooks. elc and
range km occoiC strops intended
',manly to etoreltain 10 drawings
intended to make ntopoda01 social

or political comments /rumor and
satire are mainstays of the car
loonist s skull

14 0
BEST COPY kifilfillE

Cartoons we easily and (pinkly
read and appeal to children and
adults alike The best of them con,
lain wisdom as well as wit As
such. they can Allen be used by
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'APPRAISAL CHECKLIST: AUDIO MATERIALS
f

Title

Producerfdisiributor

Wes applicable)

OsIer (i1 known) Price

Objectives (stated or

Oriel description:

Entry enpnbillibts renuked:
-Prior subject matter knowledge
-Audio skills
-Other

RATING
Accuracy

Sound quality

Student involvement

iniereal level

Vocabulary level

Overall yak,

Strong points:

Weak points:

Recommended action

High Medium Low000000000000000000

Format Sneed Time

Record _rpm _min

Reetto reel _ms

_Cassette,

Reviewer

Position

Oate

John woey & soot trc volts the /woe pernwroon IQ Ieroduce Mrs Checlad fey tomen.0 vso any ar wit Motenda
rod num* 1/6111UCtIONAL MEDI 19821

14x.

(t

try71-?! nleSz r
.. 4.3J 6V Alt.14.(1 1,



APPRAISAL CRECKLISTI FILM

110. Format 16 mm

Producer/distributor 6 no
Dale (11 known) LenglIt other
Audience/grade level

Subject wea(s) color
black/while

140

i

°Weaves legated or implied):

Owlet description 'include Presentation stYlet animated,
dramatic. etc.):

Entry cepabilities required!

language ability
pilot subject matter knowledge

RATING High Medium tow \ \
Likely to arouse student Weems' 0000
Technical quality 0000
Opportunity for viewer participation 0
Relevance to cuuiculum (or teaming task) 0000
Accuracy of information 0000
Scopo 01 cOlotertl 0000
Organization el content 1110

N. Stu lent commehension 0000
Strong pointer

Weak points: Reviewer

Position

Recommended action Date

Jot* WAry 6 ;Ken ler. omits the re4de. 100..5.0:.0 ge0i xtuce Inds Owalni lot personal use onto Illeeice. Molenda.
and Awes trAMUCIPOlint Malta 19821

\

try r1-ti A lui 9 pm :.
Cu 1 *Ali

n
i MaAilihilisa.L. 142
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APPRAISAL CHECKLIST: TEL

Series title
Program toe (or number)

Produceudislributo

Produc.lion date. Programs lengthmin.
Intended audeacelgrade level Subject area

Obleati es (stated or implied): , (.1

edet rseriptioter

.
entry capabilities required:

prior knowledge
- reading *Ay/vocabulary

math ability

RAMO Sigh Medan LOW

LOWY to arouse student interest

Technical quality 0
Provides meaningful viewer Participation 0
Objectives relevant to curricular needs

Focuses clearly on objectives 0.0
Evidence of eltecliveness (e g . Calcites! testa's)

Teacher's role Clearly Indicated

Provides guide lot discusW4ni g. .
. .....

Strong points:

Weak pointer lievietver

Position

Secommended action Dale

JceoW4cy A Sent Inc vents Moe rodeo tomnson to weProduce Ow ChecIdisl lot pawnor use Oreif 0 ,elnich Weld&
and now INS1nUCIIONAL MEDIA. MN

e

.)

143
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APPRAISAL CRACKLISTs SIMULATIOWGAIAS
C

Title Has gaming foetuses
(convection, scoring)

Has simulalion lealures
(tole Ple OW

Playing linte,--

Publisheddistribuloi

Publication date

Number of prayers

Special etp4Pment of facilities needed.

'Wended audiencetrade level

Oblicilves (stated or implisd)t

1 Oriel description'

Wry capabilities required
pow knowledge

evading ability.
math ability.

Subject atop

RATING Low

um* io atouse student *merest?

Players practice meaningful SANS 00000
(Game) Winning dependent on playa: actions (vs chance) 00000
(Simulation)Vaiidity of game model bealislic, accurale) 00000
Technical (Paley (durability, ailocloveness, etc) OD000
Evidence GI effectiveness (0 9 Will test resells) 00000
Clear (Heck/xis lot conducting game? 00000
Players' insuuchons deal and concise? DOD
Debriefing guide included? 00000
Wrong points:

Weak points:

.flecomasnded action

e

FirMetrivei

Position

Date

Jew V", a Sent Inc woos am ereeo petmemormo le$110040 Oki Ci1.014$ kV personal usually 0 Moth Moths
and &awl IMSIDUCDOMAS. MEDIA SOD

BESTIOPYNIVAIOLF, 144
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Summary,

lo go from the stage of having an "evaluation question" to the

development of tools for collecting "evaluation data",, trainers- evaluators

must cross the two important bridges of concept analysis and indicator

writing. Concept analysis involves three interrelated analytical

strategies: generic type analysis, differentiation type:analysis and
$

conditions type analysis. the basic questions are What does the concept

mean? What does the conceit not mean? What operations lead to the

emergence in real -life of the concept and under what conditions?

indicator writing is an extension of the idea of concept analysis,

the questions now asked ere: What concrete entities and behavioral data

(things we can see, hear. touch, sense, Judge and score) will be considered

as evidence that the concept in question exists in real -life; or is

changing in some measure in some direction? The continuous link from

program objectives, through program actions, program effects, and where

those effects appear. indicators of effects to Items for different tools

and instruments is indicated. the special need for standards of quality

for judging instructional materials has been discussed.

things to Do or Ihink About

I Examine the definitions of some terms given below.

(a) Which ones are definitions of common words that you are ready

to accept as universal?

(b) Which ones are definitions of technical words that, again. you

will accept as generally applicable?

(c) Which ones are definitions of technical words but which must be

modified through the process of concept analysis within your particular

145



program and social context?

Truth: Conformity to fact or reality; to rule, standard, model,

pattern or ideal. Faithfulness to the facts of nature, history or

life:

Learning: Permanent change in behavior that is the result of past

experience either produced incidentally or through institutional

learning through teaching.

Primary education: Those years of study during which no differentia-

tion is introduced either in the form of optional subjects or in the

streaming'of pupils towards different types of institution or

education.

Dropout: Person who leaves school or college before completing the

course of study.

2. Undertake the concept analysis of the concept of "self-reliance" in

the Tanzanian setting.

3. Develop the indicators of "training effectiveness" for a hypothetical

training course for rural health workers.

4. What would you want to see in:

a good primer

a good rural newspaper

. a good poster or

a good teaching film?

146
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CRAFTER X

EVALUATION 100LS ANO INSIRURENTS .

0

In Chapter t (What is Evaluation), Ryles Pointed out that while

"evaluation" and "research" differ significantly from each other in regard

to their objectives and functi-as, the evaluator and researcher do share

their general approaches, instruments and tools for. data collection.

Later, in our discussion of the two basic paradigms of evaluation and

research (Chapter VIII: Models of Evaluation), we indicated that the

scientific paradigm and the naturalistic paradigm are rooted in two differen

woridviews and demand twocluite distinct methodological OPPreac." ' studying

the world and making knowledgeable statements about this world. Consequently,

the kinds of instruments chosen by evaluaters using the scientific paradigm

are different from those chosen by evaluators using the naturalistic paradigm.

Me scientific paradigm typically demands structured instruments of data

collection. Uithin the naturalistic paradigm, the eualeato.r himself or

herself is the primary instrument: the approaches, the tools and the"

Instruments in use are unstructured. the following display should clarify

the choices of tools and instruments made by evaluators and researchers

within the two Paradigms - the scientific and the naturalistic:

Research

Scientific

Paradigi
Structured tools and
instruments

Tests

Questionnaires
Interview Schedules
Observation Schedules/
Checklists

145

-Evaluation

Structured tools and

Instruments

Tests
Questionnaires

Interview Schedules
Observation Schedules/
Checklists

14i
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Tools for Content
Analysis of Records/
Documents

er

1Tools for potent
Analysis Itf Records/

Documents} *-

Naturalistic Unstructured tools and
instruments

In-depth Interviews
Unstructured
Observations

Content Analysis of
Records/Documents

Unstructurld tools and
instruments

1n-depth Interviews
Unstructure,
Abservatiens

Content Analysis of
Records/DOCuments

In the following, we will deal with the various tools d instruments

recorded in the display above.

Scales of Measurement
t).

Measurement is an important part of evaluation. -11e..oft j need to go

beyond the crude comparisons of "good .better -best"and"big-big er-biggest."

To do this we need, standard yirdsticks with which we can take he measures

we want; and can state how much of a difference exists between1two entities,

and in what direction.

- Unfortunately, in the

such tools as micrometers,

yardsticks are often quite

soc100 sciences we do not have the dement of

carbon dating and'atomic clocks. Du measures and

crude. We need to understand, however, the

nature of scales that are available to us; and we need to understand their

possibilities and their limitations.

The nominal scale. The nominal scale does not really measure, it only 0///
,

noainates objects to categories. The classification of adults in a camanity

--into males and females, and assigning them numbers (1 for males, 2 for

females), will be an example of using a nominal scale.

1 4 8

1
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We need to understand that numbers used in the nominal scale mean

nothing about the valiie of categories, except to show that they are different.

In thm above example, 2 (for females) is not twice of 1 (for pales). The

numbers 2 and 1, in this particular context, can not be added or subtracted

free each other in any meaningful way;

The ordinal scale. The ordinal scale introduces ordering to the

nominal scale. The categories can now be ranked in an order of succession

as "First, Second and Third," or Need, Medium and Poor."

The ordinal scab, again, could be assigned numerical values: for

example, 5 for Good, 3 for Medium and r for Poor., But, once again. 5 is not

five times l in terms of the scale, nor is 4 (two mediums) better than 5

(one good).

The interval scale. The interval scale, as the name suggests, has

intervals which mate mathematical sense. On a meter rod, the difference

between 3 and 5 centimeters is the same asthe distance between 53 and 55

centimeters.

Scores on an achievement test are in reality ordinal data, but we can

often treat it as if it was interval data. We can say that B made twenty

points (or twenty intervals) more than A. However, if 0 had made 40 points

and A had made 20, we could not say that B is twice as good as A. To be

able to make that kind of statement, we will need ratio scales.-

The ratio scale. The ratio scale, in addition to being an interval

scale, has an absolute zero. This means that 25 is 5 pellets more than 20,

and that 60 is three times as good as 20. Thus, the ratio scale permits us'

to work out ratios and proportions. Two meters is twice as long as 1 meter.

Somethihg can be twice as hot as another.

14D
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a

\ v.
-

%.

We need to keep the properties of various scales of measurement in view

as we deal with data from cur various evaluation tests, tools and InstrUments.

\
.

,
I" :

Tests

ai

4

Anyone who has been,to school has been subjected to tests (or exams is
c4

they are popularly called.) Tests are a,usual teal of the. evaluator working

within the sciehtliic paradigm. Evaluators working within the naturalistic

paradigmtey avoid formal teting, but they can not, however, avoid judging

qnd selecting. in judging andselecting, naturalistiC evaluitors will

perhaps use observation'of performance-related behavfiar within the relevant

social context instead of formal tests.
4 O 4.

Tests, or achilyement tests as trey are often called, are tests of
1

knowledge, skills and performance. Tests may be made to measure knowledge

in arithmetic, biology, nutritioner animal husbandry; research skills,

diagnostic skills or graphic or actual performance in a roles

Tests can also beused to measure aptitudes (natural or acquired

imbilities,or bents of mind). in fact an aptitude test cap be seen to be a

special kind of achievement test. 411,
Evaluators may sometimes be interested in testing attitudes (value

dispositions and opinions). Attitude testing will be discussed later as

part of questionnaires and interviews.

Having gain through lot of achievement tsting in our lives; and,

Perhaps, havipg ourselves tim n and administered tests as teachers and

trainers,ine might think of tests as relatively simple to make, to administer

and to interpret. This is not really true. TherOare many complexities

15
8.9
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involved as the discussion tat follows should show.

Standardized Horn- Referenced Tests and

Criterion-Referenced Tests

Tests may be made for one particular group (community health workers

".under training in a special workshop) or for a large regional or national

population (all VIII grade students in Kenyan schools or even East African

schools).

"In the first can., the test will most likely be designed tiimeasure

whether the community health workers havelearned most of what they were

taught within the special workshop that they had attended. The criterion of

success may be a score of at least 80 out of the possible 100 on an achieve-

ment test specially designed for that group. This would be an example of a

criterion-referenced test.

In the second of the two cases above, the test will mosyikely be

designed to measure how well a student, a class, or a school is doing in

comparison to other students, classes and schools tested on the same test of

VIII grade mathematics or English or civics. To be able to make those

comparisons, we will have to have norms haw is ap average VIII grade

student supposed to perform on this particular test. When these nonns.du

become available, the test becomes norm-referenced and standardized.

The process of standardization of tests for development of norms is

itself quite standardized now. We do nut discuss it here oecause trainers-
.

evaluators will most often be dealing with criterion-referenced tests.

Those are the tests we will fucus upon in the following discussion.

15I
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TrainiggELWectives and

TestingiNectives

Training and testing eNectives should match with each other. It
. _ . . .

would he patently unfair to test trainees on things they were neve r taught.

This means that the test writer should have available to him or her a clear

and detailed statement of the instructional objectives of a training course,

to he able to make a test that will measure the impact of the course.

effectively.

Professors Benjamin S. Bloom, 0. R. Krathwohl and their associates have

developed taxonomies of instructional objectives that should interest both

trainers and test makers. The basic outlines of their taxonomies are

reproduced below:

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES IN THE COGNITIVE DOMAIN/

1.00 Knowledge
.10 Knowledge
.11 Knowledge
. 12 Knowledge
. 20 Knowledge
. 21 Knowledge
. 22 Knowledge
. 23 Knowledge
. 24 Knowledge
.25 Knowledge
30 Knowledge

. 31 Knowledge

. 32 Knowledge

of specifics
of terminology
of specific facts
of ways and means of dealing with specifics
of comIntions
of sequences
of classifications and categories
of criteria
of methodology
of the universals and abstractions in a field
of principles and generalizations
of theories and structures

2.00 Comprehension
2.10 Translation
2.2') Ilterpretation
2.3C Extrapolation

3.00 Application

10. S. Bloom et al., Taxonomy of Educational Objectives Olandbook I:
'Egg

n
itive Domain. IARYorF--LMOVEXay, 1956.

15,:
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4.00 Analysii
4.10 Analysis of elements
4.20 Analysis of relationships
4.30 Analysis of organizational principles

5.00 Synthesis
firodUCtienorii unique communication

5.20 Production of a plan, or proposed set of operations
5.30 Derivation of a set of abstract relations

6.00 Evaluation
6.10 Judgements in terms of internal evidence -
6.20 Judgements in terms of external criteria

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES IN 111E AFFECTIVE MAIN/

1.00 Receiving (attending)
1.1 Awareness
1.2 Willingness to receive
1.3 Controlled or selected attention .

2.00 Responding
2.1 Acquiescence in responding
2.2 Willingness to respond
2.3 Satisfaction in response

100 Valuing
3.1 Acceptance of, value
3.2 Preference for a value
3.3 Commitment

'0:00 Organization
4.1 Conceptualizing a value
4.2 Organizing a value system

5.00, Characterization by a value or value complex
5.1 Generalized set
5.2 Characterization

The test writer should not confuse the cognitive with the affective, or

the ability to synthesize with the simpleknowledge of universals and abstrac-

tions. We should realize that learnIng of 4formation does not ensure real

comprehension; and comprehension does not automatically lead to the ability

2
O. R. I1.rathwohl, et al., T4XOPOMY of Edecational,Ohjectives, Handbook

11: Affective Domain. New York: DavidliNi, 1964. \

1 5 3
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to apply, analyze and Judge. Similarly, it fs Possible to be positive

verbally to particular entity or a position without genuine commitment;

and to have a set of discrete values that do not add up to a systematic

and organized value system. We shrOlSrZWii not teach one thing-and test fo

another.

Choosing the Test Content

It is obvious that one can not test everything that has been taught.

One will have to take a small sample of all the knowledge taught. to be

included ire a test.

The sample of knowledge to be included in a test should be developed

systematically from a detailed and comprehensive description of the

subJect matter taught. The two taxonomies presented above should be used

for the description of subject matter taught: What factual knowledge was

taught? What general principles and generalizations were communicated?

What diagnostic skills and abilities to apply and transfer to other

situations were underlined? What change in attitudes and values was

reinforced as part of the resocialization for the new role?

Based on this comnrehensive description,'a sample of knowledge and

values should be selected for test making.

Ines of Test Items

A variety of test items can be written to be included in an

aChlevement test.

true /False. A statement Is written and the respondent Is asked to

check it as true or false..

1.54
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Example.

Groundnuts and vegetables are
body-building foods. T/f

(Answer: True)

True/false item are comparatively easy to write. These are, however,

tof limited use in testing fOr depth of understanding. The advantage of

easy-scoring-is-balanced by a disadvantage. Respondents feel encouraged to

guess answers when they do not really know the answer. As they make

guesses. they have a 50:50 chance of being right.

Short answer and completion items. As the name suggests, these items

require a short one- or two-word answer or the filling in of a blank.

Examples.

What do spittle and rubbish breed?

239
-143

(Answer: Microbes.)

(Answer: 95)

The manometer of the sprayer shows that it
has

0 (Answer: Pressure)

Short answer and completion items have to be written carefully so

that more than one interpretation of the question/incomplete sentence is

not possible. The wording of the item should elicit the information

specifically required.

!latching. Matching involves pairing of items from two different

sets or columns because of their similarity or correspondence according to

some rule or relationship.

r:'it)4.)



Example.

(Column 1)

(1) Ecology

(2) Predatio

(3) Nutrition

154

(Colume 2)

(A) The Pattern of interconnected food chains.

(B) The taking in and using of organic
food for energy, growth and replacing
cells.

(C) The study of how living things relate to
each other and to their nonliving
environment.

0) A relationship between two kinds of
organisms in which one benefits by killing
and eating the other.

Matching items should be kept relatively short. Note that there are

three choices under Column 1 and four choices under Column 2. This

Insures that matching will involve deliberate choices in all cases under

Column 1.

If a choice under one of the columns is usable more than once, make

that info;;Dom available to students as a part of the question.

Nuitiple-choice. Multiple- choice items are the most versatile and

effective form of test items. A multiple-choice item has a stem, followed

by multiple options from which one or more could be selected.

Example.

A farmer should do early weeding of his cotton croP: [Stem)

(a) So that the cotton is not chocked

(b) So that weeds do not consume up the plants' food

(c) So that cotton gets enough air

(d) So that cotton has access to light

(e) So that cotton gets enough water

(f) Because weer' could breed dangerous insects for cotton

15k;
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(9) To allow better growth of cotton

fh) To get a good cotton yield

[Options)

Most of the options above are correct. Choosing the right options

and leaving out the incorrect ones will be like writing a short essay on

the advantages of early weeding of the cotton crop.

Typically. multiple-choice items have no more than four or five

options, unlike the item above which has eight options.

km. This is the easiest type of test to write and the most

difficult one to score. When essay questions are carefully written,

specifying exactly what is required, essay questions do provide the

students with opportunities to analyze, synthesize and evaluate subJect

matter content. Objectivity of scoring of essay type questions can be

increased if teachers themselves write model answers to their own essay

type questions and then judge student responses according to the model

answers.

Simultations. Simultations of various kinds provide exciting teaching

and testing possibilities. various types of "In-Tray/Out-Tray" simultations

can be designed to test the performance abilities of trainees in life-

like decision-making situations.

Pre-testing Tests for improvement

Good test items have tottest what they are supposed to tests and

should be well-written so that they communicate the same one meaning to all

readers clearly and unambiguously.

Item writing takes time, patience and skills. With time and patience,

skills can be developed. One thing that test writers must do is to

15
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pre-test their tests; and go through careful revisions of their tests on

the basis of their pre-testing.

After a more wide-scale use of a test in an evaluation study, the

test should be-revised again. Even if you will never use it again, the

revisions will train you for better test writing for future-evaluation

studies.

Time Tests, Power Tests and

Other Considerations in Administering Tests

lests should be administered so as not to make respondents afraid

and anxious - what is called "test anxiety" can becomoi serious problem.

Indeed, within developmental settings, where we deal with adults (and

els.; with government functionerles)', we may find that we 'went to give a

test but the adults concerned do not want to take the test. Sometimes a

few test items may have to be hidden in an opinion questionnaire or an

interview schedule.

When administering a test, the respondents should be comfortably

seated and instructions in regard to how to complete the test should be

fully explained.

Finally, tests can be time tests or power tests. Aim, tests have to

be completed within a Particular period of time: 45-minutes or an hour,

for instance. At the end of this time, test papers are c011ec'ted whether

or not these have been completed. Power tests are given to determine

how much the respondents have learned (and not how fact they can answer

questions). In a power test, there are many mere test items thdn there

are in a typical time tests and time is allotted generously to students for

completion of the test.

153
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Questionnaires

Questionnaires are a set of questions: systematically arranged on

.paper to be asked from a group of respondents.

Spaces for recording answers are provided Within the questionnaire.

Questions may be open-ended, which means that the respondent. will formulate

the answer in his or her own words. Or the answers may be structured.

requiring the respondent to make multiple choices or to check on scales

built into the questionnaire.

Questionnaires are often distributed Gy hand or sent by mail. When

dealing with illiterate respondents or to ensure high rate of resPonse,

the evaluator may administer questionnaires in person. in such a case the

questionnaire becomes a "structured interview."

Questionnaires should be short and well-designed. Instructions

should be clear and easy to understand. A short introduction should

provide the purpose of the questionnaire and explain how the data provided

by the respondent will help the respondent or others in the comounity.

Anonymity of respondents should be ensured.

Inthe preceding section on tests, we have suggested that tests are

test of knowledge. Questionnaires also test knowledge but it is the

"particular knowledge" of a person that questionnaires seek to find out

about. It is not the general knowledge of subJect matter but the private

knowledge of a person - Information personally available. his or her
. .

perceptions,'attitudes and opinions of various kinds. (As we have

indicated ii the (reieding section. some achievement test items may

sometimes be hidden in a questionnaire.)

153
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Local Adaptation of Available Questionnaires,

Questionnaires can not be standardized (as norm-referenced tests).

Trainers-evaluators will be making their own questionnaires to suit the

special social and zrogram context of their evaluation studies. However,

questionnaires on similar' sokjects developed by other trainers-evaluators

elsewhere may be adapted to fulfill particular needs. Many questionnaire.

items may be possible to lift and use with very little rewriting.

Types of Questionnaire Items

All the types of items that can be used in an achievement test, can

also be used in a questionnaire: true/false, short answer or completion,

matching, multiple-choice, short essay and even simulations. The only
4

difference is that we are now eliciting "private knowledge," perceptions,

attitudes, opinions and judgments. (Refer to the discussion on "Types of

Test Items" under Section I above.)

ntiag. Scales for Recording {Attitudes

And Opinions

In designing questionnaires which include lots of attitudinal and

opinion questions, the evaluator 0.11 have to design scales to record the

subject's responses.

Sometimes these scales may be in the simple form of

Yes Undecided No

or

Agree Don't know Oisagree

16 0
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To make the scale more sensitive, additional ordinates may be added,

Strongly Agree Don't know Disagree Strongly
agree disagree

Robert 8. Jones
1
made an opinion survey of military officers in regard

to what they thought of their "military assistance training courses" and

used a scale with manyldluensions. (The scale below also shows, in per-

centages, the responses actually received.)

MILITARY ASSISTANCE COURSES 1N GENERAL
(Based on the Courses You'Have Taken)

Creative

Organized

.7 22.2

34.6

14.8 14.8 14.8 14.8 'BA Uncreative

Disorganized26.9 19.2 3.8 -- 15.4

Nerd -- 3.8 gb 26.9 Im 19.2 7.7 Easy

Relevant 3.8 34.6 26.9 19.2 7.7 _Le 3.8 Irrelevant

Flexible -- 11.5 26.9 15.4 11.5 23.1 11.5 Inflexible

Practical 7.7 321 26.9 19.2 11.5 3.8 Impractical

Exciting -- 11.5 30.8 19.2 19.2 1'.5 7.7 Dull

Strong 3.8 15.4 34.6 23.1 7.7 7.7 7.7 Weak

Active 3.8 19.2 34.6 19.2 15.4 7.7 -- Passive

Demanding 3.8 7.7 26.9 19.2 15.4 19:2 7.7 Undemanding

Scientific -- 15.4 19.2 38.5 11.5 7.7 7.7 Artistic

Involving 3.8 'EA 30.5 19.2 11.5 3.8 _7.7 Alienatilg

Objective 3.8 iLk 34.6 19.2 15.4 11.5 3.8 Subjective

/Robert 8. Jones, The influentials in Uniform: A_Study of the Train-
ing, Attitudes and RoleeThls of the United States MilitafiriCEFaince
Officers as Chan e A ents in Devel in Countries. Doctoral Dissertation,
n ana n vers ty,

161
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Modifiable ?a 11.5 26.9 30.8 ?.? 11.5 3.8 Uemodifiable

MOtivating 3.8 19.2 26.9 34.5 ?.? ?a Alienating

This s ale is multi-dimensional since it uses many bipolar dimensions:

creative-uncreative, organized-disorganized, hard-easy, etc. Also, the

scale introduces seven ordinal points along each dimension of the scale.

Jones has collated data in percentages: What Percentage of respondents

chose each ordinal point on each of the dimensions of the scale? As we'willz.

discuss later, ordinates can be given numerical values as follows:

Creative Uncreative

I . . S S S

+3 *2 +1 O -1 -2 -3

. ,.

Such scores can then be aggregated. One has to learn to be careful

about assigning numerical values or we ghts to responses on such scales,

however.

Writing Good;Ouesticnnaires

Good questionnaires are made with clear objectives in,view. They

ask what the trainer-evaluater needs to know, avoiding unnecessary questions.

Out the important questions are not forgotten. Standard demographic

information such as sex. agc, occupation, income, etc. is always asked to

be able to interpret responses received.

Item writing for questionnaires offers an additional set of problems

since (1) they may ask RI private knowledge that the respondents may be

unwilling ti).Part with; and (21.they elicit opinions and attitudes chat

the respondents may be unprepared to share honestly. Attic des in regard

to family planning. Inter-marriages between people from different tribes.
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and taboo foods May not be'honiftly expressed. The respondent may supply

0
"socially acceptable" reuponses. They may tell the trainers-evaluators

what theytwant.to hear rather than what the respondents actually think.

To salve some of these problems, writers of questionnaires may make

the intent of an item less direct and may ask the same question in.

different ways within the same one questionnaire.

. Once again, pre-testing of-questionnaires is important before

administering ihem on a large scale as part of an evaluation study.

pre-testing will bring out many problems in the questionnaire.

Let us look at some examples:

Items Cements

A district officer is asked:
After information has been
communicated to the chiefs/
assistant chiefs in your
area, how is this acted upon?

worker a

A commie? level nutrition
orker is What do you

engage 41i-during your home

visits? ?.

A subject is asked: Do you
attribute your friend's
failure to laziness?

A subject is asked: Do you
think you were in good health
during the period of the

training course?

An extension worker under
training is asked: Was your
visit to the farmer useful?

Such

Can the district officer really
tell? Wouldn't it be better to get
this information from the chiefs
themselves? Aren't we asking the
wrong respondent?

Isn't this too
01
general a question?

What is laziness? Do we all mean
the same thing by the word laziness?
This is ambiguous.

Do the subject and the evaluator
understand the same thing by health?

What, if the student has not been
too well, but never too sick to miss
classes for long? Shouldn't we ask
the question in terns of days missed,
because of sickness? The question
is ambiguous in its present Arm.

Useful to whom? In what way? On
/he basis of what kind of evidence,
us,ing what criteria? AWI9UOUS.
again.

1.63



The headmaster of the school
0 is asked to Judge the student;

teacher's commitment to work in'
terms of:
-- unsatisfactory
-- below average.

average
above average

-- outstanding

A local extension worker is

esked by the evaluator: Are
locally made audio-visual
materials better than those
produced elsewhere?

A cooperative assi
community level is

. evaluator: Are you

motivated to make

tent at the
sked by the
highly

e best
contribution to yodr work?

An adult education officer is
asked: How many of,your
earlier students still practice
reading skills?

162

How to ensure that the evaluator
and the,headmaster mean,the same
thing by the word commitment? Do
we define commitment in terms of

punctuality, or carrying an overload
of work, or offering tutorials to
weak students? Wow ill the 110:4- "

master come to acquire the '.nowledge
on which to base his/her Judgments?

Does "elsewhere" mean in another
locality? National headquarters?
A commercial produter? Does better
mean better In production values or
in terms or instructional relevance?.
There are many ambiguities.

Wouldn't most of thkm say "Yes."?
_Isn't it a loaded question?

Is this question answerable?

Noy of these problems may be caught in -the process of pre-testing

of the questionnaire. With practice, item writing for questionnaires

will surely improve:

III

Interviews

Interviews are used'hy evaluators both for scientific inquiry and

naturalistic inquiry. In the context of the scientific paradigm, Interviews

are structured or,semi-structured (basically a structured interview, with

some probing questions introduced to seek further explanations). In the

context of the naturalistic paradigm, Interviews are unstructured and

are conducted in depth ror developing "thick dlscriptioni."

164
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As we have indicated before, structured questionnaires when admin-

istered in person became structured interviews. The structured interview,

therefore, has the same problems and concerns or design, item writing and

display of items as does the structured questionnaire. (See Section II

above.)

But since interviews are conducted in face-to-face situations, they

pose some additional problems and challenges. The interviewee must be

motivated to give the interview and to invest the time required for

completing the interview. The interviewer should be able to establish

trust and rapport without influencing the responses of the interviewee.

In rural settings of deveiopinq countries, it may not be possible always

to take the interviewee (especially a female interviewee) aside for a

long private conversation. The interviewer should assure that an

individial interview with a young mother does not become a family interview.

Sometimes family interviews may ba just the thing we want. Buthen

we should plan and work for a fabily interview.. The point is that an

individual interview should not get confused with a family or group

interview.

It is also possible to use more than one interviewer in conducting an

interview. A chief may be interviewed about his work by a full panel of

interviewers.

1n-depth Interviews (Or

naturalistic Evaluations

Interviews conducted as part of natoalistic evaluations are not

structured. The interviewer starts not with questions but with themes.

After establishing the general boundaries of the subject of the interview,
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the naturalistic interviewer lets the interviewee take over. The interviewer

listens, with interest and sympathy, encouraging the interviewee to go on,

to explain further, to come back to Uhl point, to Choose, to judge and tb

take positions. Such interviews typically take several hours.

In-depth inter/leas may be recorded by the interviewer in His diary in

the presence of the interviree or itoledlately after the interview when the

interview is still fresh in the interviewer's mind. Tape-recording the

interview may be preferable, if the interviewee willingly permits.

IV

Field Observation

' Field observation,' again, is a data collection strategy that can be

used both within the scientific and the naturalistic paradigms. Once

again, field observation within the scientific paradigm may be sampled and

highly structured. Within the 'aturatistic tradition, field observation

will be unstructurediand leisurely. We may make participant observation

or nonparticipant observation. Observation can be both overt and covert.

Evaluators wantito make field observations to get a direct sensc of

the reality without to intermediary having to see and interpret it for us.

Observation is not, owever, a matter si.pty of opening our eyes and ears

to People in real-tift situations. We have to train our eyes and ears and

must learn to record oprobservatIons. Olaries, check-lists, maps and

diagrams. schedules, so lometrics, rating scales, and cameras can all be

used for recording obser ations.

Observation schedulet are by no means easy to write and a variety of

errors are cannon in them:'



items

Is the student-teacher audible
enough to pupils sitting at
the back of the class?

Does the student-teacher speak
with confidence?

What economic status do the

loanees have?

How did the loanees use the funds
they obtained from thesoopera-
tive society: m4rried second

wives, paid children's school
fees, engaged in heavy drinking,
or bought new clothes?

An observation schedule seeks
to .observe:

-- attitudes of people
before the public meetino

.starts; and
-- attitudes of the people

during and after the
public meeting.

Does the cooperative society
keep the books required under
the law?

165

Comments

Can this be "observed"? Or do we
have to ask the backbenchers about
it? Or should the evaluator walk to
the back of the room and listen?

The item needs clarification.

What should we look for when observing
a display of confidence?

Can one "observe" economic status as
such?

Wow can we observe this history of
behavior in a visit or during a
short period of observation? Such
information 011 have to be
collected through alternative means.

Is this possible to do? Do attitudes
change in the course of a public

meeting? Do attitudes shoo on
peoples faces?

Okay, but isn't this a matter of an
audit rather than observation?

Records and Documents

Records and documents are important sources of data for the evaluator.

the analysis of records and documents may be quantitative (suited to the

scientific paradigm) or qualitative (suited to the naturalistic paradigm).

The basic question asked from records and documents is "Who says

what, to MOM, Wow, and with What effect and Why? The techniques of

analysis are aggregation- integration method (quantitative), trend analysis

(quantitative), content analysis (both quantitgtive and qualitative), and

case-survey aggregation (qualitative).

16"
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We will have mare to say about content analysis later in Chapter XIV.

The Ethics of Baying Data

the question has often been raised: Should an evaluator pay his or

her respondents for participation in an evaluation stink! There is no

simple 'yes' or 'no' answer.

Knowledge production is a social function; and in the case of an

evaluation study, the social use of evaluative information can often be

quit,: clear both for evaluators and respondents. If the evaluator is

working in behalf of the government or a non-Profit making voluntary

agency, it is Public interest which is being served by the evaluation.

The respondents, as good and concerned citizens, shouTd freely participate

in the evaluation study.

If, however, a subject Is put in a position to choose between working

on a construction site for the day or participating in your evaluation

Study, you should then pay to compensate for the wages lost by the

respondent. But where the time investen could not have been sold for

wages anyway, payments should not be made.

SUrtiPla

Evaluators typically use achievement tests, questionnaires, interview

schedules, observation schedules, and records and documents as th'ir

sources of data. The evaluator using the scientific paradigm uses

structured tools and Instruments and formal approaches. The evaluator

using the naturalistic Paradigm makes himself or herself the instrument of

data collection. The tools of the naturalistic evaluator are the

unstructured in-depth interview, detailed observation and content analysis

of documents and records.

16
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The characteristic functions of the various evaluation tools of

instruments have been described aid problems In their doigrand adminis-

tration have been listed.

Things to Do cot Think About

1. Develop a detailed list of facts, principles, skills, and attitudes

that you want your trainees to have learned by the end of your course.

2. Have you been interviewed recently by someone as part of an

evaluation or a survey of some kind? What do you reummber that was good

about the interview? What did you find irritating or unacceptable? Was

the interviewer able to win your trust?

3. Write an observation schedule on "Working Habits in the Office."

Try it on a colleague. Ask your colleague to then try it on you.

1 165



CHAPTER XI

PRODUCT EVALUATION OR PRE-TESTING OF

INSTRUCTIONAL AND TRAINING MATERIALS

Evaluation of instructional and training materials involves aPProaches

and methods somewhat different from the evaluation of the effectiveness of

development and training programs. A separate note on the subject of

"product evaluation" is, therefore, in order.

Earlier, in Chapter I, we talked of two types of evaluation:

formative evaluation and summative evaluation. The'purpose of formative

evaluation is to create evaluative information during the Process of

formulation of something, typically, a curriculum product - an instructional

aid, a lesson plan, or even a total curriculum for a training course or a

school grade. The purpose of summative evaluation is to sun up the effects

of a curriculum or program or project and to discover what the sunnettve

impact has been and where. The Problems of summative evaluation, since

they typically relate to impact on learning behavior of individuals and

communities have been well-covered in other Parts of this monograph. In

the following, we will focus on the formative evaluation of instructional

products.

Product Evaluation

Product evaluation, also called Pre-testing, has the objective of

improving a lesson plan, a set of posters, a book for new literates, a

film for pregnant mothers, or a socibl studies curriculum for a school

district before it is finalized for release for more general uses.

168
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The draft versions of a lesson plan, the typed manuscript of a book

for new literates, the initial drawings of a set of posters, the rough-cut

of a film are first used with a small but representative group of potential

readers and viewers. This gives the teacher or trainer an opportunity to

test his or her assumptions, the readability level of language used,

learner perceptions of the graphics, the organization of ideas and other

related communicational features of the material. The information thus

developed is used in revisions, redesigns and rewrites of the material as

follows:

Version
1

Version
2 Version

Test
1

Test
2

Release for
general use

A development trainer may be interested in the evaluation of any of

the following instructional and training products;

Leaflets, folders, handbills

Literacy primers

Manuals, textbooks, followup reading materials

illustrations for use with the above printed materials

Posters, charts, fiannelgrapbs, flashcards

Comics

Games and simulatiins

Audio programs of various kinds taped on cassettes

Puppet plays

Radio plays

films, video cassettes and TV.

17;
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The Process of Product. valuation

The process of product evaluation, or pre-testing, is about the same

In case of all of the instructional and training products listed above:

1. The evaluator should produce a dungy, a replica, a rough print, or an

approximation of the instructional material to be pre-tested which is as

close to the final product as possible.

Z. This rough correspondence to the final product should. again, be used

with trainees in learning settings that approximate as closely to the real -

life learning situations as possible.

3. A sample of learners should then be exposed to the instructional

product and questioned about their peripeptions. about what the product

communicates to them, and whether or not they like using and learning from

that particular instructional item.

While the steps involved in Product evaluation or Pre-testing may

generally be the same for all instructional materials, the standards by

which different instructional items will be Judged will be quite different.

(See the section on standards of quality for Judging instructional materials

in Chapter IX above.)

Product evaluation may sometimes involve more than one cycle of

testing and revising. However. samples of learners used in pre-testing

of instructional materials can be quite small.

tit us look at some examples of pre-testing below:

Exeple 1: Evaluating a lesson plan

Peter L. Higgs./ formerly of the Curriculum Development Center of the

/Peter L. Higgs, "How to Evaluate Individual Lessons," Lusaka, Zambia:
Curriculum Development Center, HinistrY of Education, Republic of Zambia,

1978.
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Government of Zambia and now of Unesco, suggested thirteen steps in the

formative evaluation of a lesson plan. (See next page.)

Note step no. 6 that talks of administering pre-tests. Such pre-tests

will, of course, have to be designed in terms of the teaching-learning

obiectives of the lesson: Typically, these will be written tests. These

tests will help establish, what, is called, the entry behavior level of a

representative sample of learners.

Observation of the lesson_ISteP 8). Note that while the administration

of post-tests is planned in a subsequent step 9, personal observation of the

lesson is included in the pre-testing process. Personal observation is

indeed a most important step that must not be missed. This observation may

be fommilited using observation schedules; or it may be somewhat informal

and impres'sionistic. Whatever the approach used, without such observation,

it will be impossible to know how the lesson actually "plays" in practice.

flow does the teacher handle the lesson? How do the students experience it?

Are they able to relate the lesson to their everyday lives? What kinds of -7

communication breakdowns seem to be occurring between the teacher and

learners? What supplementation of the material might be necessary? Is the

material. perhaps, too long for one lesson and must It. therefore. be

broken into smeller units?

Use of the questionnaire in addition to a post-test. Rote that in

step 10, the application of a questionnaire is recommended. This is meant

to generate that can be found neither through the post-test nor through

Observation of the classroom teaching. The evaluator must ask the teachers

and the learners. as appropriate. about their inner experiences of working

with the materials.
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STEPS IN THE EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUAL LESSONS

rlPrepare first draft of teaching materials I 1

1. Review Initial product 2

Curriculum
Specialists

[-;elect trial classrooms
I 3

1..Plin the evaluation 4

IMeet with teacbersginvolved in the pre-
tes is

1 Administer pre-tests

Iform program groups

[Observe lessons

IAdminister questionnaires

[ Analyze results

{ Write final reports4A,

IRevise materials

5

6

Curriculum
Specialists in
Collaboration

8 with Teachers
.

A

fi

0
0

m(

0

0

1

a

10

Curriculum
Specialists

J
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Report
a
writing. The 4ritin9 of the report recommended in step 12 is

also important. A formal report not only creates a record. but also provides

the evaluator with an opportunity to systematize his or her experiences; and

draw deliberate conclusions and clear implications for the revision of

teaching and training materials.

le 2: £val Wag a set of posters

Some of the ideas discussed in the formative evaliation of a lesson

plan under Example 1 above are directly applicable to the pre-testing of a

set of posters. Some other ideas, to be discussed below, are unique to the

evaluatioi of graphic materials.

9biectives. We will nave to start with the question: What are the

posters supposed to do? Are these posters teaching some information? Are

these posters teaching particular attitudes? Are these posters teaching

some skills? What essentially is the "message content" of the set of

posters?

Clientele. A series of questions will also have to be raised in

relation to the clientele of those posters. Whom will these posters teach

the new information, the new attitudes, or the new skills? Are the

clients literate or illiterate? Are they males or females or are they

mixed groups? Are they members of particular clubs or participants of

particular programs or are they members of the general prblic? This

information will help us choose the pre-testing group.

Setting. Questions may also have to be raised in regard to the

setting in which the posters will be seen. Will these posters be used in

the classrooms or will these be put on wails In the community center or in

the chwch or even in the town market? If these-will be used in the

17,5
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classroom setting, will these be integrated into lessons or will these be

used as enrichment materials? The setting(s) in which the posters will be

used.must be-recreated diring the pre-tests.

Ipecimen materials. The posters-to be evaluated will have to be

prepared not in the final form, but as close to the final form as possible.

This applies'to size. graphic style, color, lettering, and even to the

quality of paper on which the posters will be ultimately printed. Sometimes

more than one versions of the set of Posters may have to be prepared: with

and withiut captions, line drawings versus photographs, etc.

Pre - testing. The first thing to do as part of the pre-testing will be

to establish what the group of subjects chosen to look at the posters already

know: Then the subJects should be given opportunities to view the posters

under conditions very similar to those in which these posters will be

later used or viewed. The esalOator.should observe as the posters are

being used; may have to give tests of knowledge to subJects; and may use

questionnaires or interviews to supplement test score data.

What to test posters for. A set of posters can be tested in terms of

at least three types of characteristics: (1) the integrity and lhe

continuity of the set ofposters as a set:, (2) the graphic component of the

posters; and (3) the verbal pamonents of the posters.

The first question to asfc in this case may be: Is the set/of posters

really a set? Do the postei-s go together? Do they add up tb a message

with a particular integrity? Do they have visual continuity?

As part of testing Ms
i

graphic component. we will have to test the

perceptions of viewers about the pictures. Do they understand the

pictures? Do they find it/possible to Identify with them in a cultural
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sense? Do they like the style of graphics which may be photographs, line

drawings, cartoon figures, styliZ,d, or realistic? Do they like the color

combinations? Questions about Itensitv (ability to attract attention)

may also be tested here. cat parts q a poster attract attention? WhatWI/41

il

parts are missed or viewed only hurriedly? What pant are most remembered

when the posters have been removed?
.

As part of testing the verbal component of the posters, we will have

to check readability of the captions. Are the captions understood? Are .:1

they appealing? is the lettering used of the right size? What do the

captions add to the visual components?

Methods and samples. is it possible to conduct fairly satisfactory

formative evaluations of posters (and other instructional materials) tiling

Small samples of representative users. The writers and designers of such

materials must, however, be theMSelves involved in these evaluations; they

should themselves conduct the Interviews and make personal observations.

Two methods have typically been used in pre-testing of instructional

materials - the "tutorial method" and the "group-based method1 p" in the

tutorial method a single learner is involved at a time. Oral and written

verbal behavior as well as non - verbal behavior of the single;learner form

-.the basis for revision and a rapid and subjective data analylis is under-
.

taken. In the group -based method a representative sample of:the target

-
population is used in a group situation; a description of the aggregated

group behavior forms the basis for revision and systematic statistical

analyses ofdata are often undertaken. Both methods have:been found to

be equally effective. jn\need, no statistical differences have been Huila

between the effectiveness\of these two methods.

it
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Ge. Summary,

Evaluation of instructional materials (also called pre-testing of
4

instructional materials, or simply product evaluation) presents a set of

.problems somewhat different from those faced in the evaluation of the

input of programs on the behavior of individuals and communities. The

basic steps in the Process of pre-testing of instructional materials are

given and the need for a set of standards to Judge quality of materials is

indicated. Two examples are provided: one involving the pre-testing Of. a

lesson plan, and another involving the pre-testing of a set of Posters,'

This to Do or Think About

1. Adapt the "Steps in tae Evaluation of Individual lessons" given in

this chapter to the evaluation of one of your *own lessons..

2. Using the ideas included in this chapter (and particularly in

Examples 1 and 2). can you develop a scheme for pre-testing an educational

radio broadcast?

a
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CHAPTER XII

DESIGNING EVALUATION STUDIES. AND

THE CONCEPTIOF DESIGN 10 NATURALISTIC EVALUATION

In the dictionary meanings of the term, to design is to develop a

conception of something, or is to prepare preliminary plans or sketches for

something. In this sense of the word design, all evaluation studies must

have a design. We mist hav)e a conception of what we waneko do. why. and

we must make some preliminary plans about how to go about doing what we want

to do.

In the literature of research and evaluation, however. design has a

highly technical meaning. To have an evaluation design is to follow a set

of procedures that will increase the internal and external validity of

epuatcon results (when using the scientific paradigm); or the credibility

and fittingness of results (when using the naturalistic paradigm).

In the following, we will discass rather briefly the problems of

evaluation design in both the scientific and the naturalistic par,adigms

GnSign in the Scientific Paradigm

Within the scientific paradigm, desi:n typically means "experimental

design'. There has to be a sampling plan, and random samples must be

obtained. Evaluation variables must to controlled through various mechanisms.

Treatments should be well-defined and applied selectively to chosen samples.

Instruments are often structured and statistical techniques are applied to

the analysis of data collected.

It is beginning to be widely understood, however, that 'true' experi-

mental designs are seldom possible in education and development. Hendon

171
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samples do not always make sense when dealing with special categories of

subjects. in particular community contexts. Control nf variables and

treatments Is often Impossible. Evaluators are. therefore. now being

offered "quasi-experfmental designs" - evaluation designs that are half.

way experivental. When using quasi-experlinental designs, we try random

assignment of treatments, if possible; but control when the data will be

collected and from whom.

lEltslgo in the_ Naturalistic Paradigm '

Wi.hin the naturalistic paradigm, they talk of aexperimental (non-

experimental) designs. lhey do not seek to experiment upon individuals.

--Obi* and communities. ';et naturalistic paradigm demands that human

behavior be studied as it nccurs naturally, within its natural socio-

., cultural context. lhis means that neither the intervention of treatments.

nor the control of variables and other contingencies is sought.

Thus, the design in the naturalistic paradigm has to be, what Guba and

Lincoln have called, an emere..Jc design .or a rolling design. Plans and

procedures for the evaluation study have to emerge within the realities

of the field to meet needs as they are seen and to follow leads as they

Present themselves. instrumentation has to be responsive to the data that

happens to become available. Samples often get nominated and become

exhausted when there fs sateratIon of data and regulariffes in responses

brigin to show up.

Reliebilj andyalidity

Resea Ihees and evaluators working within the scientific Paradigm

swear by reliability and validity.

15
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Reliaility aeOlies to a test or anether measuring instrument. It is
.4..--

tlifined as a reasonable consistency in results' obtained in a sequence or

group of repeated tests and measures. A reliable test is one which gives

consistent results in different.applications to the same subject within a

reasonable time- frame. Or. performs consistently when used by different

evaluators. with different subjects. Reliability is necessary though nut

sufficient for validity.

Valigyis the extent to which a test measures the thing it is

supposed°to measure. Support for validity may be logical or empirical.

the test !teas may have been properly derived from accepted premises by

rules of logic. or assumptions may have been based on supportable empirical

evidence.

'Akio:01nd External Validity

The concept of validity applies not only to tests and instruments

but also relates to the more georal concerns of evaluation design. The

results of an evaluation study and the conclusions drawn from these results

most be seen as warranted. convincing and acceptable - that Is. they must

be seen as valid.

tet us look at some of the assertions that evaluators could make on

the basis of their studies, and at the possible objections that could be

raised to the validity of such assertions:

Assertion by evditiator

The trainee group has shown
considerable learning as evi-
denced by the high level of

performance on the final test.

ti

Obiection4 to yalidily

Maybe this group was familiar with

the content of the training course
even beford joining the course.

Maybe the test was easy or the
grades have been inflated.

.18;



Ault attitudes towards literacy
have changed drastically
because of the project.

The group of farmers who under-
took leadership training at
the trainin,, lnstltute had

assumed actlal leadership
roles in the community more

often than these farmer: who
did not join leadership
training.

The farmers' training course
increased the overall
productivity of farmers who
attended by 15% in a year.

The Introduction of the role of
the Family Wealth Education Worker
has changed the level of health

in the selected communities from
"Poor" to "Medium"

180

Maybe they have changed not because
of the project, but because of the
President's speech on national radio.

Maybe they have changed not because

of the project, but because of
newly-opened textile factory has
declared its preference ref literate
,,d see- -literate !ober.

Nava:)o the farmers who undertook

lcadi -ship training were already In
leadership positions and wanted to

increase their effectiveness as
leaders,

Maybe the tamers who Joined leader-
ship training were a self - selected

group, fired with the ambition to
rapture the new leadership positions
opining up in their communities,

Maybe the other group of farmers that
is not doing well, is different from
the successful leadership group in
important socioeconomic characteris-
tics.

Maybe the productivity increase for
these farmers last year was 20%.

Maybe similar farmer groups
elsewhere have shown similar increases
in productivity levels,

Maybe this is because of the heat and
drought of the last year that killed
all mosquitoes; and the famine
relief high protein food aid that
was provided to families in the area.

These are some examples of the assertions that could be made and the

challenges to their validity. Professors Donald T. Campbell and Julian

C. Stanley/ have listed twelve different threats to the internal and

1
Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley, Experimental and quasi-

Experfmeptal Designs ForlResearch. Chfcage, Ill.: Rand Mchally,

18.:
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external validity of evaluation studies. Evaluators should find their list

most instructive:

(A) Internal validity

I. History. An outside historical event, such as a presidential

speech. or the enthusiasm generated by a newly announced economic plan

could challenge the validity of the evaluator's claps.

2. Maturation. Individuals being tested as part of the evaluation

may mature and grow in such significant ways that they may behave like

different people by the time an evaluation study is completed.

3. testing. The first test may teach the items on the test and other

relatee and implied information. The same test for an equivalent second

test) may not then measure real changes brought about by the program.

4. Instrumentation. Thera may have been no changes in the reality

but only in the calibration of instruments studyi.ig that reality.,Or.

different observers and examiners may have given different scores for the

same .unchanged reality.

5 Slat ',deal regression. This is a statistical phenomenon.

Extremely high or extremely low scores on a first test tend to move towards

the mean of total scores during a second test. Thus. changes in the

scores on a second test may really have nothing to do with respoedeht

groups. program methods. or program effects. Statistical regression

occurs specially in cases where groups have beta sclected on the basis of

extreme scores.

6. Selection. Biases in the selection of learners for training,

interviewing and testing may threaten the validity of results.

7. Experimental mi.-12111x. Those initially covered by an evaluation

183



study may cease to be participants in the evaluation. They may drop out of

*

the program or may move away in search of food or work, thus, the residual

group may no more be representative of the group or community being studied.

8. Selection-maturation interaction. The peculiar chemistry of the

selection process of subJects in an evaluation study and their maturation

together may show effects independently of the program inputs and processes,

(B) External validity

9. The reactive and interalityutritsUflellieg. The Pre-test may

Increase or decrease the sensitivity or responsiveness of the respondgit to

certain program treatments applied as part of the evaluation.

10. Selection- treatment_interactions. The peculiar chemistry of

selection of respondents and the instructional and organizational treatments

may create effects that falsify results regarding real program effects.

11. Reactive effects of experimental arrangements. Persons and groups

show'one set of effects of a treatment within the experimental setting, but

not in non-experimental, real life settings. Or, in some cases,exPeri-

mental conditions may be much too artificiil.

12. Hulttple-treatment Interference. When the same group is frequently

tested, or interviewed many times in different connections, results may

become confused. Effects of a test and an interview cannot be erased from

the minds of respondents and the first test or interview may influence

later testing and interviewing in ways that we do not understand.

The purpose of evaluation design is to reduce the above mentioned

threats to the validity of nvaluation resultc.
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Credibility and fittingness

in Naturalistic Evaluation

in Chapter VIII (Models of Evaluation), we have reproduced a table

developed by Guba and Lincoln comparing scientific and naturalistic terms

appropriate to various aspects of rigor in research and evaluation. They

pair them as follows:

Scient.fic term Naturalistic term

Internal Validity Credibility

External Validity/ fittingness
Generalizability

Reliability Auditability

Objectivity Confirmability

ObJectivitY/Confirmabllity, Too often naturalistic inquiry is

dismissed as subjective while scientific Inquiry Is considered objective.

This Is quite absurd because both types of inquiry (scientific and

naturalistic) work with data provided by individual subjects. It is.

therefore, always "subjective".

The "subjective ", howevei', becomes "objective" when it is confirmed by

a number of subjects or judges. Indeed, the significant word here is

confirmability. If naturalistic data can be confirmed by others, then it is

objective.

Reliability/Auditability. in naturalistic inquiry 'e can not talk of

reliability because we are nut dealing, with structured instrunmnts that eh

supposed to perform consistently. In naturalistic inqujry, the evaluator

oecomes the instrument. Instead of reliability, Guba and Lincoln have

proposed the concept of auditability. Auditability means simply that tbo

work of one evaluator can be tested for consistency by a second evaluator.
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maternal Validity/Credibility. Internal validity gets translated into

credibility in naturalistic inquiry. The evaluator an *Tease the

probability of producing credible findings by allowing sufficient time for

the novelty of his or her entry in the field to wear off so that

respondents become familiar with the evaluator and the evaluator can check

on own preconceptions; by establishing a proper rapport but by avoiding

deep personal involvement; by checking on biases of both respondents and

of self; by checking data for internal consistency through structural
o

corroboration (each piece should validate the other and all Pieces of data

should add up to a plausible whole); and, finally, taking data back to

...,,..,..dents for their check.

External Validity (Generalizabilitylifittingness. The concept of

generalizability is itself undergoing change and some researchers are

questioning the very idea of context-free generalizations. In naturalistic

evaluation the concept of generalizability (external validity) gets

translated into the concept of fittingness. The evaluation findings from

a naturalistic study should become the working hypotheses that would fit in

similar programs it similar contexts elsewhere.

Some Ideas on Sampling

Validity and general rigorousness of evaluation studies can be

increased by following proper sampling and design methods. lie begin by

presenting some simple ideas on sampling.

A sample is a portion, part or piece taken or shown as a,representative

of the whole. Sampling is often a practical need. Evaluators may deal with

programs with broad scope, covering hundreds of thousands of people. They

can not go to each and every member of their populations and ask them the

186
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questions forlohich they want answers. Instead they want to select a small

number of respondents in such a manner that the sample is representative and

can be studied to make inferences about the whole.

We should explain the two worus population and representatiieness used

in the paragraph above. In everyday meaning of the term, population covers

all the people - men, women and children, young and old, farmers, workers

and housewives - living in a particular community or nation. For the

evaluator, population is thitotal group of people in which the evaluator

is interested. It may be all women in a country in the child-bearing age,

all people suffering from lUng diseases, all textile workers or all new

literates in a region or a township. Samples are drawn from iuch populations.

Sag s have to be representative, that is, as parts they have to

represent the whole from which they are drawn.

There have been many advances in sampling theory. Statisticians have

worked out formulas whereby they can test the representativeness oi their

samples and calculate the probabilities of error.

Size is an important consideration in selecting samples. Clearly the

perfectly representative sample of a population is the population itself.

Generally speaking, the larger the sample, the more representative it will

be of the population. But unnecessarily large samples will not be good

samples. We have to have the right size of sample thatis both ecdnomical

and representative.

On the next page, we have reproduced a table that can be used for'

determining sample sizes for various population sizes. Let us also look at

some frequently used types of iamples.

4
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-TAKE FOR OEIERMINING SAMPLE SIZE FROM A GIVEN POPULATIONI

10 10 220 140 ' 1,200 291
15 14 230 144 1,300 297
20 . 19 240 148 1,400 302
25 - 24 250 152 1i500 306
30 28 260 155 1,600 310

35 32 270 159 1,700 313
40 36 280 162 1,800 317
45 40 290 165 1,900 190

50 44 300 169 2,000 322
55 - 48 320 175 2,200 327

60 52 340 181 2,400 331

65
4

56 360 186 , 2,600 335

70 59 380 191 2,800 48
75 63 400 . 196 3,00 341

80 66 420 201 3,500 346

85 70 440 205 4,000 351

90 73 460 210 4,500 354

95 76 480 214 5,000 357

10. 80 500 217 6,000 361

110 86 550 226 7,000 364

129 92 600 234 8,000 3§7
13f1 97 650 242 . 9,000 368
140 103 700 248 10,000 370

150 108 750 254 15,000 375

160 1:3 BOO 260 20,000 377

-170 118 850 265 :s0,000 ,379
180 123 900 269 40,000 380
190 127 950 274 50000 381

200 132 1,000 278 75,000 382

210 136 1,100 285 100,000 384

Note: M is population size
S is sample size

1
R. V. Krejci. and 0. Morgan, 40etermining Sample Size for Research

Activities," Educational and Psychological Measurement, 30:607-610, 1970.'
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Random sampling.4A random sample results when s ,( lections are made

purely on the basis of chance, without any underlying system or pattern.
,

and when each item or person in the population being studied has:had an

equal chance of being includedoin the sample. Randwn samples of appropriate

size are most likely to represent all the characteristics and exact

distribution of the tate' population of evaluator's interest. One method

of taking random samples is to arrange the population in some way, assign

numbers to it, and then draw some numbers randomly. Wher the populations

a re big and the numbers to draw from are large, prioted ables of random

nmabers can be used.

Random sampling mpf often be applied sequentially in evaluation studies.

Geographical regions of a country may be selected randomly, fou d

sequentically first by the random selectiop of communities within the

randomly selected_regions, and then'by the random selection of adults in

the randomly selected canities. Again, randomly selected adults could be

assigned to differe nt learner groups through subsdquent random selection.

List sampling. List sampling is a modification of the random selection

method. The population of interest to the evaluator is arranged in a list

according to some rule - alphabetically, for example - and then every nth

4

n umber is. selected from the list. for example. every 5th or every 20th

n umber may be picked up dependingtupon the size of the population and the

size of the sample being selected. The starting point in the selection

process can be randou'aly alectedlo-meet the critaion of equal chance of

selection for each nit.1

. Area $4101 in area sampling, some geographical locations may be

randomly selected from all available sites am' then all appropriate units

/ .
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within the selected ar4s mar be studied.

/

Stratified samplin.r t. the population of interest to to ?valuator may
.....

be divided into distinct socio-economic strata. Or, the population may be

k.

stratified according to age groups - children, young, middle-aged and very

old, in such cafes, stratified sampling may be used. Ins ccordance with

proportions in

/
ibe total population, samples nay be drawn' proportionately

and randomly ,fromf each of the population strata. j

' 1 /
f

Purposive (theoretical or elite" sampling The naturalistic evaluator

or researcher may often need not a random sample Opt a purposive sample, a

sample that:fulfills his or her theoretically determined needs. The

evaluator may be interested opt in any randomly selected group of adults

f'

In a cone nity, bt in two or'three people who are supposed to serve as

the com unity's gate - keepers, The evaluator may,eAnterested, that is,

in 'swap elite samples.

Some Simple Designs fa; EvaluatorS

A few designs ef..intitel. to evaluators are _presented below. These

descriptions are based 1r the work of Campbell and Stanley referred to

earlier. .

(I) The One-Shot Case Stuck

Campbell and Stanley call it a pre - experimental design. There is a

total absence of control. A program treatment (X) is followed by observation

(0):
/

/

X

While a case study implicitly compares its results with similar events

casually oblerved or read and remembered, the case study can be strengthened

by more systematic comparltms. At least one more comparison should be

:i9)
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attempted. We should remember that this so- called pre-experimental design

is the essential tool of the naturalistic evaluator.

(II) The One-Groin) Pretest-Posttest Design

This is also considered a pre-experimental design and can be represented

as follows:

0
1

X 0
2

A first observation or pretest (01) is followed by program treatment

(X), after which a second observation or posttest (02) is recorded.

Evaluators will be using this design often in their evaluation studies.

They should, however, do their best in del nding their results against threats

to their validity: or in qualifying their conclusions to the light of

effects of history, maturation, testing or instrumentat,ion as discussed

above. (We have earlier discussed twelve threats to the internal and

external validity of evaluation results. It will be a:good idea for

1 evaluators to develop the habit of checking their results in regard to each

9f these twelve threats, every time they design or complete an evaluation

study.)

(lit) The Static-Group Comparison

it is a design in which a group which has been subjbcted to a program

treatment is compared to another that has not been:

X 0
1

02

This again is a design under many threats of validity. The most

obvious ones are that of selection (the two groups may have been different

to begin with) and mortality (subjects in the experimental group or the

comparative group may have left the graups for some reason.)

1.91
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.

(iv) The qtest-Posttest Control Group Design

Campbell and Stanley calf it a "true" experimental design.. Twq,

samples are randomly selected from the same population. 'Onela assigned

a program treatment and the other is not:

R01 X 02

R03
C °41

.

This desk, meets most of the standards of internal validity quite

adequately, tho gh care must be taken in generalization of results tio the

general population.

(v) The Posttest -Only Control Group Design.

This is another example of the true experimental deAgn. Thgpretest

"suggested in the design immediately preceding may not always be possible.

It is not even necesso, if randomization in group selection canbe

assured" The design then takes the form:

R

R

X / 0

02

(vi) The gvast -Experimental Designs: the -T1 -Series Experiments

The Line series design involves periodic measurement oif some individual

or group'both_before and after the introduction of someprogram treatment

and the study of the "discontinuity" introduced in the pattern of behavior

ill time:

0 01 02 . 03 04 X 0
5

0
6

.0
7

08
1

d
i

.e evaluator using this design must specify' In advance the expected
. , 4

' time relationships between the introduction of a program treatment and the

e
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manifestation ofits impact. The relative isolation of the group from

outside influence should be ensured as well as some consistency in the

conditions.

The above design can be strengthened by working with two groups in a

time series as follows:

0 06 ox00,0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(vii) The Nonequivalent Control Group Desiga

This is a design in widespread use because it fits the realities of

the world of education and development as often faced. Too often evaluators

have to work with already formed groups and classes and can not assign

members to them randomly.

Thus. the design takes the form:

0 X 0

1c#

We should note the similarities between this quasi-experimental design

-'id the "Pretest-Posttest Control Group Design" which was described above as

a true experimental design. The essential difference between the two

designs is that in the case of the "Pretest-Posttest Control Group Design"

the treatment and the control group are chosen randomly while in the

"Nonequivalent Control Group Design" discussed here, the groups are not

randomly chosen and hence are nonequivalent.

Smeary

The problems of reliability and validity (both internal and external'

are discussed in relation to the scientific as.well as the naturalistic

193
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paradigms. Twelve different challenges to internal and external validity

as suggested by Campbell and Stanley are listed. There are no perfect

0

designs that will take care of all the threats to the validity of evaluation

results. However, appropriate sampling methods and choice of designs will

enable trainers-evaluators to systematically consider rival explanations and

to quality the results they do obtain.

Th .gs to Do or Think Abouj

1. Examine the conclusions of any evaluation study recently done by a

colleague in your training institute or in some other development setting.

What are some Possible rival hypotheses or explanations for the assertions

made by the evaluators?

2. Look at the table of "Assertions by evaluators - Obiections to

validity" included in the beginning of this chapter. What kinds of designs

could have been used in each case to defend the validity of conclusions

arrived at by educators?

19:4.



CHAPTER Xlii

INPLEMENTINt EVALUATION STUDIES:

PROBLEMS OF DATA COLLECTION IN THE REAL WORLD

any of the problems of impl$menting evaluation studies have been

referred to directly or indirectly in other parts of this monograph. A

systematic and self-coptained discussion of the practical problems of

conducting evaluations may, however, be more helpful and is included below.

Circumstances are sometimes stronger than men are. An evaluator can

not control wind and weather, nor drought and famine. One can only cope

with such circumstances and do the best possible. Out many other possible

sets of circumstances can be anticipated and one should be ready for them.

A New Set of Collegial Relationships

Evaluation is business unusual. Even when it Is an evaluation of your

OW work by yourself, you pe lob the existing relationships with your

colleagues. It is impo.Lant that you keep your feeling of self-importance

in check and inform all concerned about what you are doing and why. Personal

fears must be assuaged and professional jealousies must be relieved.

Evaluation will always make usual demands on those who work with you

in the office and in the field. The evaluator has to transform his

officers, colleagues and assistants all into professional collaborators.

The evaluator has to receive the blessings of those above, establish fair

exchanges with those at the same level; and receive help from those below,

not by ordering around but by sharing excitement as well as Credit for the

work done. Due acknowledgment must be made, both verbally and in writing,

to those who provided. advice or assistance.

193.
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Training of Fieldinvestigators
a

In most cases, you as evaluator will not be able to collect all data

single-handedly. You will need the assistance of coagurs and ether

field workers in the collection of data. It is important that those who

have been mobilized as field investigators are provided appropriate training

and orientation. The evaluator may not always want to inform the field

investigators about the evaluation hypotheses or questions to keep out the

Personal biases of the field investigators. Out the field investigators

must be fully trained in the requirements of administering the evaluation
-

instruments. Such orientation and training may have to be fairly extensive

if in-depth interviewing is involved.

It is important that the evaluator is able to stay in constant touch

with the field investigators to be able to answer their questions and solve

unanticipated Problems.

Piggybacking on Existing

Institutippal Resources

It is Important that trainers-evaluators learn to piggyback on

existing institutional resources. This is especially important in the case

of transportation facilities.. Travel arrangement to the field should be

made to fit the travel Plans of various officers from the parent department

4
as well as other sister develtfment departments,

Dealing with the Respondents

The 'evaluator can not anticipate famines and funerals, but must be

aware of the seasons for migration of potential respondents, their daily

Patterns of work, and their festivals and holiday.

190
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The investigator must be able to stay in the area long enough to wear

off the novelty effect of his or her being there; to establish a rapport

with the people; and to administer the questionnaires or to conduct the

interviews.

The evaluator may have to use a third person to accompany him or her

to conduct interviews with young mothers who may feel embarrassed being

all alone with the investigator. In such cases, the third person will have

to be chosen with care and the rules of conduct during the interviewing or

questioning will have to be properly explained.

There will be situations then respondents will expect to be pattfor
a..

being subjects of an evaluation study. As we have indicated elsewhere,

evaluators (and researchers) should not pay for data unless -a respondent

will be losing wages In cash by participating in the evaluation study.

Changes in Samples and Instruments

In naturalistic evaluations, sampling is purposive and samples are

developed and redefined to suit the circumstances. In the so-called

scientific evaluation, samples are pre-determined and pre-selected. It

will often happen that the evaluator is not able to collect data from the

pre - selected sample and is obliged to make substitutions for the respondents

lost or is forced to rake-do with smaller samples.

It is not possible within the scope of this short chapter to deal with

the complex issues of sample attrl and sample substitution. A general

piece of advice can be offer , owever. The advice is that evaluators must

keep a precise and honest record of the changes made in the samples so that

appropriate judgments can be made at the stage of interpreting data and

results.
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There will also be Instances when changes in the evaluation instru.,

ments will be necessary. Some questions may not be understood by the

respondents in an evaluation study. Some questions may be unanswerable,

and some others the respondents may refuse to answer. The evaluatOr should

be in touch with the field investigators (where field investigators are

involved) to discuss problems and make the necessary changes. Changes made

in the instruments should be followed uniformally by all field investigators.

Clearly, such situations can be avoided by proper pre-testing of evaluation

instrumentJ.

4

ilandlingof Completed Instruments

Problems can arise from careless handling of completed instruments.

Questionnaires and interview schedules can get lost. Data is precious and

should be treated as such. Field investigators should be instructed

clearly in regard to mailing and despatch of data. Should it be sent by

hand with officials travelling from the field to the city office? Should do

it always be mailed/ Now should it be packed? Should it be sent by

registered mail?

Completed questionnaires and Instruments can get mixed up in the

eOluator's office. These should be properly marked and coded as hon as

receved.

Summlu

Various problems can arise in the course of actual implementation of

on evaluation study. Colleagues may not coltaboratd. Field investigators

may mishandle the administration of evaluation instruments. Getting to

the field may be difficult. Respondents may be inaccessible and instruments
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mg need last-minute changes. Finally, collected data may be lost through

careless handling. While am evaluation study may never be completely

problem-free, the evaluator should be able to anticipate some of these

problems and fix others as they appear.

Things to Do or Think About

1. What are' some of the problems that you anticipate in the course of

data collection in your setting?

2. What are your suggestions for evaluators in regard to establishing

fruitful collaboratioe relationships with (heir colleagues and subordinates?

3. Can you think of eases where problems in data collection in the field

killed an evaluation study?

O
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CHAPTER XIV

THE PROCESS AND TECHNIQUES OF

DATA ANALYSIS 0

After' tests and questionnaires have been administered, Interviews and

field obseAations have been conducted, and relevant records and documents

have been collected, what we then have is raw data. Raw data, In Itself, is

not information. Information has to be systematical:y produced from avail-
.

able raw data for use In Programming decisions.

The Meaning of Data 101Yais

The process of converting the raw data into evaluative Information is

called data analysis. The skills and techniques of data analysis involve

coding and scoring, combining and weighting, standardizing, ranking,

tabulating, making graphs, developing crossbreaks and running statistical

tests for correlations and differences. Or, the process of data analysis may

require developing case studies and profiles; thematic analyses and writing

analytical reviews or product evaluations of curricular and training materials.

We will deal briefly with most of these approaches and techniques in this

Chapter. Statistical' analysis of data will be discussed separately in

Chapter XV.

Some Tools of Data Anal

The following are some of the tools of data analysis:

1. A good supply of ruled and plain Paper

' 2. A supply of lead Pencils and a pencil sharPner

3. Erasers

198
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4. if possible. a bottle of liquid paper (or another correction fluid)

5. A pair of scisicrs

6. Scotch tape with disonser a

4

7. Paper 'clips and pins, and

8. A'set of colored pencils.

A

A Basic Suggestion

IA the process of data collation and analysts, write only on one side of

the paper. Use a separate sheet of paper for each single idea anti theme that -. 4

you develop. This will help you later le-trying different 01e4OleellOAS of

0
the material. You do not have to use nice and fresh'paper fora's stage of

data processing. You should use discards from cyclostyled materials and any

other scrap paper you can get hold of. For making tables by hand. use ruled

paper so that rows of data can be read without confusion. Be careful about

the spacing of pokers in columns:

5
125
5

11 is correct 11 is not correct

Do not write over your own writing. Use an eraser; or strikeout and

' write afresh.

Clustering and Identification of Data Pieces
-c

For the sake of convenience. let us call the tests, interview schedules;

observation schedules. and questionnaires, filled an) returned by investigators

and reSPopdents, data pieces. The very first thing to do when all the data

pieces are in, will be to arrange and identify the various pieces by numbering

them. Different arrangements will be appropriate in different cases. Where

respondents are not.,anonsgerm. piedes may be arranged alphabetically. Other

20
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itt
arrangement may reflect clusters of data pleces;'and these data pieces May

.

be clustered by sex, age, religion or ethnical,: by training course, batch
.

or year_; by region, province or district; by literacy teacher in charge; in

terms of trained versus untrained groups; and by training methodology used.

An example of data pieces organized by clusteri my look.likethe

following:

region ,X

Primer 1

1 Male 1
2 Male 2 Yr

3 Male 3
4 Female 1

5 -Female 2

Primer 11

6 Hale 1
7 Maid '2

8 ,Femeie 1
9 Female 2
10 'Female 3

Region Y

Primer I

11 Male 1
12 Male 2
13 Male 3
14 Female 1
15 Female 2

Primer 11

16 Male 1"
17 Male 2
18 Female 3,
19 Female 4

20 Female 5

a

7

Such clustered organization and identification of data pieces helps at

the later stages of data analysis.

Once organized according to need, all data pieces should be given

permanent numbers in the upper right-band corner on the face of each piece,
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using a color codel
,

Uf a whole set»of instruments ---an achievement test, an interview

schedule, an observation scheS4le and a questionnaire -- have all been used

With the same one group of respondent, then a matchiqg numbering system

should be used.

Name

For example:

interview

Score 11

Observation Questionnaire Test
(T) a'"Store (] Score 10---7a57;

Abrt 1-1 : Qfl Q-1 7-i

Sint' 1-2 0-2 Q2 , T-2

e .
Cairo 1-3 0-3 Q-3 T-3

Oaudi 1.4 0-4 --- T-4

Elite 0-5 Q-5 7-5

Motel % 1-6 .0-6 Q-6 7-6

. :

Make sure that you write I and T and 0 and Q clearly enough so that

one is not confused with the other. Mai that In the above disOay,

% Oaudi's questionnaire is,sassing, asas'Ekice's interview schedule.' How-

. ever, Fakouri, still gets numbers 1-6, 0-6, Q-6 and T-6 for his data pieces.

In other words, all data pieces for the same one personapt matching numbers.

The Need for immersion in the Data % b. '.

' After the data pieces have been arranged and numbered, it will betime

to do two furtner things: to recollect the evaluation questions that deeded
% . -

to be answered by the evaluation study: and to get Immersed in the data

already collected.

Write ut the list of questions you wanethe data to answer. if there

are sub-questions to the questiois, write them oit'also. For example, aik

evaluator may write his or her questions as follows:

203.
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1. Now are trained assistant adult education officers different in regald
to their rOWIFFill performance from untrainedgessistant adult education .

officers? . `4P r
.*4 ...

i 1.1 How do they differ in regard to their technical knowledge about
development and adult education?

.

1.2 How do they differ in regard to their knowledge of the literacy
methodology being used in the programl

1.3 Bow do they differ in regard to their supervision styles, and
diagnostic and problem- solving skills?

a

1.4 dow do they differ it terms of thiir attitudinal orientation to
,f10 adult learners, rural communities and thy own work?

Armed with such a list of questions, it is time to begin the immersion

in the data. By immersion in (he data, we mean going carefully through all

the pieces of data, piece by piece, page by page, item by item; studying all

the responses; and making careful written notes. You should take note of

-the expected, of the unexpected andof the curious; of the emergent pattern

and of of the seeming relationship, asicul go through the data This immersion

may require more than one dip; that'is,you may have to do more than one

reading of the data pieces. The time useo in going through this process

is always well-spliRt. Therefore, be patient.

Possibilities and limitations of the data collected. This will also be

the time to discover.tite unanticipated possibilities of the data. For

example, a questionnaire used with students Of agricultural extension to

evaluate their attachment experience, may be full of information about
4

prevalent practices on butchering meat a:imalsttkon the popularity of
F 4

poultry fareing,in a particular region. On the other hand, serious problems

may be discovered with the da during the immersion process. Some questions

.

in the test mai, have been consistently misunderstood. Some other questions
A ,

04yhave received "socially acceptable" responses, notlibMi real answers.

2n
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Some pieces may have to be discarded altogether for being incomplete or dis-

honest. it may become clear to the evaluator that available data will not

make an overwhelming case for or against a particular position or approach;

and the evaluator may have to warn readers against drawing unwarranted

conclusions. All this should be taken note of during the process of

immersion.in the data.
r.

OeveIooing Models of Data Analysis

In the process of data analysis, we have to work back and for h from

both aids -- from the direction.of the raw data we have and from the side of

the final information we need to produce.

To make sure that we do not get lost in the details of the data-

collected, we most keep in mind the questions that will ultimately have to

be answered. We most also develop a model or plan of data analysis. This

so-called model of data analysis, may be nothing mere than a reincarnation

'1P (rebirth) of the evaluation design used oilier in conducting the evaluation
.

SUstudy.
b

0

In Chapter XII, we had lisesome of the typical designs used by

evaluators: simple compariians between groups, before and,after designs,

etc. Some evaluation studies may not fit-the experimental or'quasi.

experimental modes discusied in Chapter XII. SOW evaluators, for instance.;

may be interested in the study of patterns of perceptions and configurations

of relationships in the field. Given below are some examples of models of

data analysis actually proposed for use by trainees in 064 workshops on

evaluation of basic education and development training program:
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Example XIV.1

The model of analysis involving comparisons between two groups across

a set of characteristics may be quite simply presented as fellows:

Group A
N*60

Group 8
1051

Characteristics I IV

4

Once data has been collated and put in order as shown above, the process

of analysis will become easy CO undertake. Some similarities and differences

may be clear even through simple visual inspection. Some differences may

have to be tested statistically. (See Chapter XV below.)

Examle XIV.2

A "before and after" evaluation design may now appear as a model of

data analysis as follows:

"Before"
[

Knowledge of Relevant
nutrition nutrition-related

(a) behavior
080 N "75

I I
"After"
The introduction :(1:111:1g: of

of the liFW

Relevant
(a) nutrition-related

(Nutrition behavior
t Family N*65 N*61

Worker)

Note that the sample sizes can vary and can be bhown in the model for

the reader's information.
,

2 06.
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Once again. projecting a model (or plan) of data analysis as shown

above is helpful in the processing of data and its adequate analysis to get

the needed answers.

Example XIV.3

In some evaluation studies, the group A versus group 0, or "before and

after" analytical designs may not be applicable. System mapping (or what I
_

have elsewhere called configuration mapping or ploWng) may be needed for

collating data. for understanding patterns of relationships and for the

analysis of data. An evaluation study may ask the question:. Why do

students drop out of a university training course and may conceptualize

analysis and interpretation of data in terms of the following configurations:

Cultural/Societal setting

Institutional setting

to t t
2

t
n-1 to

Recruitment Graduation

The non-dropout and the dropout may be compared with each other In terms

of individual characteristics. and in how they might responddifferently to

institutional and social contexts. The phenomenon of dropping out could

also be made time-sensitive to identify any phases and cycles inherent in

the process. Without developing such a model of data analysis, the evaluator
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may not place individual data in context, may fail to ask some exciting

4destions and may not obtain some most useful answers.

'Example XIY.4

Finally, a configurational map -- a combination of the organizational

chart and a ticiometric netwurk -- may be used as a model of data analysis

in cases where _actors at different levels of an enterprise are asked the

same or similar questions on the various aspects of a program. In an

exploratory study dealing with the turnover of literacy teachers in a

literacy program, an evaluator may ask a similar or the same set of questions

from a wide range of people, such as, chiefs and assistant chiefs, community

development (CO) assistants. supervisors, community leaders, teachers still

teaching in the program and the teachers who dropped out, and adult learners

in the program. The model for data analysis may be drawn as follows:

Chiefs!
Assistant Chiefs

CO Assistants

Teachers who
left the program

eachers who
.stayed in the

/ N
program \-\\

Community Community

leaderseader(

Adults in
the program

20S

Adults in
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Sucn a configurational map may help both in the organization of data

(whit to say first. what to say next, etc.) and in the analysis of data as

we move across levels and deal with different constituencies in the social

network. with their special perceptions and interests.

Before taking leave of this topic, we should indicate that the "set

of evaluation questions" and the "model of data analysis" are two different

versions of the same organizing principle. Each should clarify and maple-
.

ment the other. Both may be usedby the evaluator in the process of data

analysis.

Dummies of intermediate and Final Tables

As we have suggested earlier, one needs to work back and forth between

raw data and the needed information as part of the process of data analysis.

This going back and forth will involve, as we have suggested above, a

recollection of the evaluation questions and the development of a model (or

p..11) of data analysis. It will also involve the design of dummies (or

samples) or tables. Some of these tables will be used for the display of

data in the final report; but others will be initial and intermediate tables

which will be used in the processing of raw data but will not appear in any

report.

The whole process of data analysis discussed so far can be visualized

as follows:

2O
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Model of
Data Me%ysis

Initial Final'
s

Raw Evaluative
-----sp.- Intermediate ---mn- Tables for 'm-

illets Information
Tables Data Display

O

Evaluation
Questions

Processing Raw Data:

.Coding, Scoring and giandardirlg

the first important step in the process of data analysis may often.lbe

1
coding and scoring.

Coding

Coding means to assign a particular code to a particular category of

responses, The followitig are examples of codes:

Co4e.1 Prefers condoms as family planning aids A
Prefers an IUD for his wife 8 1

Prefers to do family planning by abstinence

Code 2 . Has insufficient (low) nutrition information
Has average (medium) nutrition information
Has high degree of nutrition information

;cbring

- Scoring is assigning numerical values to particular responses or to

parifildar levels of performance. Attitudinal responses will be often

qualitative and will need to be scored. The same is true of performance

scores which may involve observation of performance, judgment on what is

observed, and, ultimately, the change of judgments into some sort of

quantitative; scores.

.r
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Standardizing 44.

To standardize scores is to-so treat them that they can be compared

using the same one yardstick. A profit,of 75 shillings on a 400 shilling

investment is not easily comparable with a profit of 15 shillings on a 60

-shilling investment. When both profits are standardized as percentages

(18.76% versus 30%0 they are easily comparable.

Evaluators of development training programs will often have to compare

scores made by individual trainees on a variety of achievement and perform-

ance tests. Each time scores are to be compared. Che evaluator should

check if prior standardization of the scores will be necessary.

In the examples that follow, the processes of coding, scoring and

standardization have been demonstrated:

Example NILS

in evaluating the effectiveness of a training program for agricul-

tural teachers. a classroom observation schedule used the following items:

TEACHING SKILLS

(1) Provides introduction Right Wrong Confusing

to the lesson

(ii) Changes method Yes
according to need

No Reluctantly

(iii) Helps students Periodi- Not at Only at the

recapitulate the calls, all end

lesson :.

(iv) Accepts and answers Always Not at Sometimes
questions all

(v) Gives individual To all To none To some

attention poor
. stuoents

(vi) Helps the students Always' Not at u Sometimes
writes notes all

(Not all of the items under the heading "Methods," in the original schedule.

have been used above.)
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We do not wish to make any comments here on the'merits or demerits of

the items as written. The Point we want to make here is simply that some

numerical values must be assigned to the judgments made during the observa-

tion; and that those values must be aggregated for use in data analysis.

for example, approved behavior may be assigned a score of .1, an indifferent

behavior may be assigned the value of 0, while an unacceptable behavior

(which will hinder learning) may be assigned a value of -1. Thli will

enable the evaluator to come up with an aggregated score for the teaching

skills, ms 'suggested below:

(I)

-1

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

sl

0

0

41

Total score: 2

It is important to note that different types of questions can be

asked from the same data. for example consider the question; Do student -

teachers, typically, help children to recapitulate ideas give4 in a lesson?

Looking at answers ora to (iii) above, for all the student-teachers

tested, an answer to this que. ion can be found.

xample XIV.6

A quistionnaire (filled by each student individually. but sitting as a

group in a large hall) sought to evaluate the effectiveness of field attach-

ment of agricultural students. Questions were asked on a variety of themes,
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such as:

(a) Disease control

(b) Neat hygiene

(c) Dip management and tick cbntrol

(d) Artificial insemination service

(e) Veterinary investigation

(f) clinical centers

(g) Farm visits

-----711W-ExtenSion and 6:Illation services

(i) New skills learned

(J) Show and field days

(k) Management practices

(1) Unique farming problems

(au Individual problems, and

(n) 'Field attachment experience.

Each of these themes, from (a) to (0), had included a set of questions.

For example, the theme (a), Disease control, had been broken down into the

following items:

1. What notifiable disease(s) did you come across?

2. What methods of control and prevention were used?

Z. Mention the vaccination campaigns you saw.

4. Enumerate the diseases against whiCh vaccination was done.

5. What were the reasons for vaccination?

6. Mow was the vaccination organized and carried out?

7. MOW was the vaccine administered? indicate any special precautions

'taken.
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8. Row many animals were vaccinated?

9. What was the dosage of the vaccine?

10.b What was the cost of the vaccine per dose?

11. Now did the farmer pay for it?

12. What is the duration of Immunity for the %vine? used?

13. What was the type of vaccine used -- live, attenuated or dead?

14. What were the Problems encountered in the vaccination camPaign?

15. Wow were the-vaccines used handled? 4

As we can see, these questions are a combination of (I) knowledge of

the student of technical leformation; (ii) recall of "what" was done and

"Why" in'some problematic situation'in the field; (iii) information about

some local happenings during the period of the student's attachment; and

(iv) descriptions of professional actions and technic41 practices seen by

the student during the field attachment but on which the student might have

had no control.

In this :ase, the valuator will first have to separate items of

student's responsibility from those items which were part of the context;

and then will have to make judgments about the quality of student performance

JatIgieven circumstances. The evaluator may assign 8,11,C,0 and F grades

(or some number grades) to the performance of each student.

Once, again, we should note that many different uses can be made of

this data, in addition to'evaluating student performance. Using the same

data, one could develop evaluations of dip management or clinical centers in

the country; learn about the diffusion of new skills within rural communities:

or learn about farm management practices, in general.

21
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.

In an evaluation of the on-the-Job performance of cooperatives store-

men, the interview schedule to be used with the storemen's supervisors,

had the following item:

_Knowledge and applica-
tion of Code of

------- Regulation_ _

BEFORE

AFTER

Excellent Good Fairly Poor Very
Good Gopd

x

...1111,...11

X

Notice that data produccd by this item will have to be processed into

an "improvement" score with a numerical value, before it can be further

analyzed to study correlations and patterns of inputs and consequences in a

:trainingrsetting.

The problems of scoring interview and observation data, to change

qualitative into some kind of quantitative data, can not be completely

eliminated in this value-laden world of ours. Remover, some serious

problems can be mitigated at the stage of instrument design and item

construction. Tools, and items included in those tools, can be sp designed

as to elicit answers that are more easily amenable to quantification.

Weighting and Combining Scores

As teacheri'we know that in writing achievement tests we can assign

different marks to questions on the question paper, depending upon the

difficulty or the impoetance of particular questions. ibis differential

p
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allocation of marks to different questions (and ans rs) is called weighting.

Weighting Is also involved in the analysis of opinion and attitude

.questionnaires and observation schedules. Needless to say that allocation

to.losponses on an attitudinal scale shbuld be undertaken with

care, especially ,in regard to the values of neap', pos4:'ve and nepattvis__

responses.

The "Blankets" and Crossbreaks

After the coding, scoring, standardizing and weighting have been

completed, it is time for the evaluator to have a full and complete, overall

look atthe data. This can be done by developing large-size tabulations
.

that show at one glance tigresponses made by all the different subjects on

d'total test, a whole questionnaire or some Ober instrument.

Subjects

fest

items

1 2 3 4 5 . . 20 , 30 . . . n.1 . . .

2

3

4

5

25

SO

100

*

N-1

0

a
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Such tables co'.ld Include a hundred or mare subjects and their responses

on 30, 40 or 50 items on a test, a questionnaire or an interview schedule.

These could be big tables and cover half the surface of a wall... The partici-

pants of the OSE workshops in Kenya had started calling these tabulations

"Blankets," a name we have retained.

0
Trainers-evaluators will most often be able tp accommodate their data

-on_one or more. blankets -- one each for a test, a questionnaire an0 an 40

observatio" schedile, Tor-instance. Where the sample size is in many

hundreds or even in the thousands, the evaluators will have to use more

sophisticated methods, including the help of a computer for data analysis.

' A careful look at a blanket would suggest many different leads to the

evaluator in regard to response patterns, and differences and correlations

between items. AO consolidating data inlankets and by-focussing on the

varioas rows and columns of the larger blanket,'one can develop many useful

crossbreaks.

, Crossbreaks are smaller blankets and can serve useful functions.
,

Examine the two crossbreaks reproduced below:
1

U. S. Bhola, Evaluating functional Literacy. Aiirshmm, Bucks, U.K.:

Hulton Educational Pgilcatio071319.
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/Lesion ' 11, 111

Outs lion Number 1 2 3 4 'total 141 3 4 total 1 2 314 total

Total possiblt,
points . 5 5 5. 5, 20 4 5 6 5 20 6 5 3 6 20

Learner
A 5 3 2 1 11 3 2 2 1 8 4 4 3 5 16

0 5 3 4 4 16 .1 0 5 4 13 5 i 4 £7

C 4 ' 2 5 4 1 5 4 4 5 5 18 6 4 3 5 18

D 5 3 i 2 11 2 3 2 1 8 4 4 3 5 16
i

Fanme 1. Thaa on a nunheaunks feu

Casten, 11

Attendance 041, MeMim Low Uigh Medium Low 1110 Medium Low

Lemma
A

-----
U

y,

4
16

8 EM 1.11013 , 17

C EMU rin IS 18

0 11.
1111

7S 16

FIGURE 2. Aiiendariekdird Putt grades crosthreak

In the first crossbreak above, see under Lesson 1, Items 1 and 2. All

learners have done almost equally well on item 1, and equally poorly on

item72. Onddi- items 3 and 4 'Ind* Lesson I no patterns seem to emerge.

Maybe items 1 and 2 are not good items.since they do not help us separate

good students from bad ones. Or, maybe items 3 and 4 are poorly written and

need to be reworked.

In the second crossbreak, the changes In performance across lessons 1,

II and III can be clearly seen, and different interpretativequeAfons can

2.be "raised through simple visual inspection.

O
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Data Display by Tabulatiaa

Tables to be useful must be accurately compiled and should be easy to

read and interpret.

In the local library or in a bookstore, yptcmay be able to find some

manual for writers of term papers, theses and dissertations. These manuals

provide excellent help on how to compose tables. It is not within the scope

of this document to provide detailed instructions on how to make tables.

We will be satisfied with making the following general suggestions:

1. Number your tablei as TAKEO; TABLE,2. etc.

2. Give a title to each table's anl make the title both accurate and

complete.

3. The headings and descriptions used for motifs and dsluams should also be

accurate and complete.

4. Use correct plscing and spacing, especially where numbers and decimals

are involved.

S. Do not make up your own abbreviations. Use only standard abbreviations.

Even when standard abbreviations are used in a table. explain them in the

footnotes to the table.

6. Sometimes, statistics from different years may have to be used in the

same one table. Indicate which year those statistics belong to. e.9.:

Population
figures in
millions
(1975)

Per capita
income (1974)

Radio sets in
use (1975)

7. Separate "estimates" from "actual counts." Do not contuse, one with

the other.
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O. Wherever necessary, qualify your data. For example, you may have' to

say: Figures do not include data from Korea( or Domestic workers have not

been included. etc.

9. Standardize your scores, if at all possible. However, if standardized

scores are misleading, also include absolute scores.

10.- Sometimes, comparative statistics may have to be included in tables to

make sense out of a given set of statistics. One can get a better idea of

the level of poverty in a country by seeing, in the same table, the per

capita income figures from U.S.A. or Sweden or even from a richer neighbow

ing country.

Data Display, by Graphics

The question ofpreParing gisphics for displays of data is important.

Graphics communicate ideas simply and attractively, but they are not

always easy to make. There is a lot to learn about making graphics. It

mai interest the readers that there is a special national Council op Social

Graphics in the Bureau of Social Science Research in Washington. D.C. which

recently held a general conference on thi topic of "Graphics for Data Analysis

and Social Reporting." It is not within the scope of the Present Paper to

discuss the preparation of graphics for data display It any great length.

Some brief comments are included here on the three most basic graphic displays

of possible use by trainers-evaluators: (1) the line graph, (2) the bar

graph and (3) the pie chart.

The 1111!...1TAPb -

Examine the line graph included below. The 0 X axis has been divided

into a time scale of .8 centimeters for each month and. therefore 2.4 centimeters,,

"
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6

0 4 50 Villages with no

oh
O. health education.

44 0 40 program
_NO_

o Villages with an

6o.

. 3 30
e

ri20 ongoing health edu-

T 10
cation program

0 4 X
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter

for a quarter. The 0 Y axis Is divided into parts by .8 centimeters, earh

part representing ten visits to the clinic. These scales are chosen

according to convenience. it is helpful to use grapb paper for the initial

'construction of line graphs (as well asliof bar graphs). ihe graphs can

later be copied or traceeto suit various purposes: As can be seen, line

ra hs can be used to oresent_dati_SOPeidoi_Ocamatically to make_a_strolma__________

impact.

The bar graph

Bar graphs are easy to construct and can sake effective displays of

data. Examine the bar graph below. The data about year:: of schooling as

it interacts with racial origin in the U.S. is presented quite effectively.

- 1
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Shag sal Whiles: %Vett ly Urging,. 1110
411hrhi, melt 3S-14

0 . 4 5.7 8 s9.11 12 13.15

Yeats of Schooling Completed

sMiee.

MO by watt FAS% Mi0.1 INaid oft Nra from NAMAE.1071.0.111

the ple chart

16 174

As.

Finatly, some dita may be presented effectively through a pie chart.

Examine A pie chart below.

°PI man= 2 2 2
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Reproduced from Development arid Cooperation, Journal of the German

Foundation for International Development, No. 6;1901 (October/November)

Pogo 7.

The pie charts are a little more complicated to draw than bar graphs.

The reason is that we netld to work with proportions of 360 the total

degrees of the angles projecting from the center of'a circle. For example,

In the upper pie chart:

1061 : 3144 tS

1061 X 360 , 3144 x 360
1117477-37W41 TRIBT-T-3114)

91 269

Similarly, in the lower pie chart

or
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1685 : 5790 is

1685 X 340 5790 X 360
IT05-1,70T 11685 5190)

81 279

or

To make pie charts one would also need to have a compass to draw

circles and a protractor to mark out angles and sectors of the circle.

Problems of Da til' A

naturalistic Evaluation

The problems of data analysis in the context of naturalistic evaluation

are quite unique. Here, De...evaluator would have collected detailed notes

(rather than numbers or respOnses,that can be quantified) on the basis of

in-depth interviews and unstructured obseri,atiolls, and must Make sense of

all that qualitative data. Ibis will involve content analysis, thematic

analysis and process reconstruction.
_ ..

Content analysis. According to Hoist' content analysis is "any

technique for making inferencesby objectively and systemiltically identify-

ing specified characterist6s of messages." The aim is to cateoorlae. The

categories should be4Xclusive, exhaustive, internally homogeneous, form an

integrated set, be reproducible, credible and must answer the questions the

evaluator has to deal with.

jhemInc pnAjygs. As the name suggests, the evaluator most read

transcripts of the depth interviews and observations for the themes that

pervade the data and then use the data to test the hunches and hypotheses

suggested by the themes.

frospss reconstruction. Whe.re change is the focus of an evaluation.

the evaluator most try to reconstruct the process by which change could
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have occurred and the dynamics that might have been inifolved. This would

involve symatic "cause hunting."

in all of the above cases, there will be the need to be theoretical.

Some theory, model or conceptualization must inform our data analysis. In

the case of overall change, for example, a change modell could be used to

develop before and after profiles of field realities and to identify the

intervention. that lead to change.

Discussion of Results

in the following, some general suggestions are made about discussion of

result's Obtained from data analysis:-

). Relatin9 with preconditions and entry behaviors. As part of the

discussion of results, reexamine available data on entry behaviors and

study the preconditions that prevailed when the training episode of your

interest began. The phenomenon-of high dropout rates from a college course,

for example, may be explained better in terms of faulty recruitment methods

than by what is taught during training. The foilure of a family planning

program may be explained better In tifs of the precondition of extremely

high infant mortality rates in the region.

2. Potting Wogs in context. Analyze findings in terms of the institu-

tional and the social contexts of training programs. Do some lostitutiunal

policies actually go against policies of rehabilitation of distressed

families or against Increasing individual savings? Does the social context

promote or inhibit cooperative behavior?

/11. S..Ohola; "Planning Change in Education and Development.: The CtER
Mon 1 in the Context of a Mega Node)," ijewpoints_in Teachingialearning,
Vol. 5B, Mo. 4, 1982.
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3. Relating with Whit isjdimub, known. Compare and contrast what your

data tells you with what is already known.. Do your findings surprise you?

Are your findings reinforced by what other evaluators have found in other
9

settings? What was expected? What is unexpected?

4. Looking for correlations and causations. Data analysis will typically

involve search for correlations and even for causal links. In so doing,

think of the rival hypothesis -- an alternative explanation for what you

see. Consider all possibilities before making broad assertions.

S. Reexamin' your assumptions. It is important to keep on thinking about

the assumptions on the basis of which the evaluation study was designed

and the evaluation questions were raised. Did those assumptions hold up?

Now have. ihose assumptions changed.

6.
t

Relating to the limitations of data. Discuss results in terms of the

limitations of data discovered, as the evaluation design was implemented

and evaluation tools and instruments were actually used. Some limitations
, .

of data may indeed be fatal to the,ptudy and to the conclusions drawn from

0

it. Another set of limitations may be less severe, but may introduce the

need for a high degree of caution in interpreting results of an evaluation

study.

7. Setting up norms for success and failure. The evaluator must establish

norms for success or failure of a program being evaluated. What kinds of

results will provide the cause for satisfaction? What results will be

interpreted as failure?

SuPmkrY.

tin data analysis one needs to go back and forth between the raw data

obtained and the evaluative information that needs to be produced. This
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will require coding, scoring, standardizing and weighting of raw data. it

will also require preparation of appropriate table's and graphics for the
4

display of data. Naturalistic qualitative data requires a kink°, analysis

different from quantitative data, In both cases, it will be helpful to have
.,

a model (or plan) for data analysis to assist in the process of projiucing

useful evaluative information.

4 Things to go or Think About

1. Now are evaluation designs different iron models (or plans) for data

analysis?

2. List some problems that you may have come across
.

in assigning values

responses an attitudinal wiles.

3. What are some questions ,you will like to see answered 40 regard to the

analysis of naturalistic qualitative data?

to
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CHAPTER XV

BASIC STATISTICS FOR EVALUATORS

OF DEVELOPMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS

Evaluators of development training programs should be familiar with

some basic statistical concepts and technique's which, they can put to work in

the analysis of quantitative data. One would, of course, need years of

rigorous training to become a professiLnal statistician. However, the

basic essential concepts and techniques of statistics can be learned much

more quickly. 'Acquisltion of arithmetical skills of high school level is

pe'rhaps the only prerequisite for acquiring functional statistical .

literag.

What is statistics? Statistics is the science that deals with the

collection, tabulation and systematic classification of quantitative data

(and of qualitative data where it can be translated into quantitative terms).

There is deseriptive statistics and there fs inferential statistics.

Descriptive statistics helps us describe in numerical temes entities,

proportions, characteristics and conditions that we see in real life.

Inferential statistics helps us in using occurrences Of events in inductive

thinking; pnd to infer the general from the specific.

Statistical Needs of Trainers-Evaluators

On the basis of our experience within the context of USE workshops on

the evaluation of basic education and development training programs, we have

Identified the following as basic statistical needs of development trainers.

1. Summarizing the scores of members of a group to understand the

characteristics and tendencies of the group as a whole. This means learning

226
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to determine the mode, median,1Nean. standard deviatiun (and variance) of

a group of scores; in other words leariing to measure the central tendency

of a group of scores.

12.
Testing for significant aifferencei between and among the

perfermances of different groups, or differences between.the same group at

two different times.

1 3. Testing for correlations, or for the going togeAer of two

particular characteristics in the same individual or group. (An example.'

of correlation would4lie the going together of literacy of parents and

social mobility of their children in the Third World.) "

In the following, we will present the statistical concepts and

techniques required for fulfilling the needs of evaluators of development
0

training program. We present these techniques as recipes, with emphasis

on the procedural' steps that mast belaken in their application. Nothing

at all will be said abuut the mathematical logic of the statistical

formulas chosen for discussion. Those interested in developing deeper

understandings of these statistical concepts and techniques should refer

to any standai3/41 work on statistics for education and psychology.

Measures of Central Tendency

Measures of central tendeh., are group measures. They help us make

statements about the charatteristics of a group as a whole. These are:

di. Mode

2. Median

3. Mean 01.

4. Standard Deviation (and Variance)
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0

The mode is that score that occurs most frequently in a group of

scores. Examine the test sails of a group of ten trainees given below:

Trainees Scores on.a test on
knowledgeof nutrition (x)

1 80
2 70
3 73
4 72

5 78
6 60
7 63
8 72

9 73

10 72

Note that (m) is the algebraic sign for raw scores.

O

While visual inspection may help us find the mode (also the median or

the mean) of small groupeof scores, eveluatprs typically develop a .

frequency table first with scares ranked in an ascending Ka descending

order:

Score (m) Frequency (f)

80 1

78 1

73' 2

72 3

70 1

63 1

60 1

An examination of the frequency table ahaae.ladicatta that 72 is the

most frequently

the group is 72.

The fregnen

between.60-80.

occurring score in this group of score44 thus, the Abde of

../../.1
41

cy table above also tells us that the range of scores is

1

...-

This can be a useful piece of information in the process if

--,
data analysis.

OrThe median is a score that divides a group of scores into two equal

230
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halves. Thus, 59,, per tent of the scores in a group are above the median

score and 50 per cent are below it.

In the frequency table above, we find that our 5th student is opposite

the score of 72, and that there are three students with that score. Thi's

is hew we proceed in such cases to find out the median. All the three

scores can be seen to be located between 71.5 and 724.. Since there are

three scores, each of the three can be seen to add an increment of .33

(72.5-71.5 divided by 3) to 71.5tas we move from 713 to 72.5. We need one

increment of .33 to locate the invisible mid - point. hence the medial of

the group of ten scores above is 71.5 .33.= 71.83:

We should indicate here that both the mode and the median are sterile

statistics. There is nothing mich we can do with them ifter we have got
a.

them. .

The mean (or thcaverage) of a group of scores. however, provides,a

useful statistic for measuring the central tendency of groups. Examine

the following:

(x)

80

(0

1

f (x)

80
78 1 . 78
73 2 146

72 3 216
70 1 70

63 1 63
60 1

5118
,Total /rir

Mean (ii) x li = 71.3

23:1
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Standard Deviation (and Variance

Variance is a statistical measu4 re of how individual scores in a group :

.
J

vary from the'mman of the group. The
0

algebraicosign for variance is s
2
,

. .

where s stands for standard deviation. °

The mea4'by itself may not be an adequate measurof the central

9'
tendency of a group. One may have to work out the standard deviation (ot

the variance) of a group to describe it more adequately.
aa s

Examine the two groups below:
_ *

Group A

.1, fl

SO 1

70 1

73 2

72 3

70 1

63 1

60 1 0

0

Group (1,

'2
f
2

85 1

03 1

78 t0
77 1

67 2

65 1

' 50 ' 1

55 1

0

.
''...

Mean ; 1 71.3 Me4n I. = 74.3 .t.'

.0
0 4

.......,

..."

These &o groups have the exact same mean butiven a visual inspection

tells us that .t,he two groups are different: Their modes differ (72 versus

67 and 76). Their medians differ (71.03 versus 67). But most tiportantTy

the scores among each group vary differently from each other; Thatwis, tie" .

two groups have different variances (0 standard deviations).

Dow to Measure Standard Deviation

Standard deviation (s) can be calculated by using the following formula:

O

1

s

232
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Where X stands for the various scores in the group of scores

n stands for the number of scores, and

E stands for summation.

How the standard deviations of the two groups con be worked out as

follovs;

Group

£X2 802 * 782 * 732 * 732 * 722 * 722 * 722 * 702 * 632 * 602

. 6400'* 6084 .1. 5329 * 5329 4. 5184 4. 5184 4. 5184 * 4900 4. 3969

4. 3600

51.163

(EX)2 2 (g_ A 4. 70 4. 73 4. 73 4. 72 72 4. 72 4. 70 4. 63 4. 60)2

(713)2

508.309

1 - 08 30g-
s 2

10=1

171-6MliaT67r
P871-a --g

6.0194

Group 0

For Group

EX2 51.803

(iX)2 508.369

s PIF ritY7fc

10,3607

0

233
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the two standard deviations, 6.0194 for Orono A and 10.3607 for Group B

tell us that the two groups are quite a bit different from 2ach other in

thZ:r variance.

The standard deviation (s) and variance (s2) are useful statistics and

can be Pot to important uses.

The t-iest for Independent Samples
@Mb

Independent samples are those which are drawn independently from a

Population without any pairing or matching or any other relationship

existing between the members of the two groups. (Ideally. these samples

should be drawn randomly but it may not always be Possible to do so in field

situatiods.)

To see if two independent samples of trainees are statistically

different from each other In regard to their performance on a knowledge test

for example, a t-test can be used. The t-test for Independent samples is

t=
1
1 -k2

"1"2-2 * 5;i)

/1(ET-4

Where ll is the mean of scores In Group 1

72 is the mean of scores in Group 2

2
711 is the sum of the squared deviations of scores from the mean in

Group I

x.2
2

Is the sum of the squared deviations of scores from the mean in

Croup 2

nl is the'number of scores In Group 1

and n2 is the number of scores in Group 2.

234
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One does not have to memorize this formula. We only need to know when

the t-test of independent samples should be used and wheie to find it.

Let us examine the statistics for two independent samples below:

Group I

71 = 14

Ex
2
= 106

ni n 16

Group 2

12 = 10

,sxi a 44

02 a 16

Then. t = 14 - 10 '

em a 4.76

The degrees of freedom for the t-test of independent samples is ni n2 - 2

which works out to be 28 in this case. Now look at the table of t values in

the first table at the end of this chapter. With 20 degrees of freedom. a

t value of 3.674 is significant at .001 level of confidence. in other words.

with a t-value of 3.674, there is only 1 chance in a thousand that the

difference perceived between the two groups is by mere chance and is not a

real difference. With our t value of 4.76. we can confidently claim a real

difference between the two groups.

The West for Nonindependent Samples

When two groups of trainees are matched on some diarateristic or when

before and after scores of the sere group are being used. we are dealing with

nonindependent samples. The formula for finding the t value for matched or

1
This example Is condensed from one given in Donald Ary, Lucy Chester

Jacobs and Asghar Razavieh, Introduction to Research in kducilipl, Noll,

1979.

235
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before and after groups of scores is:

t 5

re - {_ED

1171)

where D is the difference between the paired scores of two matched

Individuals or the before and after scores of the same one

Individual

g is the mean of the differences (D's)

ED2 is the sum of squared difference scores, and

N is the number of pairs.

The degrees of freedom in the case of a t-test for nonindependent

saWles is N-I. The same table of t values should be consulted to determine
o

the statistical significance of the t value obtained,

Apalysjs. of. V,priance.L The.F-Test

If comparisons between more than two groups are involved, a statistical

procedure called the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the F -test can be used,

Readers are referred to a standard text on statistics for a description of the

ANOVA procedures.

The Cht lest...of jig!: i i cance

Evaluators may sometimes have to compare not means of scores (as In the

case of t-tests above) but propetions and frequencies. The questions may

take such form: is there a difference in terms of age for women coming to a

health clinic? Do men and women differ in regard to their membership in

cooperative societies? is there a difference between urban and rural schools

in terms of their adoption of educational innovations? Does the size of

23
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landholding make a difference in a farmer's use of new agricultiwal technology?

To answer these types of question the chi-square (x2) test can be used

2
(f
o

- f
e
)2

x E -r-
e

where fo is the obseiVed frequency of responses, and

f
e

is the expected frequency - the frequency of responses that

would have been theoretically expected, if there h4libeen

no differences between groups or entities being comparid.

Let us look at the example below:

TESTING FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF 111GH ADOPTER ANO LOW ADOPTER SCHOOLS IN
RELATION TO URBAN ANO RURAL ENVIRONMENT USING OH SQUARE

Environment Total

Urban Rural Frequency

High Adopter 12 3 35
Schools (B) (7) S

Low Adopter 4 ^. 11 15

Schools (8) (7)

16 14 3Q

The frequencies actually observed are 12, 4, 3 and 11. The expected

frequencies have been shown in parentheses. If being urban did not make any

difference In regard to innovative behavior, we should have expected high

adopter and low adopter schools to be equally divided in the urban area and

1
Orest Paul Ochttwa. A Study of the Orgapicational Climate of Hig!I and

an Low Adopter Elementary_Schools-10 the Provige of Saskatchewan, Condo.
Doctora ssertaiiiWnwHana University
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we should have obtained the same frequency of responses (1244----v 8).

Similarly, if being rural did not woke any difference in regard to innovative

behavior we should have expected to see the same number of high and low

411
adopting schools in the rural areas

3
7).

It should be noted that determining expected frequencies is not always

a matter of averaging across categories. Expected frequencies are

thegrelicallyrdetermined. Suppose there are 30 per cent high school graduates

among your literacy teachers and the remaining 70 percent have lower than

high school education. Suppose we ask all our literacy teachers a question

about their Perceptions in regard to their heeds for further training and

want to find out if responses differ on the basis of teacher's academic

qualification: high school versus lower than high school. the expected

frequencies in this case viii be proPOrtionate to the 3000 division in the

population. (It will not be a 50:60 division.)

how to answer the question if real differences exist between urban and

rural schools in regard to innovative behavior, we will apply the chi-square

test:

( f I
2

T
e

x
2

.

f

x2 . 4 041.2 4 (Me 4 1.142 a 2 2 2.3 2.3

2 8.6

The formula for working out the degrees of freedom in the case of y2 is

(C-1)(R-1). C is the number of categories in the column; and R is, the number

of categories in the row. lhus, the degrees of freedom in our case are

(2-1)(2-1) - 1.

2 3
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tet us now examine the table on x
2

values. (See Table 2 at the end of

this chapter.) With 1 degree of freedom we need a x2 value of 6.635 to

assert that a difference exists between two sets of responses, with a .01

level of confidence (that is there being only I chance in a 100 for the

difference to exist by mere chance and not-be a real difference). Our x2

value is 8.6 which is even higher than 6.635; and hence we can assert that

there is a difference between urban and rural schools in regard to their

innovativeness. with .01 level of confidence (also expressed as p a 4 .01).

Spearman Rant

Correlation Coefficient

Correlation means whether two properties or characteristics of

individuals go together. Or. to put it differently whether two particular

4
cnaracteristics covarY.

Take the example of a class that takes two tests. one for Reading and

another for Mathematics. The question can be asked: Are studpnts who are

good in Reading also good in Mathematics and vice versa. Or, are the

student scores in Reading and Mathematics correlated?

The formula for determining correlation coefficient is

p(rho) 1:22-
'1(n2-1)

where d is the difference in the ranks in two scones (Reading and

Mathematics) for the same individual and n is the number of Lases

involved.

tet us examine the following data./

1
from H. S. Bhola, Evaluating functional titerAsy. Amershem. Bucks,

U.K.: Hutton EducationarREffcations, 1979.
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Student
Math;
Scale

Math%
Rank '

Reading
Scote

Reading
Rank d tit

O. 22 1 53 1 0 0
TYa 20 2 32 1.5 2 6.25
CR 17 3 48 2 1.0 1.00

LP. IS 1.5 36 3 PS 215
HAL IS 1.5 22 8 3.5 12.25

MIL 14 6 30 6 0 0 6

S.R. it 7 28 7 0 0
T.F. 8 8 32 1.5 3.5 1245
G.K. 7 9 18 9 0 0
P.S. 4 10 IS 10 0 0

TAP 35.00

a

1O(100

210
900

0.21=1

A 0.79

4

Let us note that correlations can fie both positive and negative. They

can vary from -1 to 1.1. Correlations between 0,00 and 0.30 are considered

lows those between 0.30 to 0.60 are considered medium; and those between

0.60 to 1.00 are considered high.

We must also remember that correlations do not establish cause and

effect relationships. If scores in Reading and Mathematics are highly

correlated. it does not necessarily mean that high scores in Reading cause

high scores in Mathematics.

1
When more than one of the same scores occur. the midpoint between the

rank Preceding and the rank following is assigned to all tied scores.

24Q
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Somali

Evaluators must all have a functional level of statistical literacy.

With very little effort on their part, trainers-evaluators can learn to

measure means and variances of groups of scores; apply t-tests and x2 tests

to test for real differences between the responses made by groups; and can

work out correlations between two particular characteristics of, en individual

or a group.

Things to Do or Think About

1. Do you have in the institute's library any of the standard books on

statistics that could be used by Iducators and development workers generally?

If not, it is time to order some books on statistics for your institute.

2. Look at some of the test results already in your files and work out

means and variances for various groups of scores.

3. if you have some before and after test data for a group of trainees,

apply to it the appropriate t-test.

4. Are knowledge Of nutrition scores always correlated with better

nutritional habits? Obtain a set of scores for knowledge and for behavior

and work out the correlation coefficient.
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CHAPTER XV/

MUTING EVALUATION REAMS

An evaluation study to be most useful most endein a written report. A

written report serves at least two purpofes. First, it provides an

opportunity to thi evaluator to organize the data collected, to systematize

thinking, to draw conclusions, and to weigh and copider the implications of

the study as well as its limitations. Not to write a report of an evaluation

study, after data,gatharing and data collation has been done, would be like

Oozing a cow in the pastures all dayand not milking it km the evenipgl

Second, the evaluation report serves as the instrument of comuunication

between and among professional colleagues and others interested in the i'aum

or 'similar problems and issues.

Evaluation studies have quite often been published; add, sometimes,

have brought high professional rewards to evaluators. ilowt:er, publication

and rewards of fame and fortune are not the right expectations to have when

writing an evaluation report. Thesq, rewards way come, but one should not

str in to get themeverytime one sits !am to write an evaluation report.

It is much more realistic to think in terms of mating a few copies of the

evaluation report to be shared, first and foremost, with Arofessional

colleagues who should know what your evaluation study has foundiggo can

discuss your concluiions and suggestions with you, and who, perhaps, can use

the report to improve their performance within the setting of the institution
..-

_.--

to which you ail belong.

We like to make a distinction here between a tasic professional report

and other written or oral presentations: the evaluator should prepare one

4
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basic and comprehensive report on the evaluation study, ills basic report

then should be used to makeedifferint written and oral presentations to

different groups of eeople who may be interested, among them, policy makers

and planners. politicians, extension workers. and even farmers and house-

wivei'Who are often the subjects of our developmental efforts.

the Essential Objective of. the Basic Report

and its Parts
1

the essential objective of an evaluation report is to make a complete

record of an evaluation experience including the background and the context

of the evaluation questions; the assumptions made in posing the question(s);

the evaluation design and tools used in data collection; the.results

obtained; Conclusions drawn; and practical implications developed from the

conclusions of the evaluation study. In other words, the evaluation report

is a sort of a mirror image of an evaluatiun proposal as distussed in

Chapter VI "Writing Formal Proposals. for Evaluation Studies."

An evaluation report, however. is more than an evaluation propesarl

Wrhten in. the past tense. A goodeevaluation report includes all the
04 a

information necessary for a reader to be able to evaluate the evaluation

study itself, that is. the reader should know exactly what was done and .

-tow; usipg what samples and what questions; and what data was actually °

collected. The reader must also be told of the strut; the argument

used in data collation and analysis, and what concluslyns were drawn and why.

In all cases, the reader should thus be able to see the strengths of the

1
Remarks on report writing in this section of the chapter apply mainly

to evaluation studies that use, the scientific paradigm.`
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study as well as its limitations; and, where necessary, the reader should

be able ter do a 'secondary analysis" of the data on his or.her own to draw

independent and even alternative conclusions. This means that actual tools

and instruments. and arty specimens of stimulus materials used in the study.

should become part of the report as "Appendices."

4
lhis does not mean, however, that all raw data should become part of

the report or should be put in the appendices. A report is not a device

for storing and filing all the raw data that was colleCted for an evaluation

study. Oata included in the report or its the appendices should be in

collated form, already organized into tables and displays. In some cases.

it may be oecessary to present data in sufficiently 'disaggregatedr form so

that it is possible for the reader to aggregate data in different,C4ays to

test assumptions and conclusions of the original evaluator's' and, as we

have suggested above, to drati'llternative conclusions.

An evaluation report should typically (but may not always) have the

parts and sections discussed below:

The title pale

the title page of the report should show the title of the evaluation

study. the nen... of the evaluator(s), the institutional affiliati the

evaluator(s) and the date when the report was issued:

The title given to the report should faithfully reflect the purpose

and scope of the evaluation study. This same exact title should then be
. 4

used throughout the sta./ without arbitrary variatio^ . In some cases, it

may bt ul to hav both.a long title and a short title for the same

study. Once chosen, I iese titles should be used in other parts of the report1)I

without change. 1h4 date of issue of the report should be shin on the
,

246'
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title page. as we have suggested eariAer, but son_Joere in vie body of the

report one should also indicate the dates and period of time during which

data was actually collected. (it is possible to ce'lect data in the first
Jo

six months of 1982 and publish a report in 1984.)

The abstract'

A one- to two-page abstract (that is. of about SOO words) should precede

toe evaluatio- report. This should be a complete summary and must nulude

information about the evaluation question, samples and procedures used.

findings and their program implications. A person who does not read the

full report should yet get a rairly t0od idea of contents of the study from

reading this abstract.

general background

The first part in the main body of the evaluation report should be the

general background of the study. This material will no. have to be written

anew, but should be adapted from the evaluation proposal written earlier.

Put training for development in a larger paspective of Inman resource devel-

opment for social change. Comment on the need for evaluation of training,

in general. Be brief. Mo more than a page or two should b. utilized.

Focus on your development sector and institutiou

Focus should then shift to your specific development sector such as

agriculture. cooperatives. health extension. nutrition or family planning,

and to your institution. Talk about the role of your training institution

and its contribution to the training of needed mvnpuuer for development.

Once, again, brevity is important. One to two pages or tightly written

material should be enough.

24 7
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Ihetrainipg_model in use

Present the bare-bones of your model of training. Answer questions

such as: What are the assumptions made about the change process in the

training model in use? What are the assumptions made about the change

agent's role? What are the obJectives of training? What are the special

training methods used? What are the K-A-P (Knowledge-Attitude-

Performance) claims being made in behalf of the training program? (All

these questions will not have to be answered in each and every evaluation

report. Nor will these questions be answered in the order in which they

have been listed here. these are the questions to "tbink.Jwith" as evaluators

sit down to write their final reports.)

the evaluation. quesAion(s) asked

The evaluation questions ac answered in the evaluation study should be

, Carefully listed. This list of questions must later be used in the

collation and analysis of data. these questions should have two linkages.

Ono these questions should relate with the training model-in-use discussed

earlier. It should be clear how the training model-in-use generated that

set of questions. Iwo, these mestions sho.ld be linked with the subsequent

organization of data in a later section and should provide the organizing

Princlplec for data analysis.

Why was this feedback necessary

rs is in fact A Justification for the choice of particular evaluation

questions from a whole array of possible questions generated by the training

model and the institotionai needs for feedback. fhe material from the

earlio. :evaluation proposal on "Justification" and "significance" should by

used for developing this section.

24
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Astptions wade

AssuuOtions made, general to

specific to tne institutional and

may be stated here, as relevant.

stated in the earlier proposals.

the process of implementation.

247

the change and training processes, and

field settings of yuur evaluation study.

Some of these assumptions will have been

Some others may have been urcovered during

Procedures and methods use

This section should include the general evaluation design, analyses of

concepts used and special definitions assigned to tends, indicators used and

the process of their development and choice, criteria to be used for evalu-

ating success or failure of the prograun samples cluqen (and as originally

intended); tools and instruments used (which must be placed in the appendix),

field work procedures followed. including recruitment and training of

investigators and time and duration of the field work ',hose.

Evaluation design. Go back to the evaluation proposal and reproduce.

with adaptations if any were made, the evaluation design used in the study.

This model Will now be used as a model of data analysis. (See the discussion

on models of data analysis in Chapter XIV of this document.)

Conceptual analysis and definitions. Yuu may have undertaken conceptual

analyses of some concepts such as humanism and self-reliance, or may have

given special definitions of yaw* own to such words'as dropout. literate.

etc. These should be included in this section.

Indicators -- their development and choice. The pross used in going

from larger categories such as self-reliance to subcateeories,of larger

concepts, and, finally, to the choice of indicators which can be msuied,

should be clarified in this section of the evaluation report.

24J
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Standards andisrlteria_plspccess. It Is important to indicate in the

report, the levels of expectations and standards set for Judging success or

failure of the program being evaluated. The reader should have an idea

about whether to be satisfied or dissatisfied with the 30 percent dropout

rate from a literacy class or the 10 per cent rate of success in the

rehabilitation of the handicapped.

Samples andlinits. of response. Explain sampling procedures. Define

the samples that were planned to be used and the samples that were actually

used. What were the units of response? Was it the housewife, or was it

anyone else (husband, an older child), speaking in behalf of the family?

Was it the chairman of the manatee being interviewed, or was it anyone in

the committee (or more than one person taking turns), speaking in behalf of

the committee? .What was intended? What actually happened?

Toots and instruments. The variety of tools and instruments used

should be Indicated and their choice justified. Any special procedures

used in developing and pre-testing tools should be given. Changes made In

tools and Instruments on the basis of pretesting should be highlighted.

The tools and instruments should be included in the appendices.

field work. This section should clarify any strategy implicit in the

field mirk -- coping with distances. or with weather conditions; piggybacking

on existing systems of transpot,tatioar and supervision, etc. It should,

additionally, include a description of field work procedures and experience.

Were investigators used? Wow were they trained? Row were they supervised?

Haw was reamontration between the evaluator and the field investigators

maintained? Was there a small pilot study conducted before the final study?

Did some data have to be collected twice? What was the time and duration of

25j
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the field work? Was it found necessary to use o follow up questionnaire

Or interview to supplement the original, data?

Limitations and breakdowns. This section should look backward on

field work experience. and forward to the section on data analysis and

should indicate any breakdown that occurred in field work and any limita-

tions that became apparent in data collation and analysis later.

Recording of findings

This section is the heart of any evaluation report. It has to present

all relevant data in collated form. in effective displays of ilbles. charts.

graphics. list, and vignettes to serve as evidence for all answers given.

cements offered and conclusions drawn. The list of questions drawn up

earlier and the model of analysis discussed before should be used to

organize the collation of data, its display, analysis and interpretation.

A separate section moo deal with questions not orientally asked but

which, the available data was able to answer.

Discussion of resells

The findings must be discussed in regard to the iumlications fur

action, and guidelines for future training design. The evaluation results

obtained must be discussed in terms of expectations, Standards and norms.

These should also be discussed in terms of the strength of data. correlations

and Possible causal links.

Further evaluation and feedback needs

Kari Pepper has said that our knowledee and fenutance increase together!

A sb&cessful evaluation study, by creating new informatiun, might also tell

us mat we are Ignorant of. or need to know more about. New feedback needs
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should be identified and suggestions In regard to further evaluation

studies should be made.

Bibliography

Hake a list of books, documents and government reports used in the

ImPlemintatIon of the evaluation study and in writing the report. In case

of official documents, indicate if they are available to the public and

where those might be obtained or consulted.

Appendices

the following kinds of Items should go in the appendices: copies of

tools and instruments: specimens and exhibits where appropriate; collated

data not used In the body of the report but of interest to readers and

evaluators; lists of names of people, and institutions that ceoPerated

Alb the evaluator(s) In the conduct of the study; field work schedules,

maps, etc.

witOP9..02151 of NgorolAFtic

gYORPO.Po S .udies

Report of a naturalistic evaluation study will typically be in the

form of a Case Study. Some of the ideas discussed above in regard to the

writing of reports of evaluation studies using the scientific Paradigm may

have some imPlications for writing reports of naturalistic evaluation

studies as well. It must be understood, however, that case study is a

special genre of writing. with its own form and style. Unfortunately,

there are no rules for writing case studies: one learns by reading case

studies written by others, and then by writing one's own.

25;2,
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While it is not possible to suggest rules for writing case studies, it

is possible to make some fruitful comments on the general nature of case

studies. For example, it is useful to compare the writing of case studies

with creative writing. Creative writing has been described by literary

critics as the "imaginative reconstruction of reality." By analogy. case

study writing can be described as the'"theoretical reconstruction of

reality, imaginatively done." Thus, case study is the child of both theory

and imagination. A case study defines, categorizes, compares, questions.

hypothesizes, and explains by reconstructing reality in theorutical terms.

At the same time, use study provides "thick descriptions" of environments.

actors. events, and consequences giving the readei a feeling of invuivesmnt

and a sense of having been there. Thus it is'that case study is a

theoretical recmmtisuction of reality, imaginatively done.

Reports to,Honspecialists:

Written and Oral Reports

As we have suggested earlier. trainers-evaluators should begin with

writing one basic professional report. This basic report should then be

used for writing short written and oral reports fur the nonspecialist.

These reports should be written to suit the special interesliof the

audience to whom the report is addressed. Oral reports shuuld be made both

informative and interesting, using appropriate audio-visual aids. These

written and oral reports to special audience shuuld in fact become part of

the process of diSSendnatiOn of evaluation results.
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Symmary.

ibe evaluator must write a basic professional report of the evaluation

study completed. This basic report should then be used to develop a variety

of written and oral reports to suit the needs and interests of various

nonspecialist audiences. The basic professional report of an evaluation

study can be the mirror image of bhe proposal of the evaluation study

developed earlier as part of planning. The report of the naturalistic

evaluation is typically a case study. it offers sPecial challenges and, at

its hest, is the theoretical reconstruction of reality, imaginatively done.

71100S4.PIMTAltnc *Pk

1. Examine the report of an evaluation study recently completed at your

center or at another development training institute. Oo you find it to be

a complete and comprehensive report? bow would you °Aline the report to

make an improvement on the present version?

2. Have you read a case study recently? bid you "enjoy" reading it?

Did you "learn" important professional ideas and insights from the case

study?

3. Prepare an oral presentation for a group of farmers based on an

evaluation study done in your country on the subject of agricultural

innovation.

4nr



CHAPTER XVII

POLITICS OF EVALUATION AND EVALUATION STANDARDS

1

We will end this monograph on Evaluating,Oevelooment T: ininitwrits
with a discussion of the politics of evaluation; and a listing of the

standards of evaluation for en evaluation of the evaluatio4 process itself.

liapdling the Politics of EvaluaLlee -

Information is power. Information can be put to political uses.

Hence, evaluatiomwhich creates somewhat obJective information on the

effectiveness of development training programs Jr on the'il+act of

development actions, has political implications.

How to handle the politics of evaluation? Ho sure-fire formulas can be

taught. in any case, most of us who have worked (and survived) within

bureaucracies are not all that naive about the politics of survival and

advancement within bureaucracies. Each one of us is perhaps somewhat

qualified already in the art of "filemanship" and even "one -up- man - ship!"

Yet, some general suggestions for handling the politics of evaluation M4,

be in order. '

There are two aspects to the politics of evaluation: (a) the evaluator

should not get punished for doing the evaluation which may be seen as having

produced "embarrassing" information, and (b) the informAion produted by the

evaluation study should be put to practical use. Political problems do

arise when, on the one hand, the evaluator seeks to make too meth capital

out of the evaluation study, and, on tine other hand. creates information

that threatens the various stakeholders,within the system. Without
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compromising one's Personal and professional integrity, one can do things.

however, which will cool the politics surrounding the evaluation study.

Defend your right to undertake evaluation

Defend your right, to conduct the_eyaloation. Let People know that

evaluating is an integral Part of good training" Quote from a presidential

speech. Planning documents. or from published ProsPectuses or reports of the

training center or institution. Your institution is bound to have declared

evaluation to be a necessary part of its mission. though no one may have

paid much attention to this particular objective. In an educational

setting (as distinguished from an administrative setting), the right to

evaluate can be defended as Part of your research interest. You, as a

'teacher. are supposed to have a research interest.

KeepAL law profile

. There is need for an evaluator to keeP a low profile and have a sense

of modesty about the evaluation study done. The evaluator should not demand

to be considered a star in the institutional horizon. The report should be

Presented without too much fanfare. as a matter-of-fact collection of

feedback information on the program.

through of some sort.

It should not be touted as a break-

framework of expectations for evaluative results

Uc program wiliever he found to be,performing at 100% efficiency level.

Especially in social change programs. participation levels of 30X may some.

times be deemed satisfactnry. Before Presenting the feedback on Performance

of a program. one most indicate what would be a reasonable level of

expectation of performance. Findings should then be Presented within such a

45u
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framework. In other words. the readers of an evaluation report should be

provided with standards and yardsticks with which to judge the success or

failure of a training program or a development action. 'Without AMMS.

readers may not know whether to be satisfied or to be dissatisfied with a

particular set of results.

As I have said elsewhere. the focus should be on finding causes, not

culprits. This is not to say that the program staff is never at fault and

that as evaluators weshould be firlding alibis for them. Yet, processes and

personnel must not be confused in the allocations of credit and blame.

Things must be kept iebalance.

begin with a "draft" report.

M important part of the political strategy may be to present the

evaluation report to colleagues in a "draft" form, offering to do a final

IT
draft on the basis of colleagial disiussion and review. In a revision that

follows. it will be important to neutralize the politics but without

coopromiiing the integrity of results.

Indicate possible actions

Indicate the actions that must be taken to make use of the findings of

the study. Distinguish between things within the institution's control and

those outside its control. Start with what the institution can do within its

existing mandate -- such as curriculum revision, preparation of new testing

procedures. etc. If the implementation of findings demands additional work,

off4 to do it singly. or with the help of a group or a committee.

What we have suggested above may not always work. but it will increase

the cininces of an evaluation study influencing actions within the setting of

a training center or a training institute.
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Evaluation Standards: .

Evaluation of Evaluations
7

Evaluators should themselves be held accountable. Their work must be

Judged according to some agreed upon standards of technical competence and

ethics.

the Joint Committee on Standards .for Educational Evaluations/ of 1.1.5.0.

has developed 30 standards which the committee suggests should become the

working philosophy of evaluators and should guide and govern the evaluation

.

efforts of educators (and development workers). A summary of these standards

is provided below:

-Summary of the Standards for Evaluations

A.

4

utility. Standards

Evaluation should serve practical information needs.

1 Al Audience ldentivication

Audiences involved in or affected by eyaluation should be identified.

2 A2 Evaluator Credibility

Evaluator should be both trustworthy and competent.

3 A
3

information Scope and Selection

The scope and selection of information collected should enable

Pertinent questions to be answered.

4 A4 valuational Interpretation

Value judgments used by evaluators should be made clear to readers.

5 A5
5

Report Clarity
/

Objectives. Procedures used. findingi. and recommendations should be

1
The Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation, Standards

for Evaluations of Educational Programsanstcts and Materials. niTTIWIT
NJ.; fic6raw.ffiliti4of Co.. TO;
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clearly stated.
,

6 A6 Report dissemination

Findings must be disseminated for use.

7, A7 Report Timeliness

Evaluation oust be completed on time for use by decision makers.

8 As Evluation'Impact

Evaluators should encourage follow through by the

2

8. Feasibility Standards

Evaluation should be realistic, prudent, diplomatic and frugal.

concerned audiences.

9 8
1

Practical Procedures

Procedures should be practical and should avoid disruptions of normal

work.

10 8
2

Political Viability

Evaluators should attract cooperation of various interest groups,

avoid their attack); ensure against misuse or results.

11 83 Cost Effectivenes

Results should Sistify resources expended.

)

C. Propriety Standands

Evaluation should be conducted legally and ethically and should

contribute to human welfare.

12 Cl 'Formal Obligation

formal obltgations and contracts may be developed between various

parties involvedjespecially in the case of external evaluatiuns).

13 C
2

Conflict of Interest

Should be avoided and where unavoidable should he dealt with openly

cE
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and honestly.
0

14 C
3

Full and frank Disclosure
.,. .

Pertinent findings should be fully disclosed; ;limitations should'be

frankly stated.
4

15 C6, Public's Right to know

Public's right to know of evaluation results should be respected

(unless it is clearly a matter of individual privacy or public

safety).

16 Ci Right of, Human Subjects

Rights of human subjects should be respected and protected.

17 Co human Interactions

.ln their interactions with snblects, evaluators should respect

dignity and worth of indiyiiinals.

18 C7 Balanced Reporting

The haportfng should balance both strengths and weaknesses of what is

evaluated.

19 C8 Fiscal Responsitlility

Financial and other resources spent should be accounted for.

D. Accuracy, Standards
**

Evaluation should convey technically adequate information.

1'20 DI Object identification

What is being evaluated should be clearly identified.

21 h
2

Context Analysis

Context of evaluation should be sufficiently described.5o that

influences on the object evaluated can be identified

Its
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'22 DI Describe Purposes and Procedures

The purposes and procedures of evaluation should be described in

enough detail.

23 04 Defensible Information Sources

The sources of information should be described so reader can see if

those are defensible sources.

24 0
5

'Aid Measurement

Evaluation instruments should be constructed and applied in ways to

ensure validity.

25 06 Reliable Measurement -

Evaluation instruments should be constructed and applied in ways to

ensure reliability.

26 0 Systematic Data Control

Data should be reviewed and corrected at various stages of the study.

27 De Analysis of Quantitative informakion

Shwid be appropriaL and systematic.

28 09 Analysis of Qualitative Information

Should be appropriate and systematic.

29 010 Justified Coaclusitas

Conclusions should be explicitly justified.

30 011 Objective Reporting

The reporting, should be4objective and unbiased.

O

Some of these standards may seem too tough and some too squeamish and

overly fastidious to evaluators working in cultures other than the United

States where these standards were developed. Evaluators everywhere Should,

however, take these standards into account to the extent feasible.

261
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cIncINOIMC0Mg9t.

The understanding has now emerged that the quality of Populations is an

important detcrminant of development. Trainers in development training

institutions and centers prepare change agents -- literacy workers, adult

educators. health technicians, nutritionists, cooperators and agriculture'
1

extension workers. These change agents must, in turn, teach housewives,

train farmers and upgrade factory workers to improve the quality of Poida-

tiOnS within developing societies. Thus, the work of development 6ainers is

an important aspect of the overall development effort.

Indeed, the development training sector is large in many development

counties and significant in all of them. Scope for Improvement both in

training design and the evaluation of training is immense. Evaluation,

especially, can bring high economic and social returns. This book has tried

to Provide trainers-evaluators the various development sectors some useful

ideas nth in training design and the evaluation of training.

There are a few Implicit limssages in this book that should be made

more explicit. Training desi'n has become a speciality, but it is not

something that only supermen 4o or can do. Evaluation of the effectiveness

of development training, agaisi, has become systematic and technical, but,

again, it is no something beypnd our reach; something which only the

trained university research cad do.

in basic terms. the ideas Of training design and training evaluation

are quite simple. :hey are not ieyond our intullectual capacily, nor beyond

our personal and institutional resources. These tasks can be performed now,
\

withont much outside help. as part of our daily duties, and using the

alrea4 available institutional resources. Needed is 3 personal commitment
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to to grow as a professional worker and to du the best possible job within the

circumstances. We challenge our readers to make such commtments.

Somata

Evaluation produces information which can be used politically. Evalua-

tors must learn to manage the politics of evaluation so that they do not

get punished for "speaking truth to power"; and at the acme time the

information they produce is put to practical uses by decision makers.

Thirty standards for judging the performance of evaluatots themselves have

been listed.

Things to Do or 'Mink About

1. What do you think of the practicality of suggestions made in the first

pe JhiS chapter for managing the politics of evaluation?

2. Evalu4e a recent evaluation study in terms of the JO standards for

evaluation listed above.

26



APPENDIX "A*

A NOTE ON THE ACTION TRAINING MODEL (ATM)

The Action Training Model (ATM) is an in-service training model. It is

so called because it demands action from trainees in the application of skills

learned durin.(1 training in thel own work on return to their institutions.

Skills learned during training must be put to work as part of the daily duties

back home, without loud and formal announcements of special projects and

Programs.

ATM has been developed under the aegis 'he German Foundation for

international OeveloPment, Education and Science Drench, as a result of a

collahoration between the Foundation's Or. Josef Muller and Professor N. S.

Ohola of Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, a collaboration that

began in 1976. Or. John W. Ryan, then Director, International institute for

Adult literacy Methods, Tehran, Iran, and now of the literacy, Adult Education

and Rural Development Department of Unesco, Paris, made important contrihu-

Urns to the earlier definition of the model as a Participative training

model. An action orientation has heen added, over the years, the viler

participation orientation. AIM is the result./

Early beginnings: MWanza workshop on literacy evaluation: 1976

The first definition of the model ,t a participative training model

emerged within the context of a two-week Okshop on the evaluation of

literacy programs for middle level literacy workers held in Mwanza, Tanzania

during December 1015.
. ---..---

1

Contributions of the Kenyan faculty (Joseph Dondo, Tomilbolusa, Alice
Wake, and Oaudi Nturibi) in the definition and Particularly in the imple-
mentation o the Action Training Ned..1 are most gratefoily acknowledged.

2112
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Tie aphasis at that time was on participative planning so that work-

shop organizers would not be merely treating opportunities for themselves to

deliver lecture on topics they thought were important. The tusk was instead

to design a workshop which the local participants considered important. at

that particular stage in the implementation of their national literacy

program. the planning was to be Participative; and the organizers were to

be among the participants, as equal as others in the group.

The following features of the Hoanza Workshop should be mentioned by

way of an initial definition of the training model as it emerged in //stanza:

I. The Hwanza workshop took place within the context of nenformal education

in Tanzania. it was conducted under the aegis of the department of adult

education. Since nonformal adult education is a less formalized sector of

education, it may have provided a context for expeihnenting with different

training methods and strategies.

2. Tanzania had an important on-going program in literacy at the time;

evaluation of literacy was part of the concern of the government, and those

who came to attend the workshop were actually responsible for evaluation

within the Tanzanian literacy program. This meant that workshop participants

knew quite clearly what their needs were. They did not have to invent

evaluation problems; and the evaluation problems they did choose had

relevance to their work.

3. The fidanza workshop war designed as a "national" workshop. This had

many advantages: it was, comparatively speaking, a low-cost workshop; more

than a handful of middle level workers could be trained -- almost thirty in

this case; and discussions at the workshop could be rooted within a real

program and a particular social And political setting. (The Hwania workshop
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was attended by two observorS from Kenya. On return home, they would hell,

the Goverment of Kenya decide if Kenya needed and wanted a similar workshop

on the evaluation of literacy and adult education programs.)

4. The workshop sought to train-middle-level literacy workers who would

themselves do most of the implementation of literacy evaluation as Part of

their day -to -day work.

5. It was a two-week workshop bufld around plenary sessions. group work and

individual tutoring. Field visits to villages were not included in the

program. this omission was deliberate because it was considered unnecessary

to take rural development workers who spent practically all their working

lives In the rural milou back to visit villages to experience field realities!

6. the workshop was not Planned as an "international" event attended by

VIP's. It was a working workshop where participants labored. We stayed

away from hig hotels, and lived In a "retreat" setting. away from the city

and without a number of cars and buses shuttling around.

7. the workshop came about at the end of long and systematic preparation.

the aims. objectives, Procedures and possible content of the workshop was

thoroughly discussed. A five page project description was prepared for use

as a tool of communication hetween and among all concerned with the workshop.

8. the workshop was based on carefully written instructional materials. A

monograph was completed specially for use In the workshop, namely,

Evalaatinglpoctioral literacy by 11. S. Ilhola. (This was later tested In

other workshops on literacy evaluation and published as a book in 1979 by

Holton Educational Pohlicatiogs, Amersham, Puck, U.K.). The monograph was

accompanied by a dossier of instruments actually in use within literacy

programs in various parts of the world.
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9. The most important aspect of the workshop, however. was the participative

planning of the workshop. The workshop was indeed "invented" to the local

setting. There had been a lot of preparation for the workshop, bot kris

general not specific preparation. There were no prior decisions on what

specific lectures will be given; by whom and at what time. The workshop

preparation was in fact preparation To. a whole Set of possible workshops.

only one of which would be required by the participants, within. the context of

the local needs of Tanzania at that particular time. Thus, preparation was

comprehensive and open-ended; the workshop was anticipated but had to be

re-invented. within the local setting. in participation with the learners.

It should be mentioned here that the use of.a written monograph for the

workshop made the task easier. Participants were able to understand the

part-whole relationship between their workshop aid overall subject matter of

evaluation. They knew Mae the written materials what a compiehensive

elaboration of a subject or topic would be and how their own specific

sharply defined needs related to the larger picture.
4

10. An important feature of the participative model was-participation at the

faculty level. One part of the objectives of the workshop was the capacitation

of the local faculty through collaboration in teaching./

11. There was considerable emphasis on group work, both for methodological

and practical reasons. The groups provided an opportunity to ail paticipants

OD discuss and assimilate importaht ideas and to be able to work on topics

and sktlts of special concern to them in their particular work situations.

12. An innovative use was made of the wall space in the lecture hail. The

1
At the itemize workshop we were fortunate to have the collaboration of

Yusuf Kassam and E.P.A. Abakile both of whom were experienced evaluators.
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walls were plasteed with paper. The learning needs as generated by

Individual participants in the planning session were written on those sheets.

These sheets stayed there throughout the two-week Period. The participants

were able to see what they bad wanted to see done. what had actually been

accomplished. and what remained to he done. They always had a visual

Picture of the life of the workshop before them.
. .

13. The workshop was steered by the Participants through the mechanism of

a steering committee. Every evening without fall, the steering committee

net, to review the experience of the day and oo tuat basis to plan for the

next day. In addition to the evaluative mechanism of the steering committee.

the workshop was evaluated by sessions, by phases, and, summatively. at the

end by Dr. Josef Muller and feedback provided to participants.

14. lo reinforce the Participative planning processes, daily programs and

time table% were issued only at the end or the day -- to record what had

actually happened rather than to have a time table to be strictly followed

and by which the bell will ring. This strategy contributed both to the

processes of formative evaluation and of participative planning of the

workshop.

Sefpnd usp of theAllodei:

Howbasaworkshop on literacy evaluation 1977

Roth the formative and seemmtive evaluations of the Hwanza workshop were

found to be excellent. The same participative model was therefore. followed

. in Mombasa. Kenya in 1917. The workshop was re- invented in Mombasa, using

participative planning strategies and was, again, participatively implemented.

All the various methodological features of the.Mlanza model were retained:
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yet in Mombasa we had a workshop that alas new and unique to the needs of the

Kenyan literacy program in 1977.

Tward the Action Training Model (AIN)

The participative model was good as far as it went. WP were not sure.

however, of what happened ifier the participants left for their homes. Had

they been able to acquire enough information and skills in a two-week work-
.

shop to be able to do something with them as they returned to their, posts?

Had they been able to develop an evaluation proposal on their own and

implement it? Did they get any support within the system to conduct an

evaluation study, even if th4 knew what to do and how?

To increase the probability that participants will actually tonduct

evaluations in their day-to-day work to improve theiryerfonsance. an

Action Training Model was devised: to participation was added the commitment

le action. .The earlier model was augmented by three important features:

1. Actual development of evaluation proposals, dealingWith some aspect

of the trainee's own work, was made an essential part of the curriculum.

Indeed, all evaluation concepts and skills were learned within the framework

of preparing an evaluation proposal.

2. To give time to participants to actually implement their evaluation

proposals, a long-term commitment was made to them end, in turn, a lung-term

commitment was demanded from them. The workshops were now organized is

msandwitChes" -- a workshop was followed by a mid-term panel, which was,

again, followed by, another workshop. The same group of Participants was

supposed to go through the full cycle of about one year. This was an

important program condiment made by OSE.
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3. the capacitation of local faculty resources was made more systematic

and there was a clear concern for institutionalization. For example, an

Educational Evaluation Resources Committee was created in Kenya composed of

, local professinnat workers who would provide technical assistance to

Participants in the conduct of their evaluation studies during the one year

cycle of their enrollment.

the beginninufthe cycle A:

May 1919 evaluation workshop in Kegya

the AtH got its first trial in Kericho, Kenya in May 1979. Nineteen

participants, trainers from centers and institutions in different development

sectors (agriculture, cooperatives, health, nutrition, family planning).

attended the workshop. A variety of evaluation Proposals were completed

during the workshop and participants went back to their workplaces wit5

Promises to work bn their evaluation studies. they were to come back to a

panel in January 1980, with evaluation data in hand, to learn what to do

with that data. At the same timi,.an Educational Evaluation Resources

Committee was established to help PahiciPants with their evaluation studies

during the months of May 1979 to Ilecember 1979.

the experience of the FERC of working with participants was not all

that satisfying and only six people showed up for the January 1980 PAnoi

this was something of a shock to the organizers, though it need not have
0

been, He know of no other training model in use which demands this type-of

commitment from the Participants of a workshop. Without requests for

release lime, or for additional resources; participants were supposed to do

evaluations of their own work, on theft own time sometimes without support

from their own institutions. the AIM workshop does not end after two weeks

2 I j
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of good living and much talking, one is asked to make lomportaut professiunal

credtments over a long period of time.

The organizers learned how difficult commitment is -- a 104-term

coimitment, without incentives other than those of *Mine to du a eood Job
1

of whatever on Is doing in one's working life. The organizers alsu

learned that inOovation (such as the ATM) can make the innovator vulnerable.

The adminisCratir'playing the numbers game can ask: Why aren't there more

of them? What did you de wrong that so many participants steyed away? Few

would look at the other side of the coin and say that 33% of the trainees

did return and that there were six evaluation studies at various stages of

development.

introduction of mixed.cycles

It became quite clear during the Jan y 1980 peuel that it was

unrealistic to expect a 100% me of *turn from participants. Thirty per

cent should be acceptable; 40% she d be good; anything more than 607. very

good Indeed; and anything above 60% should be considered a miracle. To

cope with low rates of return, the idea of mixed.cycles was invented. We

would begin with 20 people in the first workshop of cycle A, for instances

meet in a mid-term Panel only those who have shorn, satisfactury progress on

their evaluation studies; and in a second workshop of Cycle A, add new

participants to bring the number of participants back to 20. The current

structure of the ATM looks as follows:

271
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year)...82

11,...(4 year)... ...(4year)...82

CI

year)...C2

1

Technical support is provided to-participants throughout the year by the

MC. as we have already indicated.
' 6,

A2 /81 :August 1980 nprkINE

The A2/81 workshop took Place in Keritho; Kenya. In August 1980 and was

attended by 20 People -- 6 participants from Cycle "A" and 14 new participants

joining the new Cycle I.

The mid-term panel for the second cycle'Ph took place during March
v.

23-28. 1981 and was attended by 10 participants. 50% of the A2/81 (August 80)

participants. This was moth better than the '32% rate of return of partici-

pants to the first cycle Panel Pa.

11214; June 1981 vtOVIRD

The third year cycle began with the De/C1 workshop held during June 1-13.

r 14
1981. This workshop was attended by 3 participants from the A Cycle, 4

participants from the 8 Cycle end 7 new participants -- fourteen participants

in all. (This might seem low'as comparedlto 19 participants of Al workshop

and 20 participants of A2/81 workshop. but attendance had been kept

deliberately low to provide better servile; to participants attending tha

workshop.
/
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#The mid-term panel of C Cycle (Pc) was conducted in February 22-27.

1982 and the C2/C1 workshop is now scheduled,f7Aume 28-July 10, 1982.

Productivity of Workshops

The rate for completion of evaluation studies as demonstrated by written

reports of studies was 37% for Cycle A and 31E7% for Cycle 8. However. it

must be said that only one study out of Cycle A came close to the duality of

studies prod:Aced in Cycle 8, We will be able to judge the productivity of

Cycle C later' IA July 1982.

An Important Criterion of Success:

Kenyans Take 'her

The-June-July 1982 (C2/01) workshop is the last workshop which will

receive outside technical assistance (in the form of Prof. H. S. 8hola as

director of the workshop and Or. Josef Huller as a member of the workshop

faculty). The rest of the D Cycle and the few cycles to follow will be

conducted by the Kenyan fatuity independently, with only financial support

from the German Foundation for International Development. This must be '

considered a sign of success.

In the meantime. DS( hopes to take the Action training Model elsewhere

in Cast, CentAl and Southern Africa to help where help is requested.
[
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We want to begin with a few comments on the usefulnes4 of bil;Ilographies

.

in norko,hop documents of this type. Typically, bibliographies are iftluded.

1 in books, monographs and research papers Co demonstrate to readers that the

Piece of writing offercd to them is part of a tradition of research and

study. The bibliography shows the choices from the research tradition
. -

made by the author. Indicating which works the, author has considered important "

and useful and what new departures have been made or suggested. At the same

. time,.a bibliography is an invitation to the reader to go independently to

some of the books in the bibliography to further cultivate his or her own

special interests.

.It is'the "invitation to the reader" aspect of this bibliography that

deserves comment here. We realize, of course, that practitioners are
.

perhaps, not likely to be as enthusiastic readers as professors and

rresearchers are supposed to be. (There are, of course, avid readers among

practitioners and miserable nonreaders among Professors and researchers!)

More to the Point. it is unlikely that most of thejhooks in thistibiliogra;hy

will.be pprt of the holdings of libraries to which most practitioners in the

Third World will have access. *

We have yet included Chi's specially developed bibliography in this

monograph not to show off but instead. to indicate to the readers that

training design, evaluation models and techhimues, and evaluation of

development training are important topicS which are receiving increasing

attention from researchers. planners and practitioners alike. it is our hope

that this select bibliography will also serve as a catalog o( issues and
t
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problems of training .:usign and training evaluation that are today part of

the concern of individual evaluators ani developmental inttitutions. Lastly,

it is our hope that our readers will want to get hold of some of the books

aria articles included here and will use their individual resources or the

help of their librarian to obtain tinise materials to be read.

This bibliography is divided into three sections. The first section

deals with the topic of training dsign. Some very selective books. and

articles haling with the various aspects cf instructional and training

design and training methodologies have been included in this section to give

participants a sense of the "science of training design" that is becoming a

reality. A second section includes books on valuation models and tochniggil.

covering both the scientific and the naturalist c paradigms. A thirJ section

deals with the evaluation of training. especially the evaluation of develop-

MAI training. Readers should note that evaluation needs have come to be

recognized in almost all sectors of development -- ag culture, cooperatives.

health. family planning, rehabilitation, media use and others.
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GLOSSARY OF TFRMS'

Action training model (ATM. A training model developed under the

aegis of the German foundation for International Development (OSE). Bonn,

Federal Republic of Germany. the model emerged within the context of a

series of workshops qn the evaluatior..^f basic education and development

training programs. Thepodol fs so called for its emphasis on action.

Trainees are required to make commitments to a full cycle of training

experiences: first. a workshop where trainees learn generally about

evaluation and develop.specific proposals for evaluation studies; second. a

mid-term panel where the trainees come with evaluation data collected by

them !farina some six months of the implementation of their evaluatio6 studies,

review their experiences and prepare for data analysis; and, finally, another

workshop where old trarnees come back tnreport on their findings and new

ones launch updn a riewtraining 'ycle under Zhe AIM.

Mays's ofyarlapce AANOVA). A method of determining whether the

differences between groups are statistically significant.

Attrition, Loss of subjects from a chosen sample during the course of

a study.

Audit pf=an evalnalion. F lamination and veriffcation,by another

independent team of the quality of an evaluation plan, the Adequacy with

which it was implemented, the accuracy of its findings, and the validity of

Its conclusions.

Base:liotourvey. An initial survey that can serve as a base fqr

comparing changes observed subsequently.

Dias. A consistent alignment to one particular point of view which

may make objective evaluation results Improbable.,

casesiudy. A detailed description and analysis of a single program,

project, course or an instructional material conducted within its educational

or serial context.
. .

Code. To:convert a given set of data or items into a set of quantitative

or nosalitativj symbols. (Examples: 1. ?. 3 and 4; L. M and H.)

207
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Coefficient. A statistic (or value) that represents the degfree of

occurrence of a property or relationship. (fxample:, correlation coefficient.)

Concept analysis. The process of "unpacking" ccncepts to define them

with such precision that they will have the same invariant meanings fur all

readers.

Content analysis, Identifying, categorizing and listing according to

some rules, ideas; references, feelings or judgments found in a set of

transcripts, documents, etc.

Context.evaluation. Assessing and evaluating. the environmental variables

of 'a program.

Cuhtroi %e . A yiuup which resembles an experimental group (the

group which is sUbJected to a particular program or method) as closely as

possible, but Is not exposed to the program or method whuse effect is bei

studied. it thus serves the comparative purposes of the evaluator.

'Correlation. A statistic which indicates the degree oI relationship

(going. together or happening together) between.or among variables. Correia-

4 Lions can vary from -1.06 to +1.00. 214

Cost-benefit analysis. An assessment of the inputs and outputs of a

programin terms of their monetary values,'

Cost- effectiveness analysis. A* assessment of the inputs, processes

and outputs of a program in terms of the effectiveness of means employed

for the ends obtained.

Criteria. A standard by which something is Judged. 1\

41
Criterion-referenced tests. Tests whose scores are interereted according

to the criteria of performance specificalixolfined by the tIather in regard 0

to a particular group, and not by reference to performance of,some comparable

populations.

D. Material gathered durint the course of an evaluatiol study

(both quantitative and qualitative) which is tlien used to developinformation

for decision making.
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Data analysis. The pro4s of edentifying ideas, themes, and hypo heses

from the data, and the use of data td demonstrate support for them. !

!__--
Data pieces. Individual tests,:interview schedules, questioonaires apd

diaries that have been completed as Part of the data collection phase of an

_evaluation study.
' *Ns

. 1
Dependent yariable. A measure (for exiinple, better nutritional habits)

which is supposed to vary as.a'result of the introduction of an independent

variable (for example, teaching-Orin Orttional habitt by the family health

'educator).
./

/

*,,,
I

Design. A model or 1 clearly established set of procedi-es to determine

how an evaluation study will be conducted. (Also see trainine design.)

Developeent. The processes that. lead to greater production of wealth

in A society and 6 Just and equitible distribution of such wealth, accompanied

by progressive consumption of education and culture, and comnitments.to"

universal brotherhoods fseace and preservation of the globe.

Develgmient trai in . Training of workers and change agents who w:11,.A
in turn, impart econpmic, social and political skills to farmers, workers,

housewives, and youth to enable them to generate and sustain development within

thelrlocieties.

Dissemination. The process of spreading information about_evajuation

objectives and results among those concerned with the evaluation study. The ,

meth as of disssemination may be written or oral.

Evaluathlt. Objective and 'systematic collection of information about a

program, project, or instructional material for its improvement. (More

recently in literature, evaluation is being defined as the " systematic

Investigation of the worth or merit of an object; e.g., a program, project, or

'instructional material.)

Evaluation system. An arrangement of methods, procedures and plans of

action designed to provide decisiotmakers with infOrmation on the inputs,

outputs, context and process of a given program.

ExteintypaluatioolEvaluation conducted by evaluators not on the

staff pf a program Or project. '
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fxtrApolate. lo infer from what is known, something that is unknown.

(Population figures for a country for the year 2000, may be extrapolated

from the population growth figures during 1950.80.) .

Feedback. A term borrowed from electronics: the rsturn of part of the

output of a system into the input for purposes of modification and control

of the output. In the context of program planning, feedback means evaluative

information on program effects.

Field test. A preliminary study of a program, project or instructional

material in a setting very similar to the one In which it will be Cur,

Implemented or used on a much 'larger scale.

Formative evaluation. tyaluation conducted during the very formation

of a program, projeci or instructional material.

Generalizability. The extent to which claims and assertions made about

prOgraNG project or instructional material in one setting can be :applied in

other settings.

Goalfree evaluation. (valuation of outcomes of programs and prpjects

where the evaluator functions.without knowledge of the pun poses and noels of

,a pcogr4m or project.

iiwiwn resource development (H80). The education and training of

manpowek;lhoth for formal and inforoal sectors of the economy, using both

formal tandiknformal systems of instruction.

Inde ndent variable. A treatment variable introduced in an.evaluation

setting (example; ,a new teaclriny method), anticipated to create varying

effectston a dependent variable (for example, performance on a test).

lalicator. Something that indicates, points, signifies; a gauge that

represepts another entity. Thus, a high drop-out rate in an adult education

Pro9rdmiumP be an indicator of a lack of (amenity motivation.

11

In ut evaluation. Assessing the Itarious,resonrces used in conducting a

4program

In Mutton buildin The process of developing organizational

arrangelmnts or systems for the implementation of prjgrons on projects on a
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. long-term hash. (To institutionalize is to make a Program more or less

' permanent through Tristituiion building.) 0

Instrument. An assessment device (test, questionnaire, interview

schedules or 'observation schedule) used forthe purposes of evaluation,

Internal evaluation. An evaluation conducted by a staff member from

within Che.organization whose program, project or instructional material iS

.being evaluated.

level of significance.ificance. Predetermined probability valde which is.cused

il

to decide whether the results of an evaluation study occurred by, chance bid-

were not really a consequence f a Program, Project' or instructional material.

(II * .qi mean5 that there iss,!the'probabillty of only one in a hundred for

the program effect to have appeared by chance.)

. daanagemeet iniffmatiollystemilik A system (computorized, manual or

a mix of the computorized and manual) including planning and implementatien

data in regard, to a program or project, (See also Monitoring.)

Matpliing. The Process by which subjects assigned to different groups

are made to boas equivalent as Possible. (Matching may be done on such

variables as sex, age. education, socioeconomic status, etc. A set of twins

would. be perfectly matched for purposes of some studies.) f

I.
eqp. The sum of a group of scores divided by the number of Icores:

Mediajy The score in a group of scores that is midwa- in th distribution.

Mode. The score in a group of scores that occurs most ofte

Model, A design, description or analogy used to help visualize or

understandable something that Is more complex.

110102 operandi_ analysis. A procedure similar to detective work wherehy

causes and effects are hypothesized, tested and analyzed to arrive at the

most likely pattern of events and their consequeotes.

Manfiroring. io monitor is to check on an on-going program or project

iv,' flaws or breolcciowns. to enable decision-makers to regulate activities and

to; undertake corrective action. Mono'oring is typically based in a management

lifornotion Cistern.

f '
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Naturalistic iflgUirY paradiga. Study of behavioral phenomena in natural

settings and in their normal context. using methods drawn from ethnography,

antnropology and sociological field studies. Also called the ethnogiaphic or

the phenomenological paradigm.

Heeds assessment. The process of ascertaining the learning needs,

health needs or other developmental needs of beneficiaries of educational

and development: programs. Hemp assessments are a mix of "flit" needs

expressed by beneficiaries and new needs "fashioned" ty change agents./

No significant difference (nsd). A label which is used to say that the

observed difference between two statistics could have occurred by chance.

(See Level of confidence above.)

Honformal education. A collection of organized or semi-organized

educational activities, operating outside the formal education system and

meeting the immediate educational needs of both conventional and non-

conventional learners. (Formal education is that which is provided by,

schools, colleges and universities. Informal education is that where neither

the educator nor the one being educated are conscious of the process of

tea.hing=learning taking place.)

MLR. A value or pattern,of values:representing the typical performance

of a group or population..

Norm-referenced tests. See standardized tests:

ObJecives,referee ed tests. Tests.whose scores are interpreted

according to the obJectives which a program project or course was designed

to- teach. without comparing performance of other groups on the test.

Operational seminar. A training method developed within Unesco wherein

participants experience on a reduced time-scale the total process of

community work, problem diagnosis, needs assessment, Held oryani4otiOA.

materials design and evaluation in an actual field setting.

Output evaluation. Assessing the quality and quantity of the final

product's) of the program, also taking into account any unintended tproducts

of the program.

44-
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Paradigm. An exanole or pattern; a very clear - example of an archetype.

In evaluation, a paradirm is equivalent to the 'intellectual Ideology' of an
v4.

evaluator.

Parameter. Any one of a set of properties whose value determines the

characteristics or behavior of something.

Participattr approaches. Designs, procedures and methods of planning,

implementation and evaluation that are built upon the active involvement of

the would-be beneficiaries of programs and projects.

PppulktiGa. All the persons, in the group to which the results from a

study will apply. (t.g.,-all cotton farmers in the Lake Regions of Tanzania,

all women in the child-bearing age in Indiana.)

Post;test. A test to determine the effects of a program, project or

instructional material after application or completioo.

Pre-test. A test to determine level of performance before the start or

application of a program, project or instructional material.

Problem- comlex. A whole set of interrelated problems (of planning, or

of management, or of evaluation), emerging around a decision point within a

system.

Process evaluation. Assessing procedural strategies and comparing

effectiveness of different approaches to instruction, extension, animation

and organization.

Product evaluation. Assessing the effectiveness of curricular or

instructional products.

Qpalitptive_dpto. facts, claims an assertions in narrative form, and

not in numbers. (Qualitative data can, however, be converted Into numerical

form by coding and scoring.)

Quantitatiyo data. farts, claims and assertions presented in numerical

forms.

Quick appraisals. Quick evaluations, less comprehensive and less

exhaustive than regular evaluations, conducted under,conditfons of emergency

to investigate the cause of a breakdown, to anticipate problems or to get

early returns on the impact of a program.

447,j4.7 j
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RandUmisample, A representative portion chosen from among the population;

each individual in the population has an equal chance of being selected each

time a selection is made.

Reliabilttt. The property of an instrument giving the sane reading or

score when used by different investigators on the same entity, or by the

same investigator repeatedly on the same one entity.

Reolicatiog. The repeat of an evaluation study with all essential

' aspects of the study remainingng unchanged.

Responsive evaluation. Evaluation that responds to the information

needs of the various stakeholders in a program by providing evaluation feed-

back on concerns and issues raised by them, rather than evaluating what.tfie

evaluator thinks is worth evaluating.

Sample. A part of a population chosen according to some method to

represent the total population.

Scientific inquiry paradigm. The approach borrowed from the hard

sciences involving experimental design, randomized samples, controlled

groups and statistical analysis.

Situation-specific strategy (3-5) model of evaluation. A five-step

model that relates evaluation with eliange, requires the articulation of means

and ends within an educational or a developmental program, proposes the

development of profiles of Information needs, suggests that situation-
..

specific and strategic agendas for evaluation be developed, and that the

choice of evaluation methodologies andftghniques be both technically

appropriate and practically feasible within the setting of evaluation.

Standard deviation (s). A measure of variability calculated on the

basis of differences of individual scores within a group from the group mean.

(s
2
is callOvariane.)

Standardized tests. Tests whose scores are interpreted in comparison

with some norms established in terms of some la;.ger groups or pointlations.

Statistic. A summary number that describes the characteristic or

property of a sample.
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Statistical analysts. An examination of complex relationships between

variables using empirical data and rules of statistics. 4

Statistics. The science of methods for analyzing data obtained from

empirical observations to make descriptions or inferences. pus, there is

descriptive statistics. and there is inferential statistics.

Sumative evaluation. Assessment of the impact of the total product,

program, etc., comparing observed effects with anticipated or desired effects.

System. A whole emerging from an interacting and interdependent set of

.

parts, subject to a common plan and having a common6purpose.
"

.4ygems.model. A model that looks at social reality as a system that

can always be described in terms of inputs, processes, outputs and context.

(See also model and system.)

Taxon4t. An orderly classification that has some theoretical under-

pinnings.

Thick description. Detailed and faithful descriptions in the form of

photographic records and protocols oV written case studies.

Training design. A model or a clearly established set of procedures to

develop a training program. Involving planful selection of educational

objectives. learner characteristics, teaching methodologies and learning

environments.

Trjangolaqop. Comparing and testing results from two or0more different

approaches to the solution of the same one problem.

)11nit.of analysis. the social unit such as individual, husband-wife

dyad, family, group, organization or community which is the focus of

,interest for the evaluator; which will determine the. organization of data;

and about whose behavior statements, Clair* and assertions will be made.

Unobtrusive measures. Methods of examination in which the evaluators

do not materially interfere in the situation. but rely on indirect procedures

to gather data.

Validity. The property of an instrument to be able to measure what it

was supposed to measure.
0
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Variable. A characteristic that.can take on different values.

Variance. Asmeasure of variability calculated on the basis of

differences of individual scores within group froia the group wan. The

square Root of variance gives the value of standard deviation (s).

O
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